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COMPLETE RADIO EQUIPMENT

_ ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

_ BICYCLES AND ACCESSORIES
_ GRAMOPHONE PARTS, TOOLS, &c.

_
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KIT SETS, OR|iy i ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS:
‘DEPOS IT——As arranged, usually 20 per cent.

i / INSTALMENTS—Equal_ monthly.

INTEREST—Six months’ terms, 5 per cent.; twelve months’ terms, 7} per Bs:"Hire Purchase Clients must be over 21 years of aj or nominate a. guarantor.
it oth

fi made to meet sobs
f ALL HIRE PURCHASE TRANSACTIONS ARE KEPT

oe ie STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

he hereby Cortity that cut RADIO Sma A

seee
| expert knowledge, free fram all defects, olther |

1

they are despatched oa Our factory. i
Wee We further Ghatanteh to replace’ or repair, FRB or
f which may prove defective, either in material or workmanship

period specified with each set, provided such defects are not
accident, or to alterations or repairs not executed by JOHN

his Guarantee covers sets only, and does eee
however, are usually guaranteed by their respective m anutact
respect of such defects, we will always ond ayo to ob’

noone arise.

ycription, whieh are procurable in Auckland, include them
i

Ms

We can procure these for you, giving you the benefit of

ANG ay, WINTER SPORTS,

JOHNS LIMITED
DIRECTORS:

VICTOR R. JOHNS
Gotaierls inl charge ‘Phy sien “aboratory,

Workshop, Auckland University College).

A. CLIVE JOHNS
(Formerly with Messrs. L. D. Nathaa
and Co., Ltd, Auckland).

JOHNS BUILDING, CHANCERY STREET, AUCKLAND.
(14 minutes’ walk from Queen Street, by concrete road. See Locality Chart on Back Cover )errrRETAIL RADIO™LIST.

PLEASE HAND THIS LIST TO A FRIEND IF IT DOES NOT INTEREST YOU.

TERMS.
PAYMENT.

CASH WITH ORDER, UNLESS OTHERWISE PRE-
VIOUSLY ARRANGED.

DEFERRED PAYMENT—Sce opposite page.

FREIGHT AND POSTAGE.
COMPLETE SETS.

Freight free, and safe pollvery guaranteed, to near-
est railway station or po
POSTAL ORDERS.

Free on all CASH ORDERS of £1 or more.
PXPRUSS—6d, per parcel extra.
FRAGILE—6d, per parcel extra,

FREIGHT—CASH WITH ORDER (£1 minimum).
On goods too bulky, heavy, or otherwise unsuitable

for postage, half freight or railage will be allowed
to any port or railway station in New Zealans

\ BOW TO ORDER.
‘Write plainly, preferably on one side of paper only.
Give full name and address with every order.
Give catalogue number, and full deseription—length,

size,
NEVER ORDER “SAME AS LAST.” It will delay

your order. Give full particulars with every order.
RETURNS.

NO RETURNS. will be accepted after seven days.
ACCUMULATORS, VALVES, BATTERIES, CRYS-

LS, and similar ‘hone unless SPECIALLY GUAR-
ANTEED, are not returnable under any circumstances.

PROCURED GOODS NOT RETURNABLE.
VALVES.

See under VALVES for special conditions regarding
their sale.

DEMONSTRATIONS.
We: will gladly arrange a demonstration. of any set

or speaker at customer's convenience.

PRICE ALTERATIONS.
All prices are subject to alteration without notice.,

THANK
We again take this opportunity of thanking our

customers for their support in past yea
“To-day, Radio has changed entirely from what it

two years ago, but though there are,
so many keen Radio experimenters now a

formerly He eS Bou a very mar for
apparatus only in Rae Radio field,
appertuo for electric gramophones, Public address s¥s-
tems, ete

For complete receivers; all are now very well cared
for, though most dealers have specialised on electric
sets to the total exclusion of battery sets, which still
Are, and must continue to be, used by a large section.
Wel are still, as ever, catering for these requirements
in the same expert manner that won us our reputation
during ten years of business.

We have at last satisfied ourselves that A.C. receiv-
ers can be confidently offered to our customers. We

HELP US

ey

TO HELP YOU.

BUSINESS HOURS.
Week Days: 8.80 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Fridays: 8.30 a.m. to 8.30 p.m.
Saturdays 8.80 a.m, to 12.15 p.m.

COUNTRY CUSTOMERS,
Are specially invited to visit our shop when they

are in town, and to inspect any apparatus, ete, in
which they are interested,

SATISFACTION.our earnest endeayour that every customershould’ be" perfectly, aatiehea. with every tcanenotion:
If there is the slightest reason for dissatisfaction,
the DIRECTORS will regard it as a personal favour

you will write them—confidentially—giving full
details. It will receive prompt attention,
NEW APPARATUS.

New lines are continually being imported or made.
An enquiry for any article not listed may bring you
full details of the very thing you want.

ENQUIRY SERVICE.
That the RADIO business to-day demands an unusual

amount of technical ability is evidenced by the num-
erous enquiries received daily, not only on all matters
relating to Radio in particular, but to electricity in
general.

This “Enquiry 8Service” is a very expensive one to
maintain, since it demands the attention of any of Nshalf dozen experts on our staff—sometimes when
long list of questions arrives In one atta different
parts are referred to different exper

We hope in the future, as we ers done in the
past, to continue to answer these questions, fully and
without di imination between those who are our cus-
tomers and others,

Your answers will be much more prompt and aceur-
ate if questions ‘are:

1. Numbered.
2. As definite as possible.
8. Essential details are given as briefly as possible.

Remember, we appreciate yous) orders just as muck
as you may appreciate onr assistance in your dif-
ficulties.

YOU.
oe dmporcing | some from fonentee but we also con-

y, ch Hae endeavour to secure
economy of.ae ing exp

ense, which is inclined to be
completely overlooked in the imported receiver, built
possibly for entirely different conditions.

Prominence has recently been given to the UNEM-
LOYMENT PROBLEM, which all can help to solve

should not complain if
over. We are proud of the fact that we can com-
pete successfully—EFFICIENCY, WORKMANSHIP,
PINISH, PRICE—with imported articles.

We can therefore putas pppoe to you to SUP~
PORT YOUR FELLOW WOR:



HAMMARLUND Hi-Q 30 ELECTRIC
THR LAST WORD IN RADIO Cons rRCoriN

‘AND DESIGN is the HAMMARLUND BAND PASS
FILTOR, originally invented by Hammarlund engineers.
ts object is to obtain the utmost selectivity, with:

out sacrifice of tone, Hitherto, the latter has ALWAYS

een sacrified in obtaining the former. In the Hi-Q
30 RADIO, when oa single dial control is turned,
stations are either “IN” or “OUT,” the tone being:
always fully oreuen ved,

30J

Radio

£75
Complete

Hi-Q 30
Radio-

Gramophone

£99
Complete

Chassis

£43
* Easy Terms.

The Hi-Q 30 is arene ne naturally expects it
would be. Bao SS BF el

carefully as
various Gace

i,

object of the BAND, PASS. This part of the worl
js done dn the Hammarlund factory, as an absolute
guarantee of precision.

Nor does the Hi-Q 30 stop there. It uses only the
very. best components, carefully” matched. No
expense is spared—no apparatus that will give improye-

ment in working is omitted.
There is no luck about the Hi-Q 30. Hammarlund

chose the very best circuit yet discovered—built it
of the very best Radio apparatus manufactured—built
ft with the same care as a laboratory product—and
obtained results which were never in doubt.

A yoltage regulator is fitted, which prevents dam-
age to valves through power fluctuations.

‘We import the Hi 0 chassis, partially assembled,
and ‘nish. and test it in our own factory. A JENSEN
DYNAMIC—recommended|by HAMMARLUND —
Tatahed Yo the chassis, Gramophone PICK-UP tery
minals are fitted,

he WHAT YOU WILL, either as RADIO or COM-
ATION  RADIO-GRAMOPHONE, you cannot

HOUAL HAMMARLUND results, much less improve on
them,
ove fer selection of cabinets, both imported and
1eeetiye Built, thua giving you a wide choice.

‘ES.vane 2 924 (screen grid), two 227, two 245, one 280.

Hi-Q 30 BATTERY MODEL.
: ication, depending on accessories and

eanipment iaefiaed, Chassis assembled, less valves,
osts: fe35.

gladly quote the Hi-Q 30, built into youror titcabinet, or atvod in some convenient cupboard or
recess in your house.

TRIUMPH SG. HLNOTRIC.
Radio design to-day tends very arongly, towards

making the first cost as low as ponsible, Ieivini: run-
ning costs to look after themselves.

No one, we believe, has ever yet claimed that the
AG. yalve, used in practically all eleetrio Radios, is
superior in operation to the ordinary battery type ©

valve. No one is ever likely to.

electric valve is heated by alternating ourrent
obtained from a very cheap and simple transformer.
Much more expense is involyed in making the Radio
operate with flament, current which is treated in
same way as th supply—that is, rectified and
“smoothed.

The Triumph involves no new principles —it is
simply a well designed direct current Radio, using the
famous band pass filter cireuit and ordinary type of
valves put whereas in other Radios the “B" supply
ONLY is conyerted before use into direct current, in
the TRIUMPH, the “A” or filament current is sial-
larly treated.

Five tuned cireuits give utmost selectivity.

pigeet is still BLECTRIC—it uses no batteries at
i wing to the simpler valves, results axe appre-olay, Npetter than with the so-called
The TRIUMPH can be supplied in an imported cab-

Inet (wee index), or in abinet. that is  speciall
made speaker is a JENSEN 10-incCoNowRT DYNAMIC—the

i speaker on the
ket to-day, Westinghouse rectifiers supply the “fila
ment curren

The valves are two screened grid, detector and two
audio valves, the last a power amplifier, Volume in

" any home-—extreme range—-and VERY LOW
S08, partly to less costly valves,

partly oir much longer life, and partly becaus
ve are only SEX altogether,
the TRIUMPH RADIO COSTS a Uittle more, Ada

up the total costs after only one year's runing and
will find they are the same for the TRIUMPH

as for cheaper Radios. After tho first year, the 'DRI-
UMPrH actually saves pounds. ‘The economy in cur-
rent is also far from negligible.

Triumph Radio

£54
Complete

Triumph
Radio-

Gramophone

£75
OoinploteaeBathory Models

wame price.

Chassis
On Application.

BUY TRIUMPH FOR ULEIMATIO HCONOMY.

TRIUMPH eeDONE.
‘This Sonstiiny 2a sn ae CHARS as

above, but mot Seteaa“ln ny
Avitich ua “also

fitted with he Dest Bite and PT ayaona alt aavantcenof the
PH RA: pio.”

‘TRIUMPH CHASSIS will bo aunt talows cabinetT
Sitine to va own cal ah 0)

ihe! ves nea ularHADIO. wiAVL

installed in homes, so get { ahead of thesfapnion.

ALTONA PRINCE ELECTRIC.
The ALTONA PRINCH is a straightforward neutrodyne
design, ALL-BLECTRIC, but using only five valves
(plus one rectifier),

We believe that in New Zealand most customers will
eeeee)ae fied with the ALTONA PRINCH, which

nt reception on both local and distanttations, “coupled with satisfactory selectivity. After
all, in New Zealand there are not a very large num-ber of stations within range, so the inclusion of two
or three extra valves to obtain selectivity, is hardly
essential, even in the main cities, while it most cer-
iginly is not so 30 miles from the broadcasting towns.

The usual imported seven to ten valve set, there-
fore, involves much pieticr maintenance cost, for whichlittle return is giv: You have only to enquire thetotal cost of valves ‘used In. the Radio you buy, to
obtain an accurate egies oe the ey. (or perhapshalf-yearly!) runnin, Total cost of valves, in-
eluding rectifier, in the ALTONA PRINCE is analy £5 7s.

art from the above consideration, the ALTONAPRINCE is locally constructed from the finest Bape
tus, and is fitted into a really beautiful cabinet. Repairsare very unlikely to be required, but cessary canbe promptly taken care of, at minimum expense.

CABINET.

.
This is the same as used with the H-R UNODIAL—

See page 6.

We can, nevertheless, quote the chassis only, or ani
other type of cabinet, either imported or locally built.

PRICE (including yalyes) aS ce +. £33 10 0

CHALLENGER ELECTRIC.
OUR ANSWER TO FOREIGN COMPETITION.

few years ago the idea of constructing a com-plete ELECTRIC RADIO at this low price would havecaused much ridicule,
Recently, dealers have seen and tested many cheap

foreign sets, ‘but none have been imported for sale—
very few even survived the first test.

The CHALLENGER is the product of local industry,
and is really a yery fine and reliable ae which is
sold complete with valves and 1

Is
and kK

FULLY GUARANTRED,

PRICE

£13 10s.
Complete

Easy Terms:
£1 deposit, 5s.

weekly, 56 weeks
THH PRICE IS AMAZINGLY LOW,considering the

quality and guarantee.

CAN YOU AFFORD NOT

TO HAVE RADIO WHEN

_ CHALLENGER COSTS SO LITTLE.

ACE 3 ELECTRIC.
14 REASONS FOR ACH 3 SUPREMACY.

1. Very handsome appearance, with neat wood case,
well polished.

2) Three! veim@ae (ail Radioieng) weceinen Falvey:
3. Westinghouse rectifier, which unlike  rectifter

valves, is permanent.
(fx Werminals' enable it to be used as cleotric gramo-

pho:
5 Locally built, for local conditions, with

durable electrical ‘equipm
e ae)

6. Backed by prompt factory service (experience
shows that the set itself practically never gives the
slightest trouble),

7. Design ensures exceptionally long valve life,
8. LOW FIRST Cost.

LOW UPKEEP COST—should not exoced Is. permonthgael guarantee to maintain set AND
VALVHS In good order for £5 per yea
eal” cURRENT CONSUMPTION, 50 to 200 hours for

oa
“a DESIGNED BY NNW ZEALAND RADIO ENGIN~

12. Built by New Zealand workmen.
13, Fully guaranteed,
14, Sold on easiest of easy terms.

PRICE:
‘£18 18s.”
«Complete.

Basy ‘Perms :

£1 deposit, 5s.
weekly, 80 weeks,

Little did we think a year ago that the ACH ELEG-
TRIC $8 would prove such a wonderful success. Weset out to produce a set that would be very roliable,attractive in appearance, inexpensive, both in first andmaintenance cost. Good tone on the loeal station wasthe first reproduction requirement, but by m

long distances, atTeast five and usually seven or eight val
é

generally aaa for this purpose.
fe yee ee

Price includes three Dest quality. valve

K Special (or cone) apa
Tee eenae

Terms from £1 deposit, 5s. weekly (80 weeks).
THE SET FOR THE MILLION.

CROSLEY ELECTRICS.
For full particulars, send for LHAFLET.
All cepeivers and chassis «oe ssis complete with valves and

CHASSIS.
Monotrad, seven-valve, screen grid
TABLE MODEL. :

With Monotrad ehassts .. aU aS eX 9

CONSOLE MODEL,
i

Monotrad chassis

os ve, £87 5 8
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No doubt our many customers have wondered why

our firm—practically the oldest in New Zealand—has
imported A.C.hitherto not heen associated with

RADIOS.

he reason is merely that we have hitherto been

‘unconvineea that they represented “VALUE FOR

MONEY.”
if Tt is now well known that until comparatively re-

‘cently large numbers of imported A.C. SHT'S were

quite unsatisfactory in more ways than one, but to-day

the position has changed.

The A.C. SUT having now proved itself, we arranged
to offer our customers finest RADIO made in

America to-day. The reasons are convincingly enum-
erated below:

4. ZHNITH RADIO is manufactured by one of the

oldest Radio concerns in America, in a well-equipped
factory, with 15 years’ experience behind roduc-
tion is large enough to keep s of RELIABLE
RADIO at a minimum, yet not sc large that each
receiver does not receive that individual attention,
supervision, inspection, and test: that makes one

QMNITH. as good as another ZENITH, and superior
to the mass products of other factories. Ordinary
mass production never yet resulted in uniformly high-

grade apparatus,
2, ZHNITH RADIO is backed by a real guarantee,
3. ZHNITH CHASSIS is built on the latest principles,

with infinite precision and care. ‘The result is perfec!
reproduction, and unfailing regularity of reception,

4, ZENITH uses SCREEN GRIL CIRCUIT—the Jat-
est development in Radio. ,

§. ZENITH PUSH PULL AMPLIFICATION neutral-
fses and counter-balances jall distortion, enabling the

2 pbuilding up of pure’ natural tone quality.
6. ZENITH employs LINEAR POWER DETECTION,

accommodating tremendous power without introducing
distortion, 1

1. ZENITH is at once very SBLNCTIVE, and very
‘SHNSITIVE—Distant stations, one after the

ome in strongly as turn the’ dial,| marked so you can immediately tune in any wave
Jength. t

7ENITH—AMERICA’S “BUICK”

Zenith Radio

£57
Complete.

ASY TERMS!

£10 deposit.

Automatic Control

Extra.

8. ZBNITH gives, in addition to the above, absolute
fidelity of reproduction—you readily imagine the singer
or orchestra to be actually In your own home, per-..
forming at their very best. :

9, ZENITH RADIO is the only one that can be fit-
ted with AUTOMATIC TUNING, This feature costs
more, but it enables nine selected stations to be
MOND. IN INSTANTLY, morely by pressing a key
like a typewriter key, ZUNE 1s the ONLY RADIO
which offers thiw absolutely exalusive and unique
feature,

10. Jacks for plok-ups ave fitted,

WE HAVE TAKEN TURD YHARS 70 SELECT
ZBNILH—YOU need take only DHRWH MINUTES.

CABINET.
Barly Americi

walnut veneers, with Englivh satin oak overlays
without the outstanding foatures of the chassls alr

mentioned, the ZENITH would be worth the extra
account of its beautiiul cabinet mone,

n pattern, selected and matehed Butt
ven
ady
on

VALVES.
Three 224, three 227, two 246, one 280 are Included.

SPEAKER, ‘

Dynamic, of course, carefully matehed in every way
to’suit both chassis and cabinet,

ZENITH GRAMO-RADIO on application,

‘ RADIO CHASSIS.
sonsists of the Radio section

for inserting the valves
assis, of

A RADIO CHASS
of a complete receiver,
and connecting the
course, batteries must also be connected.

IARI
PRICES

ON
APPLICATION,

SEERA
%

‘
Mae

We are able to supply the CHASSIS of nearly
every RADIO RECEIVER LISTED.

H

RADIO CABINETS.
tm the very near future, Radio will be installed in

ses in special cabinets or cupboards, thus elimina
e cost of expensive cabinets, and giving greater

convenience,

"
RADIO-GRAMOPHONES.

Any powerful Radio chassis makes a very fine gramo-
phone, the only extras required being a motor (spring
or electric) and a pick-up, These are built into the

as the Radio in expensive combinations,

(they are quite small) on theup and motor he
table

alongside you, and play your records without rising |

from your chair. “ fs

ie

MONARCH—BIG

THE “MONARCH” SCREENED
GRI

In order to meet
RECHIVER at

he demand for a full-size RADIO
a price of under £50, we have com-

pleted negotiations in U.S.A., whereby we import the
HASSTS, DYNAMIC SPEAKER and CABINNT each

direct from their respective nationally known ‘manu-
facturers, assembling and testing the final set in our
own factory, ~

i

By these means, we are not only enabled to offer
extraordinary value, but we can cater for special
requirements.
MONARCH CHASSIS.

Constructed from the highest grade components,
le by prominent manufacturing specialists, each an

acknowledged leader in his own sphere.
The circuit employs SCREEN GRID VALVHS, the

very latest development of this type, which definitely
makes obsolete sets not using these valves, in spite
of contrary claims by some manufacturers, who pos-
sibly may be unable to re-organise their works to
produce the new circuit.

Tone quality is more than adequately provided for
by push pull amplification, with powerful valves.

Terminals enable a gramophone attachment to be
fitted instantly.

CHASSIS is priced separately, with valves and
speaker, for those wishing to build their own cabinet.
DYNAMIC SPEAKER.

Selected to match the chassis, the MONARCH DYNA-

ae et cannot fail to please even the most
critical,

Monarch
Radio

£45

Monarch
Radio-

RESULTS—LOW PRICE. —eee
COSSOR RADIOS.

COSSOR THREE VALVE ELECTRIC.
_As illustrated, complete with valves.

circuit, two tone: metal cabinet,

Cossor three-valve Electric
cOsSsSOR TWO VALVE ELECTRIC.
Assembled complete, in cabinet,

similar to the Cossor ‘Three.
Cossor two-valve Electric
EMPIRE MELODY MAKER.

This is imported as a Kitset, and correctly assem:
bled in our own factory. All wave, 16 t stra)
two dial control, and. three valves., eePrice (includes cabinet and valves).

+ £24 0 0

with dial control
Complete with valves,
(iN Me oe Meta e® 20)

PHILIPS RADIOS (ELECTRIC).
We stock these well-known sets, and can give cus-

tomers the benefit of our expert service and guarantee,
All are complete with valves, speakers being extra,
BROADCAST FOUR VALVE (2510).

Two screened grid and tw i ri

ign laree:
8 0 ordinary type valves.

Philips 2510 (with valves)
ALL WAVE FOUR (2802). : ‘

Designed for those who wish to receive both long
and short waves,
Philips 2802 (with valves)

212380, 30,

. £30 6 0

PB, §

A small two-yalve set, all electric like its larger
brothers.

Philips Q-P (with valves) 4 Raia £16 0 0

Gramop

£65

BASY TERMS.

CONSOLE CABINET,
The iMustration shows a typical console cabi

NOMERS yp sole cabinet
be able to fit the chassis into any of the

\ several imported styles of cabinets which we stock.
Alternatively, we will gladly arrange for our cabinet-
maker, to malo a ep eciel cabinet to match your fur-

are, to insta in your cupboard, and to i
gratagphene motor) pick-up, ete, Les neis

In fact, we will be glad to haye your special instruc-
tions, so that we can supply just what you desire.

MONARCH CHASSIS.
| Gan be Bupplied complete with aynamie speak

Hand valves, ‘rice ‘on application, | Paar

LOFTIN WHITE AMPLIFIER.
Just before going to. press, some details have become

available of a new development of an idea already
several years ol

The main features are:—
f

1. Only one valve is used after the detector.
2, prmeng ara taeHGnHs reducing cests

ply.
8, Still purer tone.

ur enquiries forSend us yor LOFTIN WHITE
AMPLIFIERS OR KITS,

;

YouenanyWee SASS NS aNHEAE ae a

WE CAN BUILD

SPECIAL RADIO RECEIVERS,
ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONES, _
ADDRESS SYSTEMS.

TO SUIT YOUR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS.

Screened grid
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Hamma)

een forced a
ROBERTS is truly a marvel.

six or seven valve
nown throughout New Zealand as the

as almost invariably proved
sets of other makes,

Dealers and experts every-

have

Its marvellous results are due to the circuit design,
coupled with
us

the very high quality of
coils

components
originally

While less efficient Radios have been continually re-
designed, the

unchanged for

can at
‘out internal alteration.

f It is worth
have

Hammarlund
appearance, and yet to-day it is still

alone has been practically
except for improvement in

an undoubted
There appears no chance

This is
which
with-

four years,

while asking how many other circuits
proved so deservedly popular for such a long| period. Unquestionably, Hammarlund engineers evolved

i a design which was much in advance of the times.
‘he H-R gained its reputation as a battery Radio,ae

i for use either on accumulators or on dry “A” batteries.

four or more
satisfaction on

Wasily out-stripping its competitors in the accumulator
class, it is even more in the lead for dry battery opera.
tion; in faet, it is really the only type of receiver of

valves which can be relied on to give
dry batteries.

It is perfectly obvious that the successful dry bat-
tery receiver must.
the very utm

\2 i best Salty, than to pay out in extr
in

be faced with
a or discarding

id)

batteries will

wr js the keynote
ers the volum
mulators, the

have a letter
his H-R,
performances

OPERATION.

set, and anyon
whatsoever in
lund Roberts.

RANGE.

ample volume
gonditions are.

70 stations, including many in U.S.A.
While this is exceptional, exceedingly good

Regeneration
the set does not interfere with other receivers.

The simplest

Under normal conditions,
im the usual Australian stations

be absolutely efficient, in order that
results can be obtained fromost an

slightest

first place
i a maintenance,

the difference in cost, and
the problém of continuing to do so,

your unwise purchase.
© actual cost of running a H-R receiver on dry

be no more than where accumulators
are used, charged at a service station.

us again emphasise that in the H-R efficiency
throughout. On the dry battery receiv-

6 is only slightly less than with accu-
range remaining much the same.

REGENERATION.
embodied in the set, makes it capable

ve, Wi

are very common.
is thoroughly under control, and so

Re

instructions are sent out with each
¢ who can read should have no difficulty

installing and operating the Hamma

Stations can be logged, and always
ome in on the same readings.

the H-R will readily bring
on the speaker, with

‘and clarity. In many localities, where
favourable, American stations are resus‘act,strength.

ERY RADIOS ABSOLUTELY UNBEATABLE.

HAMMARLUND-ROBERTS.
C

rlund Roberts receiver has gained a
wonderful reputation during the past few years. It

‘ is now well ln

models, the tone is really excellent, this
being particularly true of the more expensive machines.

SELECTIVITY.
By a simple device, the selectivity, normally excel-

Jent, can be increased at will, to a still greater degree.

With each H-R, we send out the valves which we
have found by experience and test to be most suitable.
Wor dry battery operation, invariably these are UX199,
and a meteris fitted to enable these to give maximum
results, coupled with long life.

‘Accumulator valves are usually 221, a new Radiotron
working on a six-yolt accumulator (only a small one
required), taking only .06 amp,—less than one-quarter
of the 201A, These valves can be used in older H-R
Radios, now using 210A, without any alteration.

POWER VALVE.
‘A power valve may be used in the last stage with-

out internal alteration.
GRAMOPHONE ADAPTOR.

Wach H-R is fitted with terminals, enabling it to
be used in conjunction with a PIC! K-UP, as an HLEC-
TRIC GRAMOPHONE, the change over being made
instantaneously.

GUARANTEE.
OND YHAR, as per conditions inside front cover.

H-R MODELS.
This season the H-R RADIOS hawe been modified,

chiefly by being made more compact, while the cab-
inets are much neater than formerly. The Radio eir-
cuit has not been changed.

The
UNODIAL insist

on a single dial control, while VALVE,
SUPERB has been added, the extra valve giving PUSH

PULL AMPLIFICATION, combining ample power with
the finest tone possible.

A H-R RADIO-GRAMOPHONE is also included, this
being, we believe, the only factory built machine of
this type in New Zealand,SeH-R UNODIAL. 1

The efficiency of a Radio is decreased by using a
‘one dial control, but since there is an insistent demand
forsingle control, out factory have built a UNODIAL
He

*

Only the highest grade apparatus is used in its
construction, and the cabinet is of exceptionally fine

“finish, either mahogany or walnut.
Whe selected accessories are as for the Junior, but

with A139 aerial and N. and K, Senior speaker.

Less With
accessories. accessories.

ACCUMULATOR MODEL £21 0 0 £82 5) 0

DRY BATTHRY MODEL 22.10 0 31 7 0

*

LR UNRIVALLED EFFICIENCY.

H-R “CONQUEROR.”
in account of its low price, and the fact that its

extraordinary efficiency produces ™

envied by owners of six and seven valve sets of other
makes, this will be the most popular of the new H-R
RADIOS.

Tt is particularly suitable for battery operation, and
especially so where,

i £ accu-
mulator charging, dry bi be used. But,
py the addition of an eliminator, it becomes
entirely electrically operated, retaining its wonderful
range, but costing very little indeed for replacements
of valves or other parts, and practically nothing for
current.

The cabinet is of best imported oak, and can be
supplied either dark or natural finish.

SELECTED ACCESSORIES (Accumulator).
Aerial A138, Fuller six-yolt 30-amp.

Qasting nearly 120 hours on one charge)
Columbia “B” batteries, Columbia “C” battery,

K221 valves, N, and KX, Special speaker. Total value,
£10/2/6.

For DRY BATTERY USE, the accumulator is re-
placed by three Columbia No. 6 dry batteries, while
UX199 valves are included. Total value, £7/14/-.

accumulator

ANY SPEAKER OR OTHER APPARATUS LISTED,
SUPPLIED AT DIFFERENCE IN LIST PRICES.

Less With
Accessories, Accessories

CONQUEROR, accumulator model £12 19 6 £22 19 0

(CONQUEROR, dry battery model 14 9 6 2119 6

‘The DRY BATTERY MODHL includes a meter, but
is otherwise identical.

H-R SUPERB.
It has hitherto been impossible for custo!

electric light to obtain a standar
MK

the power type now so common
WLECTRIC SETS. With the sudden growth
WLECTRIC, modern improvements ceased to be applied

sto battery Radios, manufacturers simply scrambling
over one another to produce the ELECTRIC.

Tt was to fill this breach that we arranged for the
production of the H-R SUPERB. This uses the fam-
ous H-R cirenit, with the Inclusion of an extra valve
to secure at once ample volume andperfect tone.

With this in view, the SUPERB employs PUSH
PULL AMPLIFICATION, and a JENSEN CONCERT
DYNAMIC SPEAKER,

The above combination will ensure to battery own-
a quality of reception that simply cannot be

equalled, let alone surpassed by any Radio on the
market to-day.

ers who

SELECTED ACCESSORIES.
Aerial A139, Reliance six-volt 80 amp. accumulator

(working the whole set and speaker for about 70 hours
on one charge), three Columbia Layerbilt “B” bat-
teries, Columbia “C” battery, Jensen concert dynamic
speaker in cabinet, Radiotron valves. (Total value,

CONQUEROR ELECTRIC.
Since the CONQUEROR possesses such wonderful

range, and it is natural thatafour-valve RADIO
using inexpensive valves,
than the usual seven or eight-valve set .

(ea

expensive) we have arranged to HLECTRIFY the CON-
QUWROR. ‘The same valves are used, with an * "

éliminator, the latter being also available for all pre-
vious types of H-R sets,

The prices quoted below include valves and speaker—
you merely connect o your aerial, and eliminate all
worries,
CONQUEROR ELECTRIC, with N, and K

speaker & .. os we . .. £8210 0

CONQUEROR ELECTRIC, with Jensen Con-
e Dynamic speaker .. 3819 6

H-R RADIO-GRAMOPHONE.
The H-R RADIO GRAMOPHONE combines the H-R

SUPDRB RADIO, with a gramophone motor and elec-
tric pick-up, so that records can be

esired, There is no need here to emphasise the sup-
erjority of the electric gramophone over the ordinary

3, and the H-R RADIO GRAMOPHONE places for
the first time on the New Zealand market such an
instrument capable of working on batteries. is

The motor is the GARRARD, same as is used on
lass gramophones throughout the world. B.T.H.,

Webster, or other high-grade pick-up is fitted.
The handsome console cabinet contains the whole

of the apparatus, and operation is extremely simple,
both on Radio and on recor

The price includes JENSEN CONCERT DYNAMIC
SPEAKER. PRICH, £63.

NOTH.—If you can readily charge six-volt accumu-
lators, we can supply magneto “B” for the SUPERB
and the RADIO-GRAMOPHONB,|with extra accumu-
lator. h MAGNETO “B" supply, “B” batteries are
entirely discarded,

PRICE, extra, approx, £15.

UNIVERSAL.
ALL WAVE SCREENED 4,

Mention made in other parts of this list of the
enormous possibilities of the screened grid valve, es-

lly in the SHORT WAVE field.

The UNIVERSAL
SHORT WAVE
moment, me

L is a combined BROADCAST and
ST, the change being made in a

y by changing two coils.
‘The coils of the highest efficiency, and the great-

est care is taken, not only in the design, but also in the
aecurate construction of the UNIVDORSAL, Full set
of coils for both broadcast and short wave included,

The cabinet is of heavy aluminium, providing abso-
jutely thorough shielding, and freedom from usual cab-
jnet troubles. We gladly welcome the closest inspec-
tion of the workmanship throughout. i

‘Output filter igs embodied in the set, protecting the
speaker windings from undue strain and giving clearer

Four volt valyes are recommended, the first being
a screened grid and the last a power valve.

Guaranteed one year—see inside front cover.
SELECTED ACCESSORIES.

amp. -Fuller accumulator,Aerial A138, four volt 30
three 45-volt Columbia “B” batteries, Columbia “C’

Battery, N. and K. Senior speaker, four valves (total
value, £13/2/-). x

£36/8 18), UNIVERSAL, less accessorie:
f

, less ssories to 0

Manes ith UNIVERSAL, with accessoriés 16 0

H-R SUPERB 9...|.. £18 16 5 £39 15 0 UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC.
H-R SUPERB CONSOLE, £8/5/- extra. As above to work from A.C, .. £39 0) 0



All About the  tery(sutersuriserie
 All-Electric.

reference book crammed variety that is on the alr.

with
Blectri
working fo
fessional.
understand way

listeners.
soMD OF THE ARTICLES:

“Choosing an All Hlectric Set.

"Power and A.C, Valves. Coe
ABC Battery Eliminators.
AG, Crystal Set Amplifier.

How to Convert Your Set.

Building the Four-valve A.C. Will be coming over

_
Browning-Drake.
Power Amplifier.

Speakers for All Wlectric Sets,

List of Stations (over 300).

Price 1s. 6d.
(Posted, 1/9.)

PUBLISHED BY|RADIO RECORD AND ELECTRIC

From near and far radio brings
entertainment and culture into the

tener can have whatever he wishes,
whether it be opera, jazz, lecture, or

a description of a sports contest.
Radio brings it all, and it rests with
the listener to select from the great

information about Turning through the length of the
SsF

Bt
dial to discover just what’ suits, {

‘Sets, their construction and 4 nit and miss process, so to enable
yr the Amateur and Pro- oa listener to tune in whatever he

d

Written in an casy-to-

tah Zealand week by week the forthcoming broad-
, the “Radio Record” has its

being. In its columns are published
casts from the main stations,
gives prominence to those broadcasts
which the listener should not miss.
It tells of those who are performing,

ts and co
f those who listen, and it
the questions of those in

ifficulty,
The programmes of the four YA

stations are published a weel: in
adyance, and the listener can choose

it his taste. Hea eae can arrange his. parti inOpe asttce advance by knowing exactly what
the air, But

programmes and programme news is
not all the “Radio Record” covers.
Tt deals with all aspects of radio,
from both news and technical points
of view. ‘ives authentic and up-
to-date information about new recetv—

ers and accessories. t tests and
reports on new apparatus that will
pe interesting for all its readers.

The
, for there is a special sec-

Wlectric Home Journal—
assigned to them. Although featur-

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL RADIO ing electricity in the home, this sec-

|
DEALERS AND BOOKSELLERS. tion aims to interest women gener~

ally, It has a literary section, whieh
invites contributions from readers,
and there are weekly competitions,
for original matter, both practical
and literary.

yomen readers are well cat-

The 1930 Radio
Listeners’ Guide

Radio transmission and reception
is a creation of the present genera-
tion, and the last few years have

seen some of the most vital trans-
“formations., Gone are the days when

fa receiver was all knobs and dials,
the tuned anode circuit, that good

old stand by, has been relegated to

the limbo of the lost, and to keep

track of the trend towards A.C. and

short wave reception, it is necessary
to’ read the latest information, hence

the publication of the “RADIO

LISTENERS’ GUIDE AND CALL

BOOK." When you erect an aerial,
consult the Guide; if the set goes

wrong, refer to the Guide; for any
technical matter, the Guide can help;
in fact, if it has any connection

with radio you can get the full in-

formation from the new 1930 edition,

Price 2s. 6d.
(Posted, 2/9.)

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL RADIO
DEAL AND BOOKSELLERS.

The “Record” is essential to ever,
home whore thereis a radio.

HOME JOURNAL.”
GTON.

H-R SETS FOR ACCUMULATORS OR DRY BATTERIES. ,

ACE REGENERATIVE SETS.

ACE 3.
ARH YOU one of many customers who wish to get

a RADIO SET, which will be a pleasure to listen to

bn the nearer ‘stations, well designed and constructed
oo as to ensure freedom from trouble, and yet LOW
IN COST?

AC} SETS are built for this express purpose. They

are not as cheap as a set can be, but they are as
cheap as a GOOD SET can be.

This, of course, makes all the difference. A pound
or two saved in first cost can easily be lost twice

ever in maintenance during the first year, even for-
getting the inferior results obtained from the cheaper
set.

CONSTRUCTION.
y designed and built as our larger sets,

and incorporating apparatus of the same quality as
Sur ECR CONQUEROR sets. Ace sets are efficient,
Culable, and as trouble free as a set of this kind

can be. Special care has been taken to ensure easy

operation, and very low running costs.

APPEARANCE.
The cabinet is substantially built, dark finish, while

the black panel is beautifully machine engraved.

BATTERIES.
HTS, we recommend either dry “A” bat-

‘a’ small accumulator. ‘The latter can be
f cost is to be a minimum. Where dry

batteries are used, it is adyisable, though not essen-
tial, to fit a meter, costing 30s. extra.
GUARANTEE.

ONE YEAR, as per conditions inside front cover,

SELECTED ACCESSORIES.—
three No, 6 Columbia ba

a battery, Columbia “C'
eries, 99

attery,
three UX199 valves, N. and’ K, Special speaker, But-

lo phone plug. Total value, £6/7/-.

£7 10S.
(with Selected Accessories) £13 10S,

Supplied with two volt valves and Fuller accum-
lator at same price.

PRIGE (tess Selected Accessories)heFRIareeSINGER SET.
job line, bought in at an absurdly low price.

Consists of a non-regenerative detector (using a valve)
in one cabinet, and tage amplifier in another
cabinet to match. Easily wired up. Suitable for local
reception, but by a slight addition can be made regen-
erative, with a range of the usual three valve set.

The two stage amplifier could be used with a crystal

SINGER SET, detector and two stage amplifier 110 0

Complete with all accessories, including aerial
and three WX12 valves .

0 0

MENIWAVE SHORT WAVE SET.
By using a special Hammarlund short wave con-

denser, the wave length of this set will go down as
jow as 15 metres, Unfortunately, this also means that

to 600 metres, so that
included, covering waves from 15 to 100 metres, approx.
This feature applies to all short wave sets.

Although designed for accumulator’ valves, MHNI-~
WAVE SBTS can also be supplied for dry cell valves.

COMPONENTS.
Very highest quality only. This is essential for

good results.
RANGE.

‘All reasonably powered short wave stations of the
world are within range, under favourable conditions.

CABINET.
Dark cabinet, with handsome mahogany panel, gold

engraved.
OPERATION.

"Anyone who ean tune the ordinary set will find no
aificulty in operating a MENIWAVE. Full instruc-
tions for installing and operating are included wit!
every set.
GUARANTEE.

ONE YEAR, as per conditions inside front cover.

SELECTED ACOBSSORIRB.
‘Aerial R138, 6 volt 30 amp. accumulator, 99 volt

Columbia “B"’ battery, Columbia "“C" battery, three
lves, N.

and K. Special speaker, Weston plug (total
value £8/17/6).
COILS.

8

‘A FULL SET OF FOUR MENIWAV® COILS (pat-
ent applied for) included with every set.

PRICE, Less Accessories
With Accessories

£12 10s.
£20 98.

MENIWAVE ALL WAVE SET.
reception, but it will also bring in ordinary broad-

casting on the speaker, provided the distance is not
too great. The four coils provided enable wave
lengths from about 23 to 600 metres to be tuned in,
this range being suitable for all ordinary requirements,

OTHERWISE FHATURES, PRICE, ACCES-
SORIES, BTC. ARE IDSWwiGaL WITH THE MENI-
WAVE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER AS ABOVE.

MENIWAVE SHORT WAVE
ADAPTOR.

Those who already haye three (or more) valve sets
can readily experiment with short wave broadcasting.

ADA be connected to their sets in
minute or two, and, if the set itself is good, results
should be practically as good as with the special short
wave sets,

‘Panel is similar to the Meniwave, with rheostat dials
omitted.

t of four Meniwave coils included, wave length
approximately 15-100 metres.

PRICE, Less Cabinet £6 19 6d.
‘With Cabinet £8 8s.
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The National Radio Magazine.

The
ONLY ALL RADIO
Magazine Published

in New Zealand.

Fortnightly - - - Price Sixpence.

New Zealand Radio Handbook Annual

THE RADIO ’CYCLOPAEDIA.

"Transmitters..For Listeners, Constructors,
Price—Two Shillings and Sixpence.

Publishers: H. G. FARNALL & CO. LTD,, Auckland.

On Sale at all News Agents and Radio Dealers throughout New Zealand,
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If It's Important—It’s in
:

“RADIO”

(REELECTRIC GRAMOPHONES FOR RESULTS. at

WELL-MAYDE CONCERT POWER
GRAMOPHONES.

(OPERATED BY BATTERIES.)
While there is already on the market ample choice

in power gramophones for use on the electric supply,
there is not, we believe, another machine of similar
type giving the full volume required for
theatres, halls, outdoor systems, ete, and yet
operated Xevolt batteri

The dimoulty has mee been due to the “BY sup:
reome by the MAGNETO “BY

This ingenious machine develo
rom two six-volt accumulators.

be readily charged, the operating
small, and the machine easily

transported by car to different 1 ties.
Since it is not dependent on outside current, It can

used anywhere, t
re rend -

ally useful contopenments at sports meetings, etc.
Cabinets ai be designed to suit individual needs,

the one quoted being plain, but very strong, to with-
stand hard usage.

MICROPHONE.
Terminals are fitted so that a m)

Geen: as well as a gramophone pic! maple
switch changes from one to the other instantaneously.

‘The amplifier consists of two stages, last using
two pee in PUSH PULL. The powerismore than

" even a large hall, for dancing,
includes Garrard double spring

k-up, magnetic “B” supply, two accu~
mulator dynamic speaker

PRICE, from £55 to £75, according to power required.
MICROPHONE, with battery, transformer, rheostat,

ete., extra, fr 5,

announce-

Soar an be

motor, b

CRYSTAL SETS.
Crystal sets will always be popular, not only because

tney are yery cheap, but also because the quality of
reception is so perfec!

The ordinary crystal set has a range of about 10

to 20 miles from a station like Auckland, but con-
siderably more from Wellington.

Fixed detectors uke the meg Diamond give good

results at very shor ut HERTZITE crystal
is better for longer. distanc He owing to its greater
senaltivity

Sy
e°

ssories Renuline for a crystal set include

merely an act 1 outfit A138 (A137afe ad
on an e°bairsof telephones, say, N

WEREMARDE
CRYSTAL

RECEIVER.
W-M CRYSTAL SET.

A. Well- Mate pro-
©

tector,
mond’ permanent. de-
tector, at the same
price,

WELL-MAYDE CRYSTAL SET... ME LAE:

Complete with aerial and phones os pan82Ie6
Ce aeaeaceeeeTRANSANT CRYSTAL SET.

Antines set in attractive polished case, Varto-
meter tuning ensures accurate tuning. Enclosed
Soraetar Complete with crystal.
TRANSANT SET e be 2

24 0

FORTEVOX CRYSTAL SET.
‘Another well-known

wt

hexpensive set. Why be with-
out Radio when a set costs only

FORTEVOX SET se tes
5 0

Complete with phones: ‘and aerial .- ne MeeecSSearaITPOWER AMPLIFIERS.
A POWER SerLae is constructed on the same

lines as the last sta f amplification in & Radio
receiver, but attention d to obtainin:

same time, Mmagninoent: volume and faithful reproduction,
‘To achieve this result, powerful apparatus, 1s used,

operated by power op the mains, by atte
accumulators, magni "or even in opecla cases
where upkeep cost matters1little, dry “B” batteries

A.C, POWER AMPLIFIERS.
These operate entirely from the mains, and are

in theatres, dance halls, pictures, restaurant
, otc, They can be used with a gramophone

pic! and motor, a Radio set, or with a micr
phone, when special announcements are to be made.

WELI-MAYDE AMPLIFIERS are locally built,
most of the components being actually constructed in
the factor

is taken of local conditions,
and all t condensers, etc. are made
to withstand much hig’ loads than they are ever
likel} be called upon to do, In appearance and
finish, hey are unsurpassed by imported amplifiers.

WELL-MAXYDE “VIM.”
Two stages, with 227 (not the olier 226) in first

stage, and two 245, push pull, in th 3

tifier valve 280. ‘This outfit is DOM

even large halls, yet the high power s attalned along
with perfect tone quality.

The price is very low—but we can guarantee the
amplifier in all ways. ‘Well-Mayde” trade mark does

not appear on. inferior produc
J-M “VIM" AMPLIFIER: ‘ . £18.00

of ieee , a 0

Pull
WEEE-MAYDE “HERCULES. mm

res, the first. two each with 227 valves,
With two 245 in push pull. Rectifierstand the aevalve,

w-M i ;RCULE
Full setof valves

WELL-MAYDE “st ENTOR” AMPLIFIER.
‘The most powerful three stage amplifier made, Hach

stage has two valves in push pull, the f ce fue Bile
using227, and the last stage 250. etifie! oO 281.

mplifier is. suite or the largest ay eae

Le se Yi £34" 0 0.

t gmc’ 0

It will easily operate several speak-
wobbly Oy 0

16 180MICROPHONES.
Where necessa » microphones in conjunction

with the above, customers should advise us, as sligh
alterations in’ design are advisable, to make for
greater compactne:greatercompactness,0WEBSTER A310.

Three stages, tw

with 226 valy

Roaaen

PRICE (less valves) £33 178 6d.

WEBSTER A271.
Two stages,~BATTERYtYAMPLIFIERS.
As the design of these depends so much on local

facilities for charging bateries, etc. we will quote ty
order. Please write, giving us as full particulars of

your requirements as you can. We are, thoroughly
experienced, and can meet your special needs.

» with, Spe171 in musk pull.
Ge: ), £21 15:



i OUR KITSETS ARE EASILY BUILT A

KITSETS.
‘The faculty implanted in every boy

to “make som thing,” 0}

something already made,
directly responsible for the enormous

in scientific and mechanical
The progress made in

the last century is simply amazing,
y its rate is fully main-

yy may some day emulate
jndison, James Watt or Marconi, all
éf whom started life far worse eauip=
ped for fame than almost any school

i ‘They made good—

ana others will make good. The in-
Yentive genius displayed by so many

way along practical lines.
Will it. keep a boy from mischief
and bad company, but it will train
him so that when the time comes
to leave school he will be better able
to secure employment. His ‘self-
training will have developed his
mind, even though he may not actu-
ally become an engineer.

Tn any case, we are so surrounded
by machines and electrical apparatus
that scientific knowledge and experi-
ence are highly desirable for every
man,

Yiow frequently is a simple defect
in a motor car, for instance, recti-
fied in five minutes by a man with
some amateur experience, when his
jess fortunate friend is held up for
hours, while he sends to the nearest
garage for a mechanic, at great ex-
pense, considering the nature of the
job.

‘Radio provides one of the very best
hobbies for a boy. He makes some-
thing that is very useful, and in the
process obtains an education that
Would hardly be possible otherwise.5eeaeRADIO CIRCUITS.

Yoxamination of the hundreds of so-
called Radio circuits of the last ten

astonishing fact
that probably 99 per cent. of receiv-
ers have employed one of only three
or four fundamentally different types.

more or less known
to amateurs, but they have not stood
the practical :

countle!
cirenits dished up wi

Jess magazines are
in name only, merely for the sake
of advertising appeal.

To-day, the amateur usually buys
a complete KITSET, simply because
the design work has already been
done for him by acknowledged ex-
perts, and also the work involving
expensive tools. The assembling
therefore can be proceeded with
immediately, with the certainty that
a few hours’ work will produce a
Radio that should be every bit as

‘ood as a factory-built receiver. In
following ine circuits
many are entirely un
Zealand conditions, and may even be

fllegal) components are gathered
from different sources, and may not
work well together.

ROM THIS DIST YOU CAN
SELECTAKITSET OF ANY TYPE
OF RADIO THAT IS RECOGNISED
'TO-DA: BEING ORTH
‘WHILE. When a new cirenit comes
along, 0 immediately de-

unsuitable, an u
for the correct item, Actually, there-
fore, our kitsets prove
cheaper and more satisfactory in the
end.

‘And if difficulty "should arise, we
are always able to advise you, but so

instructions that a

eral years now we
peen asked for further explanations.Seeea,CHOICE OF CIRCUIT.

The kitsets we offer embody the
following circuits:

1, REGENERATIVE (Ace Kits).
3° HAMMARLUND-ROBERTS (Re-

generative Neutralised Radio Fre-
quency).

3. SCREENED
new type valves).
4. SPECIAL KITS.

GRID (using the

REGENERATIVE (ACE).
‘hese are the simplest, and are

quite efficient, though if carelessly
handled, they may interfere with
others. We supply them in 1, 2 or
3 valves, the smaller being arranged
so that they can be added to readily,
to finish up with the three valve.

one-valve Ace should give
overseas reception on phones; the
fwo-valve, speaker reception on local
stations; and the three-valve, speaker
reception on distant stations under
fair conditions.

MENIWAVE SETS use a similar
cireuit to the ACE.

HAMMARLUND-ROBERTS.
Supplied in various patterns, and

one of the very finest Radios on the
market to-day. Very simple, and

reliable. Uses ordinary inex-
and can be relied on

‘or speaker reception from overseas
when such ‘is possible with any
Radio. It can be electrified com-
pletely if desired.

NEVER REGRET
HAMMARLUND-

8;ve valv

you WILL
PURCHASING A

ROBERTS.
SCREENED GRID.

These sets are made in combined
jong and short waves, and it appears
that they are more successful on the
Jatter. It is by means certain
that a Sereened Grid Radio will prove
superior to the Hammarlund-Roberts
for the ordinary user—we still pre-
fer to recommend the latter for con-
sistent and pleasing results, with
utmost freedom from trouble.

Screened Grid Kits, however,
are unexcelled by any others, for
they are of the most modern design
and all parts are most carefully
matched.cnaiH-R POWER GRAMO-

PHONE KITS.
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE KIT.

ny H-R KIT listed can be read-
ily converted into a power gramo-
phone, the only extra required being
a gramophone motor and a pick-up.

‘good selection of these will be
found in this st.

ND VERY EFFICIENTiHAMMARLUND-ROBERTS
KITSETS.

For further details, see also des
cription of the H-R RADIOS in the
earlier pages of this list. Your own
puilt set should give absolutely equal
results, and no previous Radio know-

charge.
‘The H-R is a non-interfering, neu-

tralised set, strongly approved
the Government. Neutralising is
quite easy, and it is this feature
which has enabled the H-R to
vive, where the somewhat
Browning Drake has become obsolete.
Correct neutralising of any set is
very important indeed.

This is certainly one of the very
best sets on the market, no matter
from which angle it is viewed. Not
only is the H-R Set capable of ex-
tremely good long distance results—
excelling many well-known six and
seven valye sets—but its tone is
really fine,

Best of all, from the amateur's
point of view is the fact that it is
very easily assembled from the kit-
set and diagrams which we supply.

nyone can confidently build the
H-R, even if they have never pre-
viously built a set, or dabbled in
Radio at all.

kitsetthis are cor-

worked out, to ensure the best.
Build it—and compare it with any

other set you like, no matter what
You will be delighted

with the result.
very single component is of the

very best quality procurable. You
simply cannot buy better Radio ap-
paratus in the world,

Full list of parts given below:
2 Hammarlund condensers:
2 Dials, Port Vernier, walnut
1 Set H-R coils, with knob
1 Midget condenser
1 Panel, Formica, walnut, engraved

and drilled *

4 Valve holders
1 Rheostat
1 Switch
1 Grid leak and condenser
1 Bypass condenser
1 Strip with terminals, engraved
1 Resistor and mount (Senior only)
1 Baseboard
2 Transformers

Instructions and diagrams.
ugs, serews, tinned wire, etc.iSnH-R PUSH PULL KITS.

A PUSH PULL AMPLIFYING
SYSTEM enables much greater out-

put volume without distortion, and

since undoubtedly many will wish
to use their H-R as an WLECTRIC

GRAMOPHONE, as mentioned in the
H-R. SUPERB, the extra cost for
PUSH PULL AMPLIFIORS is given.
Instructions are supplied to suit, but

must be remembered that little
will be gained unless power valves,
extra “B” and “C" batteries, and a
special speaker are used.

The extra apparatus in each case
is selected to suit the remainder of

2

SeATI
TIME PAYMENTS IF DESIRED.—Low Deposit. 3

H-R SENIOR
the old favourite, with

condensers, Formica
panel, highest grade transformers,
ete. ‘It meets the requirements of
the large numbers of amateurs who
still prefer to build absolutely the
very best quality, and take pride in
the result.
H-R SENIOR KIT.
4-valve Kit, complete .. £9 18

Voltmeter, for dry battery
operation, extra. oe

5-valve Push Pull, complete 1218 0

This i
Hammarlund

2

H-R CONQUEROR.
For the many wanting a cheaper

model of the H-R_KITSET. we are
offering the H-R CONQUBROR,
similar to the H-R JUNIOR, but with
latest improvements in details.

This is the same size as the ordin-
n fact, most of the com-

s are identical, but cheaper
srs, panel, transformers and

Do not think that th
CONQUEROR gives indifferent re-

sults—it will do NEARLY all the

H-R CONQUEROR KIT,
4 valve BD Sy Be EO tO:
5 valve, Push Pull Leese 20)

HAMMARLUND Hi-Q 30

The design and construction of the
Hi-Q 30 has been fully deseribed in
the earlier part of this catalogue,
so repetition, is unnecessary.

e kit is sold either for battery
or ELECTRIC (A.C.) operation. The
precision sections are already com~-

pletely assembled, as they demand
experience beyond the average expert.
The remaining work is comparatively
simple.

The chassis, when assembled, is fit-
ted with valves, connected to a dyna-
mic speaker, and is ready for opera-
tion. A cabinet is not essential.
Hi-Q 30 ELECTRIC KIT . £40
Full set Radiotron valves 10 14

Jensen Concert dynamic unit 10 0

Complete, outfit as above,
/6) 6 ss

ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR, AC .. i

HUBOTEIC PICK-UP and

0

6
0

0

0

LUME CONTROL 5 0

0

0

0

HI-Q 30 BATTERY KIT.
This kit is made to operate from

batteries, instead of from the A.C.
power supply. Uses four 112A
valyes and three 222, PRICE, £33.

WORLD SCREENED
4 ALL WAVE.

The advent of the new SCREENED
GRID VALVE added an entirely new
Radio circuit to those hitherto tried
and found satisfactory.

‘The screened grid valves possesses
enormous amplifying possibilities—
up to 500 times!!! In practice, how:

ever, about 30 or 50 times is all that
can at present be secured, owing
to constructional difficulties.

a standard

ial name for his own.
name does not make
he must exercise gre
tion of component:
lay out.

Screened grid sets must be shield-
ed. Again, this does not necessarily
mean that the finished product must
look like a_ tinsmitl but it
does mean that sheets must be placed
where they are needed. Extra sheet
metal may even cause inefliciency.

It is more than ever nece: ry for
the amateur to buy a screened grid
kit complete, because the metal work
involved is generally beyond the
capacity of home tools, even if the
design itself needed no great care.

The WORLD KITS will, when as-
embled according to the simple in-

m

care in selec-
and in their

ing for the many short wave stations
now on the air, using either phones
or speaker.

On ordinary
WORLD will easily give excellent

broadcasting, the

speaker reception on the New Zea-
land and Australian stations.
corLs.

These are used in pairs, for wave
lengths. ‘ollows:—

‘Broadcasting 200-550 metres
Short wave 15- 50 meti
Short wave 35-100 metri

CABINET.
The ordinary kitset is correctly

screened, a complete metal
cabinet is required, it can be sup-
plied extra, This cabinet is made
from heavy gauge aluminium,
ished with duco, as used for motor
cars.

ACCESSORIES.
Aerial A138, Fuller 4-volt accumu-

lator, three Columbia “B’ batteries,
13}-volt “C” battery, N. and K. Spec-

jal speaker, four valves (A442, A415,
A409, P425) (Total value, £11 11s.)

WORLD KITSET.
With one pair coils £6 6 0

If in aluminium cabinet 812 0

Extra coils, per pair, extra 140
Accessories, if taken with

kit ~ +» 1010 0

‘HAMMARLUND Hi

KITSETS.°
you wish to build Something

exceptional in the way of a RADIO
SET, you should order one of these
extra quality KITS.
Hi-Q £1710 0
Hi-Q 6 valve 2710 0

MENIWAVE KITSETS.
MENIWAVE SETS are fully des-

cribed earlier in this list, their main
object being to provide a simple set
for short wave work. Screened grid
valves offer some advantages for
this purpose, but many still prefer
the older and perhaps more reliable
valves, and the simple regenerative
Circuit, which has always proved
very efficient in the past.

‘The full kit includes Hammarlund
condensers, Formica panel and all
other apparatus of the highest grade.
jmach kit includes a full set of four
coils. The instructions are very
simple, and can be followed by any-
one.

For short waves, it is advisable
to use only the best apparatus, but
those requiring cheaper apparatus
will find the JUNIOR KITS quite
satisfactory.

MENIWAVE KITS can be supplied
also at same price asacombined
short wave and broadcasting set, but
in this case, the short wave range Is
rather less| than with the special
short wave set.

Cabinets extra, 40/-.

SHORT WAVE KIT be £00 Be 0

ALL WAVE KIT .. 6219907 510)

JUNIOR MENIWAVE KITS.
Cabinets extra, 40/-.

SHORT WAVE KIT 2. 610 0

ALL WAVE KIT .. car iedgoe©0aoSpeeMENIWAVE ADAPTOR.
If you already have a larger set,

you can use a MENIWAVE ADAP-
TOR in conjunction with it, for short
waves, Thus no extra batteries are
required, the change over being made
in a few moments.

{ your set is electric, or uses a
“B" eliminator, you should write us
first, giving|particulars, “because
adaptors will not always work with
these.

MENIWAYE ADAPTORS contain
the same high grade apparatus as
the Meniwave sets, but a cheaper
kit is also supplied. Full instruc-
tions for assembling and working
are included.

MENIWAVE ADAPTOR KIT6 0 0

JUNIOR KIT a .. 412 0

Cabinet extra a 15 0ibSsMULLARD 4 VALV.
This Kit uses Mullard English

base valves—PM14, PM4D and PM4,
As with all kits, valves are extra.

Metal cabinet is included, and one
set of coils, either for broadcasting
r for short wave. Extra sets can

be supplied. .

MULLARD KIT £8 7 6

COSSOR 3 VALVE.
Cossor have re-designed their kits

for the coming season, but unfortun-
ately, full details are not available
at time of printing this list.

Customers wanting these kits,
however, can be sure of having their
orders filled at the lowest price for
the new models, which will include
using screened grid valves.

oememerge
pe

meenaaae
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acity effects
all metal chassis completely shields
the Kit.
PILOT KIT, A.C.

PILOT KIT, A.C.

3L0, Mell

teurs in New Z

PILOT SUPER WASP
FOUR VALVE
t that can be supplied either

for battery
which has a

ing the
ran’

ull set of coils cover- These ai

adcasting and short wave

nsitive, and hand cap-
sp entirely absent. ‘The used), two holders (three for push

ii .. £24 15

C.assembled 26 10 0

attery Be tae OaL0!

c
CABINETS.PisoMapessoplemaeshoteveePILOT A.C. SCREENED GRID KITS. crystal or one-valve set.

Six valve
Seven valve

GRAMOPHONE &!
The home constr

ary type sramo)

(a new but well proved ete., but is also
device) and a special non-metallic us 5

Gne-piece horn, ready for easy fit- desired. Similar amplifiers
i ial tone arm

ting.
GRAMOPHONE KIT

H-R JUNIOR & ADAPTOR.
Mr, A, K. Robertshaw, Coromandel—

I just a year since I bought the Hammarlund
103 Set from you. My list of stations to date is

“New Zealand—1YA, 128, 1ZQ, 1XX, 2YA, 320, 3YA;
“YA, 4ZF, 421, 2AQ. 22M, AQH, 22K, Wanganui, and

\ the new station for New Plymouth, at present operat-

L, 2 8

, 3BY, 5CL, 2NK, 4QG, 7ZL

Japan—JOAK, JOBK, JOHK, JOIK,
‘america—KFON, KFOX, KEX, KNX, KFKB, WENR,

AW.

8AR, 3UZ, 3DB,

With the short wave adaptor I have had splendid

s, but have not done any early i

result:
i y log is not very long.

: 4 ay ‘ica;
SW, England; PCJJ, Holland;

bourne: ABB2, Germany, and
ealand and Australia,

IT PAYS TO BUILD OUR KITSETS.

AMPLIFIER KITS.
(TRANSFORMER.)

(See. also ur resistance
coupled amplifier (three stage), since
this gives very fine results.)

re very readily assembled,
when working from batteries. The
parts consist of: baseboard, two
transformers (three if push pull is

operation, and

pull), rheostat, terminals and term-
inal strip.

0
The circuit is quite standardised—

it has been for many years. The
actual wiring should take much less
than one hour.

The cost depends almost entirely
on the transformers used.Three 227 and

. Kit, and th

AMPLIFIER KIT No. 1.
Cheap but very good kit, for loud

speaker work in connection with a

£23 150 PRICH, 27s.
DOLD hel haan natesseh—_ AMPLIFIER KIT No. 2.

Fitted with really good quality
transformers, and equal in resultsrer

uction of an ordin-~
phone of really fine to amplifiers in first-class five-valve

3 quality, at a fraction of the cost for—sets
i a’ shop article, is possible by using Price, 60s.

i tho Jt as below,|The main pare; are included, cabinet fittings depend-

' ing largely on the choice of cabinet AMPLIFIER EIT No. 3.

\ itself. On eine vesential parts. Fitted with best gradesmumhapay!

iteenrrard spring motor 10A, Quali- transformers... Can used with

eS GPereNovatone @xponent- most powerful valves, for large Bate,
suitable for home

where something exceptional is
i are al-

yeady operating talkies in country
£719 0 districts in New Zealand.

Price, £6.

on.
2FC, 2KY, 2GB, 2UB, 2UW, 3L0.

Later—

morning listen-

ACE KITSETS,1, 2 or 3
VALVE

jhe Ace Kitset uses the old stand-
ard reliable circuit that has stood

the test of years. It will still cone

the following parts are|in-
cluded in the ACH 8 KITSET. The
fnatructions are’ very!~~carefully

n

results are essentially the sa

You cannot get better results tha

this kitset. will give, because Ww

have carefully matched all the com-
ponents for you.

Read our testimonial page for some
performances of the ACE.

n
ve

CABINETS Extra £1 5 0

VOLTMETERS Extra £1 8 6

‘ACCESSORIBS—See under ACE
SETS.

CE 3.
‘Ace coil complete
Lubree condensers

ials
Valve holders
Grid leak and condenser

c]

‘erminal strip
ingraved terminals

Baseboard
anel, engraved and drilled

Rheostats
Transformers
nstructions and diagrams.

‘Lugs, screws, tinned wire, etc.
PRICE £315 0

et

ACE 2. f

fruli details as above, but with
ne transformer and two valve

folders. These. can later be pur-

ive included. No parts wasted In
ing this.ra PRICE £3 5 0

ACE 1.
‘As ACH 3, but with one rheostat,

one valve holder, six terminals, and

without transformers.PRICE £210 0ieeaLarge power amplifier kits, either
A.C. or D.C., on application.

Fee strong—-and dry, A, B and C.batterle Were I

fo \thange to accumulators, and six-volt valves I would

doubtless get much better r 8.Meeeeeeeeeereece
anneanoraiult:

ACE 3.
‘Mr, R. W. Underwood, “The Retreat,” Te Hana—

My Ace 3 is working wonderfully well, and has
brought in Japan on the speaker.

can tell you I am more than pleased with the
‘Ace 3 is presenting me with, and jit

has certainly exceeded all expectations. The following

pe Tist of the stations that my Ace 8 has prought
in on the loud speaker—New Zealand: 1YA, 2YA, 3YA,

and 4YA, Australia: 2FC,
4QG, and 7ZL on ‘phones, Japan: JOAK and JOB

Considering IT have had my
fortnight, and on three valves, I consider this good.

—-
BL, 2GB, 310, 3AR, cu.

Ace working for only @

CHEAP ACCUMULATORS ARE “EXPENSIVE.” 1

ACCUMULATORS.
ALL ACCUMULATOR RATINGS IN THIS LIST

ARE ACTUAL, NOT IGNITION. Many accumulators
are sold by ignition rating, because this makes on

accumulator appear twice as large as it actually 1s.

Divide ignition rating by two to get the actual rating.
The ordinary accumulator has two sets of lead

plates, one called positive, and the other negative,
Immersed in pure sulphuric acid diluted with about

five times its volume of distilled water. Both acid
and water MUST BE PURS, or the accumulator will
quickly become useless.

Charging should be done according to maker's in-

structions, the first charge being specially important.
It should certainly be done by an expert

‘The following are useful hints:—
1, Charging rates as indicated by the makers should

be adhered to. dio accumulators, particularly
the dull emitter type, require slower

charging rates than car batteries. The ordinary
charging rate is 1/10 actual ampere hour capac-
ity, or 1/20 for dull emitter types.

2, An accumulator should NEVER be left in a dis-
charged condition. Immediately it runs down,
have it put on charge again, )

3, NEVER discharge an accumulator too far. If
, you have a very accurate voltmeter, disconnect

turn the set on for ten minutes, and then, with-
out switching off, try the voltmeter across the
accumulator terminals. If this procedure is not
followed, the voltmeter reading will probably be
two volts per cell, and therefore quite mis-
leading.

4, Keep terminals, especially the positive, well

greased to prevent corrosion.FriReishiich:webaSaACCUMULATOR
DIRECT CURRENT MAINS.

Both “A” and “B” accumulators
(especially the latter) can readily
be charged from D.C. mains, and
quotations will be gladly given on
receipt of details of the batteries, and
of the current cost, per unit.

is impossible
mulators from A.C,
a transformer is
voltage. On

‘Where D.C. is available, we believe WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIER.
that “B” accumulators offer the best
high tension supply. They certainly
give the most perfect reception pos-
sible in Radio. point, though appare
MILKING OR SIMILAR ENGINES.

CHARGING.
H

(a)
ALTERNATING CURRENT MAINS. valves of the type that consume .25

tifiers must be used
with the transformer.

6. NEVER add acid unless some is spilt. Only water
‘can evaporate from an accumulator, and so only
distilled water should be added.

6. Test accumulators with a hydrometer for prefer-
ence. If a

=

> of the following rec-
conjunction amp. or .06 amp. type, a smaller

This is now the most efficient and ¢

reliable rectifier for all Radio uses. ample. A ‘Well-Mayde charger will

Teltaple orevof euparionity angavery kee? this, alias, fully charged with-
Jotity om ood to out inconvenience, and the total cost

r y.

voltmeter is used, it must be an
expensive and accurate one, 0 not assume
that your hydrometer is necessarily accurate,
though even if inaccurate, it will still serve its
purpose, if you find out what it actually reads
When your accumulator is fully charged, an

Remember that slight
Variations in readings, even when the accumu:
lator is in use, do not necessarily denote serious
trouble, Do not get perturbed by them too easily.

. THE SIMPLEST TEGT IN CHARGING is to
observe when bubbls are freely given off.
“vhen this happens, the accumulator is nearly
charged, unless the charging rate is so high as
to be harmful to the accumulator.

Remove stoppers in charging.
| NEVER short circuit an accumulator—it is dis-

astrous. Never test an accumulator with an
ammeter, which practically shorts the battery,
and will probably ruin the meter,

. In charging, explosive gases are given off. Keep
naked lights at least six feet away.

. Celluloid accumnla ore give more trouble than
nite,g! or eboi In addition, celluloid causes

frothing in charging. Glass is best for small
accumulators.
if necessary to lay an accumulator by for some

‘weeks, charge it thoroughly, empty acid, and
fil with distilled water, Otherwise, it should
be charged every three weeks if a car type of
battery, or every six to ten weeks if a special

Radio battery, even though not used.

CHOOSING ACCUMULATORS. “

For a set with four or more

accu. #mP., the accumulator should be 80
¢te oharee When|amp. hour. size, ‘unless it can be

He Toreduce ithe©Chataed. Sta nonie,
(b) If the valves are of the .1

accumulator may be used.
(c) If the accumulator ci

charged -at hom
0 a

or 40 amp, accumulator will be

fare Will be small.
The WELL-MAYDB 4 amp. charger

We can supply dynamos which are this list. For charging purposes, see is ample for the average Radio, but

Uharge the Radio “A” accumulator, BULB RECTIFIER.

lighting conyenience alone. See

for this purpose. HARGE

@ belt from the milk- WBLL-MAYDE CHARGERS, the 1 amp, charger is better for
larger Radios, especially if a dyna-
mic speaker is used, or likely to be

Aetaatepiaced Use. The Lagi. charger will pet”
mlenrrieader te, the speakenj and oharge the bat.

ant less cell, tery when thestpadio 14 not operating.
(ad) For small accumulators, we

4 ‘i fs
strongly ‘reo 2

lighting mos for’ a) small dynamo houses he hes snows (burp fs) the strongly recommend glass cells, be-

¢ Re

sause they are stronger, and, being
transparent, the plates, ‘water level,
and bubblés in charging can be

We can also supply dynamos for
Onee ME eecmmaulafors ying the "Unemed SOnvme ABP. observed.

same way, and these eliminate the These comprise an electric motor,
high cost of dry “B” batteries. grivinga dynamo. Hor large charg

* ing outfits, ese are e best, oug)

It is even possible to obtain & costly, They are rarely on heetger dynamo, capable of charging ome.
ip to a corey dwortane

and ““B” agcumulators HonRaso,Reeeeesasceed 20 amps. avon) Gree Via
nd also charging a 32-volt plant for Accumulators must be char 40 2 atea nee

ged amps. Ay. Gyir Bl es pees

prongs pou chy eae Write us if carefully if they are to have long—§) amps. a eqatie eae e

3 : Pree sgueHtly,, ordinary. eekvice©yadrAmDs.|:-5).2\i B65 25007, 8

Mee ris tront Radioaccumulatora,in  BOOW@MDB 141
11-8) 0 4°90 7670

See also under D¥YNAMOS.a al ‘

equipment is designed for this kind is not immediately discern- FERS
fhe chance the: eepwiceyatations sill,<Goubla therebove rates,

absolutely guarded never admit, much less rectify, any
‘

‘

Radio batteries only, hence too rapid
charging /

against. eeas tl hey do car
batteries, whose construction intern- water or acid, if necessary.

Above prices include addition of

CHARGE, including acid,

See also under B battery accumu-
lators.



18 A “CHARGER” SAVES MONEY AND. WORRY.

‘A shilling or two saved in first cost
ves eaeensive if the accumulator

las six months—and a trouble-
some six months whereas @ reliable
one would have eee good service
for sevenal years.

FULLERS were among the earliest
in England to manufacture batteries.
Quality, has always been their chief

Wei have, been selling BullerBornmiister kinds for tl

past nine eek and SCAR CELY
REMEMBER A COMPLAINT. Can

you wonder that we have the great-
eatecontidents in them?

attention to detail that s

possible SPARTA RELIABILITY,
SPARTA ACCMULATORS are im-

ported in two-volt units, larger volt-
ages being obtained by connecting
cells together, Thus a single cell
can be simply replaced with a new
‘one, should it ever become damaged.

SPARTA S.W.G.
Glass cells, in two-volt units, with

liberal space round the plates for
ace and ample space at bottom of

ell, Indestructible separatorMoulded covers, with large, stopper
Non-corrodible grease cup terminal

A very fine battery.

2 yore
G5, 20 amp. actual .. 15iso Swal, 30 amp. actual

A195 SWG9,
A196 SWG13, 60 amp. actual 27 °

For 4 or 6 volts, use two or three
cells,

sae TWO-VOLT (GLASS).
e.—We list D.T.G. as 1

Others frequently, d

A145 D.T.G.10amp. actual
A179 D.F.G. 22 amp. actual, 18 8

“B” ACCUMULATORS—See under
“B” Batteries

SPARTA 8.D.G. AND L.D.G.

‘These have thick plates, and there~
fore must be charged or dis-
charged at hepelen rates than those
specified. ‘They will hold their
charge much fonger than ordinary
accumulators, though for large out-
puts the latter must always be used.

lass cells, indestructible separat-
ors, and other Fuller “quality”
features.

‘The §.D.G. is 124 amps. actual.
The usual
only 10 amps actual,
li cnrelig ple

ns
‘acid, and thesti fll.

accumulator is read. work. It
should be charged, however, at the
very first opportunity.

‘These accumulators are very see
ful for electric bells, clocks,
because they hold their charge for
many weeks.

Maximum charge and discharge
rates are 3 amp. and 4 amp. for the
124 amp. and 1i amp. and 4 amp. for
the 30 amp. size.
A214 2 volt, 30 amp. actual..15 0

‘A197 2 yolt, 124 amp. potuale 8.8,

RELIANCE ACCUMULATORS.
We believe in supporting local in-

dustry, and can confidently advise
you to do the same where Reliance
Batteries are concerned. In any case,
the guarantee given prote
since the factory is in Aueklana, and

not away overseas.
The IANCE RADIO

'THRY is a six-volt monobloe battery,
in strong, wees case, fitted with

BAT-

aeaed for Radio, and 18 par ttou-
suitable for use where the

accumulator must be sent to al

ordinary garage for recharging. It
is made in large capacity only.

410 0
610 0A158 6 volt 80 amp actual

A159 6 volt, 100 amp. actual
‘irst charge, free.

gnineun“UsitiecsNiBip1SSie
CHARGING.—See Charging Table.

“,” ELIMINATOR.
See under

CHARGERS.
WELL-MAYDE CHARGERS.

Fully guaranteed for one year.
These are Tenvtestuned in Auck-

land, under t License, incor
ating the WEST rpor-PINGHOUSE METAL
RE CTIFIDR, ose is British made.
A ty ul description of these famous
rect! given under RECTIPI-BRS, in this Catalogue.

These rectifiers consist merely of
a series of copper plates, with cop-
per oxide between them. ‘They never
seem to wear out, so can be left
working week in and week out, with-

loss of efficiency. They aredefinitely guaranteed for a period,

pon stipulation as to the hours
they are used during aaedurability, ereretones muc’

superior to tl PONGAR RetinERS, which were|80
before the advent, of ithe We tage
house units.

8

Not only the Rycating hoube
score in durability, but is also
very much more efficient than other
rectifiers,

WELL-MAYDE CHARGERS may
be permanently wi our bat-
teries, so that charging

1is spon ed
entirely by the main s ‘There

no need to 2 inet thus
reducing inconvenience to an abso-
lute minimum

Running costs are so low as

be negligible—you would not notice
any cunersries in your electricity bill.

if re supplied with A.C. cur-
rent, you. simply cannot afford to
overlook the WELL-MAYDE CHAR-
GER, especially as you can purchase
it by instalments, if desired, thusmaking it lite IT-
SELF.”

erally “PAY FOR

Besides paying for itself in a short
time, your battery need never
down, nor need it be taken away fora day or two at a time fo: arg-
ing, ‘The|WHLL-MA YDIr is always

eady for action. Incidentally, yourbattery lasts much longer if not car-
ried about too muc!

WELL-MAYDE CHARGERS, are
made in several patterns, all FULLYGUARANTEED. Tn buying one,
Ganember. that FIRST COST 1S

LAST COST.
In the combined “A” and) “B"

accumulato thargers, both batteries
can be charged at the same time, i

desired. In every case, the “B"
charger will charge 80 to 180 volts
IN SERIBS, the charging rate being
up to about 60 milliamps. ‘This is
the first charger to be off

New Zealand that will charge such
high voltages in §

ot Your Charging Pay for Itself.

All WELL-MAYDE “AB” CHARG-

ERS will charge both batteries SIM-
ULTANEOUSLY,

(Continued next page.)

D.C. CHARGING OUTFIT.
This comprises a 4

lamp, lamp-holder, Bayonet adaptor
oft. Ready for yse.

c 136
D.C, CHARGERS—LARGE SIZES.

Prices on request.

“WELL-MAYDE” SIGNIFIES UTMOST RELIABILITY. uy

“A” CHARGERS.
TYPE aA.

Charges “A’ batteries of 2, 4 or
6 volts, at # amp.

A198. we * ae” PMR
Basy terms, 10s. cash, and five

monthly payments of 10s. each.
7

TYPE A3.
Charges 6 volt batteries at 1 amp,

and will also supply 9 volts 1 amp
for dynamic speakers, or *

eae a4.
harges 6 volt batteries at 2 amp,ond will also supply 9 volts 2 amp,

Afor uses as for TYPE
A207 0 0

“B” CHARGERS.
TYPE B.

Charges “B' Peete 80-180 volts,
at up to 50BimNepeaneptMEC7ny“ 99,AB” CHARGERS.

All “AB” chargers charge both bat-
teries simultaneously.
TYPE AB.

Charges 6 volt batteries at a mpland “B” PatreOtEE as in TYP.
A208 ‘ ABE 1B 0BiaSeAENSRNDERIEAENOETYPE ASB.

Charges 6 volt batteries at 1 amp.and “B” batteries as in TYPE

A209 6
“s 0

aeae6 volt batteries at 2 amp.eaeoa batteries as in TYPE B.

A210. tip 80

For 110 volt aout, ‘Los. extra,
except Type A,

EASY TERMS—1l0s. DEPOSITSSACE CHARGERS can be converted
to one or two amp. Westinghouse

No. more bulb replace-
ments. —

The cost of conversion to a1 amp.
charger oy be £2; and to a 2 Bmpcharger, £3; but, when convertedNteseiee cannot be charged.

FURTHER WELL-MAYDE USES.
TYPES A, A3 and A4 can be used

in conjunction with choke coils, and
an electrolytic condenser, for making
the most efficient “A” eliminator.
Hor, this purpose, they are unexcel-
le

‘The same types can be used for
converting 6-volt dynamic speakers

In fact,

operating.
servesa triple purpose.

Thus, for the low cost of £3 10s.
the TYPE A3 should fill a very
definite want.
Type A is frequently used also for
dynamics, but should not be, unless

a test made in use shows current
is not more than 4 amp. Jensen
speakers, for instance, use .4 amp.

ACE CHARGER, 2 AMP.
Charges six-volt “A” accumulator

ee 2 amps. and 90-yolt “B’ accumu-
pra cameg use‘the

transformerStalloy, and th are carefully
Nound? and. thoroughly impregnated
with best varnish before baking.
Thus a breakdown is practically un-
known, but in any case, the trans
former is fully guarantee

Unlike imported chargers, repairs,
when required (very rarely), can be

the genuine Tungar
is of bright alumin-
formica top is very

the RECTIFINR
i cessary for‘or

For
accumulators, & lamp
ting 2/8 ex!

Provided A — and B —
P terminals

in the set are connected (not A +
r can be p

oth batteries
All charg-

thoniiba ‘done wttnout any,
s

3

‘ i i

For 110 volt mains, 5s. extra,
A160 Ace Charger, with bulb 415‘A161 Lamp, for B batteries 3

A128 Tungar Bulb, fer Ace or ;

Tungar Chargers... 1 0 0

Rectigon type 2 amp. bulb, similar
to Tungar, but with plate connection

at top instead of at side. Price, £1.

aACE CHARGER, 5 AMP.
Owin,

charger than the2amp., we can now
supply the Ace ehateas in the 5 aNsize, arranged to charge both “A”

and “B” Batteries, The larger size
is useful where dealers have a num
ber of batteries to charge for suc-
tomers.

It is made with the same care, and
the same guarantee as the 2 amp.
Ace charger. “B” battery lamp is
extra,
A190 Ace 5 amp. charger .. 710 |
A186 Tungar bulb, 5amp.. 2 7

A161 Lamp for “B” batteries 2 3

Charger for 110 volt supply, 5s.
extra.

Guarantee—
TUNGAR BULBS.

We Guarantee 2 AMP. TUNGAR
us for nae in GEN-

of by us, pobiged to the fol-
towing conteER ‘hae
PRIVATE ‘Gs ONLY.

CHARGER RATH has not been
altered in any way.

3. 3s. per month is paid for uyuse of bulb up to date of mak:
claim for replacement. Thus, if bulb

fails in three months, 9s, is paid
owaras oR of new bulb.

NO ‘HER, SOaa Is
GIVEN OR IMPLIED.

been

GARAGE CHARGERS.
STINGHOUSE  RECTIPIERS

are now available in larger sizes, \and
the following chargers must appeal
to all garage proprietors, simply be-
cause they are a great
the Tungar bulb type. ‘The advdnt-
ages ar .

1, Cheaper initial cost.
maintenance Sepeneey for

there are no bulbs requiring, replace~
ment, and the apparatus Bee! be

Sree eier efficiency, 80. much
jower expense for current, and cooler
running.

4, Simpler construction,
5. No tut-outs, etc. required — if

power goes off, char ging ceases but
umes immediately, the Power:Board remedies the defec!

36-VOLT 5 AMP. CHARGER.

Charges a to 6 six-volt accumulat-
ors, at 5 amps. Fitted with am-
meter, *

A215 son Baer OO
12-VOLT 3 Amp. CHARGER.

Charges 1
soe

2 six-volt accumulat-
ors at 3 am

120-VOLT ae ‘amr. CHARGER. x

Something entirely new—a charger
that Will charge up to 120 volts, at
1.5.amp. Wnables garages to charg

high tension batteries.
Price on application.
WRITE

BOOKLET. Post free,

to the demand ‘for a larger ©

given 4

advance on |

FOR eeeOEE
‘



ALUMINIUM—BEST FOR SHIELDS.

AERIAL OUTFITS.
the folowing

6
{00 feet long. Hnough to make the
earth connection from the set should
pe cut off, and the remainder used
for the aerial.

Neither aerial nor earth wire need
be insulated, if properly fitted
Enamel wire is better solely because
it prevents corrosion

AERIAL OUTFIT No. 1.

Comprises the choice of aerial
materials—100 feet 7/22 enamelled

wire, two’ Pyrex insulators, two nine-
inch’ lead-in tubes, with wing nuts,
Keystone arrester, earth clamp.
A189 i be dio 0:TianSeweesTedAERIAL OUTFIT No. 2

‘A cheaper outfit, but fulfilling in-
surance requirements, 100 feet 14g.

wire, two large porcelain insulators,
nine-inch Jead-in tube, Homeguard
arrester, earth clamp,
A138 9 0feaegAERIAL OUTFIT No. 3.

A137SESSae EARTH PLUGS.

wall, un has two plated moonets

(one red, one black), to which the
aerial and earth wires are Micached.

The aerial and earth leads to the
set are connected to two plugs, also
coloured, which in turn fit the soc-

kets. The whole set can thus
readily. disconnected, ad only a
neat fitting onthe wi

A204 Aecrial-earth oe com-
plete “ aig ee

ALUMINIUM.
ALUMINIUM is now much in

demand for Radio purposes, being
used for panels, shields, and even
for cabinets,

Aluminium is only kept and cut
at our factory, hence a few hours’
delay i8 necessary ini fillt Ma

orders,
Which have to be cut to siz in
town, ‘phone your order in the i
ing, making sure to | give co

‘Thick: aluminium. (14g.) is nec
rysary for panels, and is also

the best for shields. Fortunately,
special corner ro ni sup-

be built up readily, the whole box
being « hel eth with. eight:
Screws. Bach side is, a perfectly
plain flat sheet. These ponte: are
being sold as “WELL-MA

Prices for aneias will be found
price “SHIBL:

ALUMINIUM SHEET (Eng!
S.W, Gauge. ‘Thickness

.08 inch
)Per sq. ft

ribs

eee

aweo

noon”

ALUMINIUM PANELS.
an be supplied either ory

tal onamelied or du Write
prices.

Reduced pr s for quantities,

ALUMINIUM CORNER ROD.
‘This rod has grooves in it, to take

The ends can
be tapped for which pass
through the top and bottom pane
thus te the whole assembly
togethe!
‘A200. Corner rod . per ft, 1 0

If cut accurately to length, drilled
and tapped at both ends, complete
with screws, per PINCH, extra,aSaALUMINIUM PARTITION ROD.

This rod has one groove only in it,
and is used for putting a partition
in a box. It is held in place by small
screws,

A201 Partition rod .. per ft. 6

ALUMINIUM ANGLE.
For making lighter aluminium

shields, aluminium angle can be used
at the corners, the panels being riv~
eted or screwe 5 n supply
suitable angle aluminium, in lengths
up to two feet.

ee 4 inch
x 4 inch

perft, 94,
perft, 6d,

AMPLIFIERS.
MULTI-VALVE sets. always con-

tain an AMPLIFIER, but amplifiers
are used as separate un!

1. Working a loud speaker from a
crystal set. (This cannot be done
except by using valves and. bat-

eee )

Working a loud speaker from asingle valye set
3. Dsing | in

‘conjunction with 2

pick-up ai gramophone motor, to
pigke gn WLECTRIC GRAMOPHONE.

4. With television apparatus.|(Hor
this purpose, & stance coupled
ampliner is generally reckoned to be
the best,

conjunction with a micre-
phone for deaf people, and for pub-
lic address systems.

6, Building a large set. Some pre-
fer to use a complete unit like the
De'Jur, instead of assembling thelr
own from the partAeeereRESISTANCH COUPLED AMPLIFI-

ERS—THREE STAGE.

These can be relied onfor ex-
tremely good results, and freedom
from trouble, They require 135 volts
“B ttery, (and jacks cannot beee Fi them as with transformer
amplifiers.

TRANSFORMER AMPLIFIERS—
TWO STAGE.

Transformer amplifiers are by far
ve

the transformersfrom 8/9 to 42/6 each.
ive mountingisreordinary boar s quite sufficient,

The prices quoted below are for
the necessary apparatus, mounted in
the simplest manner, but always
giving maximum efficiency. Suitable
terminals are fitted, so that the
amplifier can be connected up with-

out the slightest delay.

DE JUR.
A beautifully

moulded thre:

2 2 ae z S 2
Brequenily used

the amplifier
ef a aix. valve
set, owing toitscompactness,
R29 «£1 4 0

Or with three
. special valves, £2

est Radio appar-
atus ever offered,

early,, as stocks—Qi
of valves and
amplifiers are
very limite

BEE AMPLIFIER.
A two-stage ae amplifier,

for use, and fitted
ve holders,

t 2
pri¢e is very lowfor

an article which is Preatiy reliable:
Ready for connecting to crystal
patteries, speaker, ete.
A203 BEE Amplifier
Or with: two special valves,

yperate from dry cellaBUY THE DE JUR or BER AMPLI-

FIER and ENJOY LOUD SPEAKER
RADIO.PetePOWER AMPLIFIERS.

SEE INDEX “AMPLIFIERS.”

WH CAN SUPPLY OR (MAKE;

aaae FOR ALL Ue
OSES.

oe
LAYERBILTS FOR LONG LIFE.

ARRESTERS—
LIGHTNING.

A condition of a
Boliay om your house is

PROVED ARRESTER, if
you havent a Radio set installed,

‘any _arresters on the market are
NOT APPROVED bythe N.Z. FIRW
“UNDERWRITERS, although
may be approved in other countries.

Im case of fire, a uae might be
voided if the z r is not an
eperoved type.

ARRESTE RS LISTEDate APPROVED FOR USE
MMROUGHOUT NEW 22. ALAND,

insurance

is A properly erected aerial is actu-
ally a real p otec onese ines light-
ning. The arrester ld be fitted
outside, and wires Should be kept

as straight as possi

eae> remarkably fine arrester, withpattelite body,
ings. Includes

gram, and screws.
eommended,

and heavy brass fit-
instructions, dia-

Thoroughly re-

A133

LITTLE JOE.
neat and effective brown porce-

lain arrester, complete with screws
for attaching to wall. Approved in
New Zealand.

A176

HOMEGUARD.
The cheapest reliable ar terior pro-

curable, Porcelain, itl crews,
Approved in ‘New Zealand,

ae}
Sieoreea

ea

“B” SUPPLY.
The “B" or high tension current

may be derived from several sources,
as follows

Dry batteries.
Accumulators,

“B” eliminators (see under Blim~
inators).

Magneto “B” supply.

“B” BATTERIES.
$B) vor.

supply the
high batteries,

current actually
operates the speaker, current
they give out being controlled by
the incoming signals. They must
have a high voltage, but the current
Aemperes) they, supply is very min-

Thus “B’ batteries consist of

tension,
that

a. larg sinner of comparatively,
small cells, since no dry eel! ean give
more than'14 volts,

mall “B” batteries have a very
short life, especially. those used with
portable se on this aceount,
largely, tha’ tthe self-contained port:
able s' s indifferent results in
actual use. ‘The small batteries are
nearly run down even before they
reach New Zealand,

For a set of four or more valves,
it is best to feand best “B’’ batte:
in this connection rong.
yise the larger LAYERBILG. Bor
two-valve sets, is possible that

best economy will be obtained from
the ordinary size 45-yolt battery.

Ayoid cheap or unknown “B’ bat-
teries. You will never regret it.
The cleverest expert cannot judge a
battery from its carton. We will list
cheaper batteries as soon as they
prove reliable.

When purehasing a ear, you pay
considerable attention to the benzine
consumption,
attention to the s

a battery radio, for some cost tw
as much for “B” Dattertes as oth

z ing advant-
a f OWn, Radios are de gned
with special attention to this point,
and are the most economical on thé
market,

Different valvesce
may affect “BY
onsiderabl:

umptio
on “B” far more than’ they save on
“A” batterie;

This will make you realise the
absolute necessity of knowing how
economical your Radio is to be.

not blame batteries for running down
quickly when the fault is in the

ds et your set, and in no. way
( due to the battRpore Mesigned Radios cost at least

u extra per year for “B” batteries
alone.

cvenaau consider them a good pur-
©

switch,
ery is switched

effectually

Ha ‘batteries require no
Nvtien the batt
switened off as well.

Accumulator “B” batteries, where
a charger is installed in the house,
will be found more satisfactory, and
very much cheaper in maintenance:

COLUMBIA “B”
_ BATTERIES.

Columbia “B” batteries are
doubtedly the best dry batteries on
the market to-day. "Unlike other
brands,’ they, have een. consiaten sly

since the inception of Radio
ally, the manufacturers ofthe NGocaeig battery control the

largest factory in the world.
For heavy service on multi-valve

the Columbia Layerbilt com-
aHehe

Se. have ected Col-
batterie; standard equip-

ment on all sets ened Py us.
ce we have regular monthly

supplies of Columbia batteries arriv-
ing direct from factory, custom-
ere can be certain of always obtaln-
ing fresh stock, Only our large turn-
over makes this possible. A word
of caution is necessary in regard to
batteries offered by some dealers at
a shilling or two less.

is a well recognised dodge of
disposing of old or defective stock.
It usually passes so long as the
initial test seems Work it
out—half the life,

be fairly charged for them.
LAYERBILT “B” BATTERIES.

The baverbile battery is undoubt-

scl the finest "I¥? battery in the
orld, Like the ae “it is full ofmeat,” It is made in two sizes, both

of which have a 224 volt tapping.

B102 Iniyerbilt Super (4486) 110 0
B207 Layerbilt Med. (4485) 1 0

COLUMBIA 45 VOLT.
@

B101 Flat, taps 163-224 (4767) 20 0
B52 Vertical, tap 224 (4772) 20 0

LUMBIA, FLAT, 221 VOLT.
B100 Tapped 163-225 (4708) 11 6

SenTResetoeSee
COLUMBIA, FLAT, 99 VOLT.

pad ae for the Wnglish iayketon 2 or 3~ ened RadiaBaee “35 Evol (A755) a8



2 MAGNETO ‘

MAGNETO “B”
SUPPLY.

In England thes
converters,Anode | the above name as

euorete
adopted the abo a
keeping with the terms used in N.Z,

‘The MAGNETO “B" SUP: LY ¢on-

erator, very carefully
‘ume an absolute ‘minimum of cur-

font, since it is usually drives by

ri aecurulntor.. Ror economy a

Strong permanent magnet field is
Sed--all current generated “can be

then put to useful worl I.
‘The machine is enclosed in @ small

h precision bear-
jnes, requiring only a few drops of

01

ect ary.
the MAGNETO “B”

y interesting to
powerful RADIOS,

alled.

hibitive, but the
will, if *

Charged, provide ample power,
Gost, It) could, ofcourse, -0°

Without’ filten’ for charging
accumulators. -

enan be ‘obtained to work fror
32 volt or 110 volt direct current
home lighting plants.Sune! GRAMOPHONES,

‘as well as high
the MAGNETO
no

FOR ELECTRIC
where high voltage
amperage is_ used,

UPPL
eat

systems, 5

which can readily be
ge, will drive

wand provide
. The MAGNETO

this purpose weighs only
and is small, hence

‘offers not the slightest
easily portable*

powerful, possible with‘Th
amplifiers are readily
MAGNETO “B.”

“Br SUPPLY is offered
complete with filter system in spec”

jal aluminium box, ready for use
with Radio or ampli he mach-fier. ‘The

2
e supplied without the

filter system, for those wl wish.

to build the latter, or to’use the
machine for some other purpose,
such as for charging.

Special winding, usually 20s. extra.

TYPE B.
Snput, 6 volts. Output, 150 volts,

15 milliamps.
B225 With filter .- pads 1000
B226 Less filter -- Ne G00
\YPE C.

Input, 12 volts. Output, 800 volts,
50 milliamps.
B227 With filter 15 10 0

B228 Less filter 90 0

ZB. a

Input, 12 volts. Output, 300 volts,
120 milliamps.
poo with filter vs. 25 00
B230 Less filter wig) ey BEE A000

FOR REAL POWER—LOW EXPENSE.

B ACCUMULATORS.
It is apparent that not every ac-

cumulator manufacturer can make a
“p” accumulator. ‘To this

a e impression in some
quarters that “B” battery accumu.
fators are not as successful as they
might be.

Tf this is a rule, then Fuller’s must
pe the happy exception, for we have
sold hundreds, and complaints have
been less than one per cent. fi

shows the necessity of a careful
choice. Buy FULLER and ferget
your battery troubles.

Fuller “B” batteries are now made
in 10-volt monobloc units. This not
only reduces considerably the size,
put gives a much more substantial
battery.

Two sizes are offered, but the
plates in each are of the SAME
QUALITY, so y can be pur-

chased with equal confidence.

FOR THE FIRST TIME, the most
accumulator can now be(peasaSnetFULLER “SPARTA” MHG 10 VOLT.

3000 milliamp capacity. 5

quality plates. Battery troubles
practically unknown with this bat-
tery.

B208 10-volt unit —-- :
8 6

Nine units (90 volts) will be sup;
plied in special wooden crate, charged
veady for use when desired for £4.

PULLER “SPARTA” D.M.H.G. 10 V-

500 milliamp. A large “B" accu.i extra:mulator at smal cost. Very
guitable for powerful Radios and

SYectric. gramophones in districts
eNthout power supply. Size 7 *

2 5/16 x 64 in. high.

224 10 volt unit -- on 12.0
————

ur. Polson, Kiripake, writes:—
f enclose a list of stations tuned in

Tetar all at speaker strength, of

80 se’ (on Screened Grid 3). It is

& little marvel: 2YB, 221) 4ZL, 3ZC,

970, 426, 22Q, 22M, 2ZF, 2015, 3Y A.

2MB, 1YA, 2BL, 3L0, 4QG, 2YA, 2EC,

AAs 3AR, 5CL, 3UZ, 3B(or 308),
1ZG. i

COLUMBIA “C” BATTERIE!

Bil2 44 volt, tapped at 3 6

B231 9 volt (4756) --
6

siape
aceastaBURGESS BATTERIES, 45 VOLT.

Bilt Plat (2306) .- eR ane
B153 Vert. (2308)... en

el yaeentO:

Bie4 vert. (21808) Super 112 6

Bids 4.5 volt G (2870). + 79
B149 7.5 volt C (5540) --

5 0

COLUMBIA No. 6.
This battery has no

rival for “A” bat-
teries of Radio sets

accumulators:
us , for
ells, buz-

& a
telephones,

gers, etc.

@Phousands of these
batteries are use =

nually by. the New
yealand Government,
having been selected
after searching test.

B1ls 14 volt a 4 26
COLUMBIA HOT-SHO

used for motorLargely ¢ car and

poat ignition and for Radio.

volt

CHARGING “B”
ACCUMULATORS.

Bist

First Extra
10 volt 10 volt

First charge, inc. acid 1 6 1 0

Recharging Re! 150 6

‘Although we recharge ‘‘B” accu-
mulators, we do not recommend them
Mien they cannot be recharged at
home, except in special cases.”aWARNING.—Boware of No. 6 at
eut rates—almost invariabl; they
hnave been many months in stock, and

‘alreatly considerably run down.

WELL-MAYDE ELIMINATORS ARE SUPERB.

BATTERY CABLES—
ACE.

Battery cables consist of wires of
different colours, braided together to
secure neatness, nd © avoid
troubles with straggling wires from
battery to set. Can be supplied in
lengths, or finished ready for use,
with lugs fitted.

eeU

Cable, with Lugs and Clips.

oun CABLES
‘With Lugs, all 5ft, Long).

BITES wire me
B178 6 wire
B213 7 wire Heer sance

B2i4 9 wire .. ‘

“A” battery clips extra, per DI

ACE CABLES (Cut to Length).
Bareae

Per ft,
17

a bOft.

Bi78
bd. 20 0

B15
B216

6d. 24 0
7 0

wire
wire

7 wire
9 wire ..

FLEXO CABLES.
A yery high grade cable for those

These

o

rendered acid proof.
five feet long, and have lugs fitted.
B1g8 § wire 1... 5 0
B186 6 wire 11 Ape a SN
“A" battery clips extra, per pr 1 6

MULTI-PLUG CABLES (7 Wire).
These are similar to the abi

byt are fitted with a plug and socket!

Be tied ie your Radio, all bat-
ries e connected i

-
nected immediately.

Seg aiseon

These are especially useful re
a bromdeast anda short wave setare
used, for either can be joined up to
your batteries almost instantly, and
Without the slightest danger of
wrong connection
509 Multi-plug Cable ., each 9 0

BATTERY.LEAD TAGS

SGSSSS
Small circular “name plates”

stantaneously clipped on to. y
battery wires. Prevent confusion
and accidents to valves through
wrong connections to batteries.

in-
ow

In complete sets, on a ty
R—,

B+ Det, B+ RE, B+ AF
C=, Cb, s. d.
B194 Set’ of eight; per set 6

BOOKS AND
PERIODICALS.
ma aaPostage 2d, extra; per cop: 1 6

Postage 2s, extra; per eats 16
Yearly subscriptions must be paid

in advance. (

Q.S.1. same price as Radio News.

\ ing
sti

BRACKETS.
Made of brass, finely nickel plated,

to take 8/32 U.B,A.
BA, Hspecially useful

‘adio build-

rong.
% brackets are used for mounting

platforms and for mounting coils in
a horizontal position,

Straight strips (B140) find fre-
quent uses as they are. but they
gan be readily bent into brackets of
special sizes.

Include a few brackets with your
next order. You will soon order
more; they will be so useful.

Keep a
| they are always coming in

21

BRASS RODS, ETC.aBRASS RODS, ROUND.
w of these around as

useful,
4, 5/32 or 8/16 inch di |Be ace in é

5/16, a 8

B.A. 0, is 6
1, 2, 3, 4

4, 5, 8, 7 3

BRASS RODS, SQUARE.
This is the size used for slider

bars. See under Sliders for e

square brass rod, plated and drilled.
% inch a ; ft. 6

6in. 4

BRASS SHEET.
Various gauges. be cut to

Special thickness rolled to
rder, up to about 4 inches wide.
Price on application.

x

SINGLE BEND.

Width Length arms ea. az.
B131 gin. gin. 2a 18
B132 fin, fin. 2a 18
Bis4 jin in, 2d 119
B135 gin. gin, 2d Loe
B137 gin. lin, 3d 2.6

SINGLE BEND—4 Holes.
Width. Length arms. ea. az.

B138 jin. Thin. 4d. i)
3143 2in. din. 6d. 5 0ohatieeSINGLE BEND—Slotted Holes.

Width, Length arms. ea. dx.
B196 din. Agin. 4d 2 0

=)

Cs*/

L shape. Z shape.

L SHAPE.
©

‘Width, Length arms. ea.
B136 din. Tae gaaR139 din, § x 23in, 4d 3.0
Bai # Ries | ne

B217 brackets are very strong,
and are suitable for
gan ae

or small trans-

Z SHAPE.
Width, Height. ea. @

B133 fin. 3 or ae
B197 gin, 1 Bat 6
B198 gin, 2 44° 8 0
B142 gin. 28 Bao.) 4-0

4a, 3 °

BRASS TUBES.
Best brass, solid drawn. per ft.

3/16 inside diam., 1/16 wall 10
4 inside diam., 1/16 wall .. rs
6/16 inside diam., 3/32 wall 2.0
BRASS STRIP.
hin. wide, 1/16in, thick, ft. 4

gin. wide, 3/32in, thick, ft. 6

qin. wide, 1/16in. thick, ft. 7SNANGLE BRASS.
3 x 9 x 1/16in. thick, ft. . 1 6

4 x 4 x 1/16in. thick, ft. aoaSTHREADED ROD (See SCREWS).eeseISIE. BUZZERS.

AJAX BUZZDRS have black
moulded base, and plated cover. The

note is very high pitched, making
the buzzer very suitable for Morse
code practice, or for testing crystals.
B141 Buzzer only .. eh 6 6

B144 moe and Buzzer (see
8) Ne aeeys) . ve he

See also under BELLS.
©

CABINETS.
Having an up-to-date cabinet-

makers’ plant at our factory, we are
now in a position to make any style
cabinet, from the simplest to the
MOST HLABORATH.

= “QUOTARIONS GLADLY SUBMIT-aTESTIMONIAL, *

Mr, F. W. Collins, 6 Tawhiti Road,
‘writes:—You mi

given the slight
person for whom I built it is delight~

ed with its performance.



CABINET FITTINGS.
BALL CATCHES.

£ d.

483 jin, diam . +» per set 4

C484 benediam. +. per set 5

C485 Bin, di +. per set 6

C486 din, Gan A +. per set 8

eae KNOBS.
Used for small cabinets of Radio

eea eeoop anes and similar pur-
re suppliedmet Biase or antique’ finish.

PLAIN ena:Supplied in two sizes solid
pattern suitable foe

‘amall acer or
‘Wood sidrawers.

C487-C488 aise
C487 din. diam. top. .. 3d. 2

488 fin. diam, top .. 3d. 2

FANCY PATTERN.
.As the illustration shows, this ‘is

a very handsome pattern, dz.
489 fin. plated, wood

screw se ue} 6d. 58
490 fin. plated, wood

screw ae Be Ou6d.aatOi), 6,

C491 fin. antique, metal
screw and nut .. 6d. 5 6

RUBBER FEET.
‘All smaller cabinets which are used

ed with rub-

are made in two
ty n type has a thin nail
embedded tn the rubber, and 1s driven

into the cabinet with a hammer,
screw type is attached with a wood
screw.

Buppen ot

SCREW TYPE. Set of 4

G151 No. 3 size. 6a,
152 No, 4 size we a 9d.

a TYPE. . i
G149 No. 1 size. 6a.

- G160 No, 2 size 5. | 90

pleted “orantique.

CABINET. EYTTINGS GIVE “DISTINCTION. ”

DROP HANDLES.

Small rob Banedies conaeinet 4)
ener

502 Plated
503 Antique

CUPBOARD LOCKS.
are supplied‘he! in two sizes,

either nickel plated or antique finish.

C492 14in. diam, plated Is. 11 0

C493 thin, diam., antique 11 0

C494 lin. diam, plated 8 6

495 lin, diam., antique 8 6

LID SUPPORTS.
Lid supports hold the ae up while

adjusting valves, etc. Brass, either
nickel or gold plated. Five inches
long,

Co]

C410 Nickel plated 1 Be

G411 Gold plate 6

C452 Folding patter n, nickel-
;7SSREESANESSLID SUPPORTS—AUTOMATIC.

—

A heavy nickel plated lid support,
Automatically locks to hold lid up,
and then releases automatically when
slightly raised again. Beautiful fin-
ish.

G81 9 inch |-.. Hy: on aay
G132 6 inch rf (2 8sCERARSESeHINGES—FIANO,

a
hinges fitted in ee same manner

Be,
is is now

so low that no builder need use the
clumsy Sid-fashioned hinge.

nickel plated
6408 21 x 1in., gold plated ..
G409 18 x fin, nickel plated
C407 21 x lin,

CELLULOID SHEET.
mransparent, white, grained or black.

Celluloid is freely used for mak-
jng up-to-date coils, We carry large
stocks of fresh celluloid, eeto cemen' easily and suitable
thickness. ‘Trahspare! Sheets
about 50 by 20 Any size

mies
inches.

winding RDA OOIn easshould not be  exceede:

being better if it cancelluloid
5/1000
handled.

Wor strips for cementing to fin
ished coils, 50/1000 thick is recom-
mende
C104 1074000 thick, oe fteast gaan 0)

s atte 4 9

40d 5/000 teks hae 10

Full sheet, sa, ft... 8

C453 Sa/108
Rhick ca ft. 5.

|B. 8

memancth. uae We

~ We can a supply, 90/1000in, thick
in black, and in white

iv

the same price as a

be used for coursed “ramne plates.
NOTH.—Many grades of celluloid,

especially those used for motor win
very difficult to cement,

and so are not suitable for Radio
purposes. ‘The celluloid listed by us
is. suesanteed to cement readily and
firmly,

See “CHLLULAC” CEMENT for
celluloid—under INSULATORS,

aeeee
two sizes, and of best*

Unilke cheap,pes nethese
general Betematerver give trouble.

Babtertes, and also for
in

(CADMIUM PLATED)

C414 Nickelled 4a. 3 6 36 0Fos2kBOATSeee,(LEAD COATED)
Used everywhere for charging ac-

B)

cumulators, and also on one ends of
battery cables on a Radio Mal

instant and certain Rane: the
accumulator, Lead coating prevents
corrosion,

C110 26 amp. 2hin.
C111 50 amp. 34in,

WELL-MAYDE
SPACED COILS.

chew cee Patent No. eyhe spaced turns on ELL:MAYDE COLLS are firmly heid to-
, dielectricgether by strong, yet th

aterial, selected for its great effici~

ing: hort elreuit. impos
Wor both sensitivity a1 e

t is essential that capacity and re-
sistance losses be reduced to an abso-

nimum. Both these features
are amply demonstrated in WHLL-
MAYDE COILS.

Being made on accurate machines,
the ‘method of manufacture ensures
that the coils are very uniform in
electrical characters‘he finis the usual
WhLt-MAYDE standard—a__stand-
ard that is Bireagy, famous through-
out New Zeal

ithe coils are manufactured in var-
fous diameters, in lengths of about
12 inches. Shorter lengths are then
eut from thes

Standard iameters are 1h, 2, 24,
and 3 inches, the spacing being. 10,
20, 30, or 40 turns per inch, suit
able wire being chosen in each ease,

ther sizes, pgute be supplied to
order in quan

WELL  MAYDE COILS must ap-
peal to all Radio constructors, as
much to the amateur as to the manu-
facturer,

ELL-MAYDE COIL.
Showing method of mounting.

Diam Turnsperin. per in, per ft.
1a 10120080) 40 dG 16, 6
2) 10620; 80 40fode 6 118.) 8

24 10) 20, 30, 40 1 6 16° 6

0, 20, 30, 40 1 6 16 68 omer’ sizes, or quantity order,
quoted on application,

wary MAYDE “WORLD” 8-G

“WORLD” screened
Two coil bases are fit-

et, and the coils can be
these, of coils

gia Kitiet
tedbiueeed into

peng. required at one time. Actually
for use with De Jur .00085

Pondensery but suitable for other
agood condensers,

519 Coil bases + pair 6 0

520 Broade 0

pet Spare wave
522 Short,

met
523 Complete set, 3 pair

one pair bases .. 1450
fwave’ ‘coils,

HONEYCOMB COILS.
_ Excellent assortment of these colls

still in. tools; mounted, Hac!

8s, to7s.6d.
itoneyeom, parle 8 varias size’

from $5. t ae excellent
chokes, whilelengths of WELL:
MAYD® COIL, 14 inch diameter will
also suit splendidly. These could be
readily adjusted to exact require-
ments.

WELL-MAYDE COILS FOR EFFICIENCY. <
WELL-MAYDE COILS.

“ALL WAV:
Mbeee ate“the coils chosen for our

famous INIWAVE STS, addescribed ae“an earlier part of t!

catalogue,full set of coils comprises the
PRIMARY, mounted on a Formica

base, and capable of BaennenThe ‘base is fitted with f sockets,
into which Interchangeable ‘coils

cen
be plugged. The PRIMARY CO
being adjustable, suits all the sehen

coils,
The four interchangeable

cover a wave length range
Ee 28-650 metres, when used with

ood quality apparatus, aer} .00025 con
srative Peongeneer

of best grade)Y

he tickler coll is
se, and woundmatched

close to the secondar
Banana plugs and sockets are used

throughout, as ale smooth
but perfect contact, without sticking.

ee corn:
Sh

Corr:

Baa with Two. ROR enn
CHANGEABLE COILS.

PRIMA:aaa cor, with Base.
C331 Hach 11 0

INTERCHANGEABLE conus)
C426 A, range 24 7 0

C427 B, range is:388 7 0

C428 C, rang teci32 DON
429 D, range 23-50 7 0

FULL SET—‘ALL WAVE.”
This comprises No, C331, with four

cal ‘A, B, C. D, and MBENIWAVE
ITSHT INSTRUCTIONS and

DIAGRAMS.
450 va eLeLe 0)C450Wannwasp “SHORT WAVE”

mest uction these ane similar
the LL-WAVB” LS, but

they are designed to work with a
double spaced condenser of 000:
capacity, It is only by securing a

condenser of very low minimum
capacity that the range can be
brought really low.

These short wave coils will be
found to give excellent results, pro-
vided care is taken in the design of
thetheset.9RIMARY COIL, with Base,eat Hach 11 0SieeReaoeaee

INTERCHANGEABLE COILS.

430 J, range 56-97 ..
7 0

C431 K, range 34-60 .. .. 7 0

432 L) range 23-38 ..  .- 7 0

0483 -M, range 15-26 0

Saletaneepole
eeeFULL SET, “SHORT WAVE.” /

; Comprising C831, with four coils
: L. M, with MBNIWAVE KIT-wt’ tNSTRUCTIONS and DIA-

GRAMS.
GEEINGS iiilege

hy)
alan) naam Be

WELL-MAYDE HAMMARLUND-
ROBERTS COILS.

The Hammarlund-Roberts receiver
contains two coils, which are» the
heart of this popular set. Since the
set itself is fully described in this
list, little more

need be saiaid here,
‘out that there are

‘ells available than the

With each set of coils, full instruc-
tions and diagrams for building the
Hammatlund-Roberts set are includ-

These are very simply arranged,
intend rebuilding

receiver, using the good
parts from it, you should have no
Sithculty in following them,

C445 Set of two coil 114.6
K120 Pointer knob to suit 2 0eeBAND PASS COILS ( SET OF 3).

sensational de: ent by
Hammarlund for seouring utmost.
selectivity without lo tone by
Hside-band cutting,” Is not adopted

by many manufactw pecause of
the extra involved, Its. super
jority is unive!

These cous essed in
Sopy

beh Meirouit. included with the
© which are designed for .00085

or .0005 condenser: De ane and
Hammarlund dual,

Cb05 Per set, as illustrated 1:10 0

ONEYCOMB COILS.
“All sizes, 38. to 7s. 6a.



R.F. CHOKES.
frequency chokes are

ecessity for short wave work, since
papecauy, every circuit employs
hem. -

HAMMARLUND B.F. CHOKES.
The Hammarlund chokes are en-

closed in beautiful bakelite cases,
instructional diagrams being includ-
ec: fn arry 60 milliamps, have

low capacity, while theettedtive resistance is such as to
eliminate resonance bands, Made in

» two sizes.

HAMMARLUND 85.

5 Millihenrics, PARES, 3 mmfds.,
resistance atteC34: 10 0

EAMMARLUND 250.
250 peat eaegppecity 2 errsjo

Fence 240.9C344 Hach os oo 11 ‘

__WELL-MAYDE R.F, CHOKE.
Carefully designed and accurately

Complete witht “paleelite base,nt plated clips. |

\ Gdivemachiyn iin ea hy 80
DE JUR R.F. CHOKE.

y This is the neatest choke we have
seen. It is small, minimising stray

_
mottled bakelite case. Bound to
please.

C462 De Jur
cl

6 3

ACME 4%:

Used tte for pli-

"CHOKE COILS BUILT TO ORDER.

CHOKE COILS.
CHOKES—FILTER.

Well-Mayde chokes are ruggedly
puilt to stand continuous full loads.
The finish is the same as in Well-
Mayde transformers, and you should
read remarks on construction under
that heading.

These chokes can be made to order
in the larger sizes for power and
transmitting purposes, “A” and “B”
eliminators, ete.

ot
CHORES Bullt 0 order, on receipt
. Milliamp or amp. to be carried.

2, Inductance in henries.
3. Purpose for which choke is xe-

quired.

WELL-MAYDE CHOKES.
CHOKE 4H.T.1.

:

30 henry, carrying 50-100 milli-
amps, for use with the H,T.1 recti-

making an

20 volts, Also suitable for elimin-
ators using other rectiffers, such as
Raytheon, Radiotron.
508 W-M H'T1 choke, 80 henry 35 0TRhateSsomaeSree7leWHELL-MAYDE CHOKE, HT4.

For use with HT3 or HT rectifiers,
C548 W-M choke, HT4 30 0

WELL-MAYDE CHOKE A3.
low eae choke, for use

with the type charger (or the A%

rectifier and ei ansformer) and an
olgetrolvtic condenser,

” eliminator, withvolts 1 amp. maximum, for the valves.
Could also be used with the type A,
} amp. charger, giving 6 volts .b amp.
for the valves.
507 W-M choke AS 110 0

WELL-MAYDE CHOKE A4.
Similar to the A8, for 2 amp, out-

put
CBE 50 W-M choke, Ad .. So a/40' 0.

WELL-MAYDE DUPLEX CHOKE.
Specially made for elaine ors us:

ing Raytheon and ulb rec
fiers, For 100 milliamp soutput ma5

fication, “which ts se of really
excellent results, or for speaker out-
put filter, The latter requires also
a or m.f. condenser, and when
fitted, not ‘only improves tone and

all
the speaker windings. Practically
all good modern Radios depute sucha device.

_ 823 Acme Z2 choke, 200 ‘hid 1

Condenser to sult, 4 m.f-
8 0
5 0

mum,
(549 W-M duplex choke .. 40 0

PILOT CHOKES—FILTER.
C546 30 hy., 60 m/amp., No. 877 21 0

547 30 hy., 45 m/amp., No. 414 15 0

PILOT SHIELDED COILS.
For sereened grid circuits. The

coils fit UX valve holders, and are
metal encased,
C539 Pilot S.G. coils, set of 8 49 6

CLAMPS—EARTH.
For connecting earth wires trom

the Radio set to water pipe.
CLAMPIPE. j

‘A sure and quick grip, on your
water pipe. Three points “dig into”
the pipe to make clean contact.

: CLAMPIPE
C227

©527 Clampipe » each 1 0

A lighter clamp, also adjustable.
C227... oa we ve

ace corn.
e range of this coil is euptoxt:mae 200-600 metres, with a

condenser, It consists of a bakes
lised tube, wound with primary, sec
ondary, and tickler, all correctly,
spaced. acute ‘are fitted for base-
board mountin

The circuit eee a condenser
for regeneration control,oe prin-
olpi being eacelyere 1 SETS,

‘well ane Pabaland
RADIO circuits, areof ‘this type

Ful ng for assembling
the KOE, TecTser included with each
coil,
C434 a ah bes Fuel ONO)

PILOT S-wW COILS. i
Bakelite col} formers, with loop

handle at top, soe pins to fit UX
holders, Used with .00015 con-

“place.

ALL VARIABLE CONDENSERS GUARANTEED.

COIL | FORMS

vidual connection:
It is therefore “possible when ieeecoil holders are installed inaset.

for any standard make of coil aS be
tried without making alterations.
The advantages of such a system
are obyious,

COIL FORMERS.
TUNEWELL FORMERS are

moulded from bakelite, the pins

amount of bakelite is the least pos-
sible consistent with strength.

Tt is not necessary for all the pins
in some cases two

ther, ‘This would leave one pin free,
put this causes no inconvenience.EeRIBBED FORMER.

Made as described above.
C499 . ae Hs ae vie

COIL BASE.
Six pin coil bases, moulded from

bakelite, to fit the TUNEWELL
FORME or any standard English
coil formers,

501 te ae a Beesys0)

CONDENSERS.
ammarlund

PRODUCTS:
Hammarlund condensers, although

expensive, have always proved sup-
erjor to all others, They have been
copied in U.S.A, and in many Europ-
ean countries.

Low-loss, removable shaft, right or
Jeft mounting, brass plates soldered
to accurately milled supports, and
capable of a 1000-yolt test, one hole

mounting, with extra fixing screws
if required, heavy cone bearings, ad-
justable friction de

Midline design, giving the advant-
ages of all other special types—over-
1 ee for Hammarlund never wears
out
MrpLine

CONES ERED ‘

23 plates oe) 25. 0-0005,
17 plates oA ae)

11 plates ve 88

BUY HAMMARLUND CONDENS-
BRS,—If you do not, you will always
wish you had,

HAMMARLUND DUAL.
Multiple condensers can be readily

made by “ganging” Midline condens-
ers, but we can supply condensers
already “ganged,” in very compact
form,

C153 Dual, .00035 110 0PygmiesoeeeeHAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING
Manuto Acaners frequently ask naeut

COIL. FORMS.
A bakelite tube, with’ thin walls,

attached to a four-pin UX ‘valve base.
Can be plugged into a valve holder.

entrated field,

each 1 6

Bakelite tube only, as above, three
inches long, cut dead/true each end.
C525 S.W. bakelite tube each 8

Sic OMe ah eal
tS, 6,

PILOT CENTRALINE CONDENSER.
Single hole mount, with extra fix-

devoid
os

“erill ‘This is one. "Hol
low table for ganging.
Brie) On application,

Gor Betton Radice

Afammariund
PRODUCTS

HAMMARLUND SHORT WAVE.
This is a special condenser, with

double spaced plates, securing the
very low minimum capacity of only

mmfd, the maximum being 100,
mmfd, It is ideal for short wave
sets and adaptors, especially where
the lowest range possible is desired.

ot. wound’ 6 6 1 + You cannot get the lowest range with
ing screw, removable spindle, for i

4 i ‘ ganging, Modified S.L.F. type. ordinary type condensers.

vs ee 00016 ss ss 10. 0S. WEILL-MAYDB COILS, J, K, L, M,

ies 529 100025 . we ‘! 40 6 are specially made to match ‘this

6645 ScW. bl 6 ata 8530 .00035 Ao emery it 040 uunCOndenes

2

=
C531 .0005 oa ve ~ 11 6 C242 15 0

:

1 \ i

sak i ao ti ssi ete SL
i

DE JUBR, LOW LOSS, 8.L.F,
A beautifully nickel plated con-

denser, with en lates of brass.
Pig tail coe eee prevent bad con-

nimum capacity,

0443 00015 6. 13 6

346 .00028 : i Ue VARS |
C347 .000385. Es af ees ae y

C348 .0005 a aE ee Agen 6)

DE JUR DUAL.
C439 Dual, .00035 é Teh aT 6:

C440 Dual, .0005 a eet OF

DEH JUR TRIPLE.
C441 Triple, 00085... -. 86.0
LUBREE CONDENSERS.

A soundly constructed condenser
which we have sold for many years
without ever having a single com-
plaint, ficient, neat, and uncon-~
aiount ly guaranteed against any

‘

QD EB S.b.W.
This is by far the most popu zh

type, since it combines the best“points of various styles in gen
use,

tae

ee

ee

reece

es

248.0005 S.L.W.

ee yeangs gu00025 S.L.

MULTIPLE TTLESHIP Of
BATHTUB CONDENSERS ON AP-
PLICATION.



CONDENSERS.
LUBREE S.L.F.

This style of condenser is a gen-

eral fayourite, and is Moaneructed as
- carefully as the S.

6243 .00025 S.L.B. :
8 6

6244 1000385 S.L.R. 8 6

C245 0005 S.L.F, 8 6

GUARANTEED.

STAR CONDENSERS.
Cheapness must never be confused

y—an article that will
not stand up to its work is dear at

Star condensers are as
as it is possible to make a

pone which will oe its work in

a thorou anner. made,
and perfectlyyreliable.

C496 0005
C497 .00035

STAR SHORT WAVE.
A aoaPlsrepeat condenser, capac-

fry .0001 le especially for short
wave se!
C498 pet eouBle Apaced, ../.8, 6

Lo eeeeneaaa‘sMMCO eeaSTRATELYNE.
Thi

thus

ae capacity. is extraordinarily low,
lates are brass, soldered into

miliga Shindlos. ‘The shaft 1s remov-
King ganging possible. The

prass also, while the
aakelite moulding. The

condenser can be mounted on a pase-
board or on @ pane!

©4683 .0005 12 6

C464 .00035 12 0

C465 .00025 ot
12 0

EMMCO SHORT wave.
466 .0001 double spaced YsCeOOSeaseaealiicata.

emoyed

Wy)
weCONDENSER SHIELDS BLOT, MIDGET _NEUTROGEA

MADE TO ORDER.
See under SHIELDS.

~~ COUPLINGS. .

Flexible couplings, for eecondensers together when workin
Slight errors

in
sefrom a single dial.

alignment do not matter when t
couplings are used. iin. shaft.oooHAMMARLUND COUPLING.

An insulated

fen “shafts.

404 Hach ne

EMaMco COUPLING.
C471 Emmco-- 8.0e4TtnedeeMIDGET CONDENSERS

Midees condensers are used for
urposes, chief among which

are The neutralising of sets, and the
compensation for, irregularities of

larger condensers which are ganged
togethe!Rene of the larger Midget con-

aeere could be used for tuning
purposes in sets “where space 18

a consideration.
HAMMARLUND MIDGET.

neutralising, etc. So!

cone bearings,mou’

Knob included.
C165 6 plate, a mmfd.

e,

237 11 plate, 3
238 15 plate, 65 a 1

DE JUR MIDGET.
Introduced last year, this midget

condenser immediately proved a rei

winner. Tho end is of pect
moulded bakelite, r
ance of the condenser is exceptional,

is no wonder it has, proved so
popular.

C467
C468
C469

Intermediate sizes can readily
made from the next larger size, since
the extra plates can be easily re-
move:

D.

4
4

5
7

HAMMARLUND EQUALISING,
BALANCING or NBUTRALIS-

ING CONDENSERS.

For neutralising circuits, or bal-
ancing or compensating condensers
mounted on one ft.

al mica,
gradual aidjustment by se!

ee 85
329 teaGas Well-Mayde, Ham'Id patn, 2 0

ACE NEUTRALISING.

‘The ysual type for neutralising
neutrodynes. As used on ‘TONA
NBUTRODYNBES. Formica base.
C283) ws a—
NEUTRA—

NEUTRALIS-
ING.

Tnglish pat
oe edsustiteatwithDlocke ance
281 3.0

PILOT MICROGRAD.

Mica compression condenser, ad-

4

5

6
eco

FIXED CONDENSER
DE JUR CONDENSERS.

Made of|genuine momaed bakelite,
5 mous Dr

ei
hase

tutel, ure or

other atmospheric ee aes, ‘simply

ares enclosed in
of bakelite.

their antsy. makesAn addtole for any Radio circuit.them suitable

HYDRA CONDENSERS FOR GREATEST DURABILITY.paa

DE JUR GRID CONDENSERS.

Similar to De Jur bakelite con-
densers, but with grid leak clips
making triple contact at each neCATT 00025 or .0005

FIXED, BUFFALO (De Jur).
The finest material is selected for

this De Jur mica condenser. Heavy
phosphor bronze straps encircle the
ends of the condenser, ensuring high
pressure, and unchanging capacity.
All tested to high voltage, Lugs
swivel for conyenient soldering.

0350 .001 16
C351 .002 a8
C853 .006 8 9
C444 01 39
BUFFALO GRID CONDENSERS,

Similar to the bone, but fitted
with clips as on C47
C352 00025, with a clips a 6pesmieRareneaMLeeGRAHAM-FARISH MICA (Fixed).

English made, in bakelite case
designed to mount vertically or hori-fontally, High breakdown voltage
ensures absolute reliability.

The .00025 is supplied nae Ameri-
can pattern grid leak clip:

Every condenser guaranteed.
C340 <0 000 0001, 0002, 00025,

.0004, .0005, .0008,1, 002 PasC841 003, 004, 005, .006 2 0
C342 ena 33

8GRID CONDENSER—Usual size i

cnHONE or SPHAKHR OeSuRUstal size is ,001 or .002,

SANGAMO.
Sangamo fixed mica condensers are

ed in beautifully moulded
bakelite absolutely

CONDENSERS—PAPER.
Paper condensers are freely used

in all modern Radios, especially
those that are power operated. If
one of the many used in the
ron break down, the s

be thrown out of action, and,
still, further serious damage

ven in ordinary sets, the break-
down of a condenser is a fairly seri-
ous matter, as it will ruin the “B”
battery or gliningsey,Paper condensers must therefore
be perfectly reliable—a penny saved
may be a pound spent.

“HYDRA” CONDENSERS.

HYDRA condensers are made in
probably the best

r Such is the

re curiosity. Yet, in spite of the
precision of manufacture, they cost

more—generally less—than other
* makes, The huge output of

the biggest condenser factory in the
world explains this.

BVERY, “HYDRA? CONDENSERIs FULLY GUARANTEE
working voltage as welll ss

the test voltage is given in each
case.
by no means unusual, it is always
advisable in choosing condensers for
power work to select with a

test oltnasappear necessa:
far more satisfaction in the end.

.C, work, choose a condenser
of the working ‘voltage given, or
A.C. work, however, choose the nex'xt
higher working voltage.

The TEST VOLTAGES are given,
but the WORKING WOREAGHEMUST NOT EXCEED
TEST VOLTAGES. whe; naedea
specified,

ERS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED.

Group 1 is suitable for ordinary
where the D.C. voltage

above about 200 volts.
For more powerful work, the other
groups should be used.

HYDRA BAKELITE CONDENSERS.
These beautiful new style con-

densers have a bakelite case, givin
them a pleasing Spbaarence ee abo
that of the old For
uses, ‘see under the 260 volt working
condensers already listed.

WORKING VOLTAGH—250 D.C.
TESTING VOLTAGH—500

C478 1 mf.

comes

esters

eaacen

HYDRA CONDENSERS—Continned.

GROUP 1 GROUP 2

750 v. D.C.
875 v. D.C.

3
8/6
4/>

C372) 5/=
C373
C3T5

C369
C370
ronyal

6/6
10/—

GROUP 4
1000 v. D.C.

5 39/—

“HYDRA” ELIMINATOR BLOCKS.

The “HYDRA” condenser block
contains the following condensers in
one compact uniti—

Four 1. m.f, condensers
Two 2. m.f, condensers,
One 8, m.f, condenser,

blocks are made specially7
for eliminators using Raytheon type
rectifier bulbs.

0399



2a HERTZITE FOR GUARANTEED SATISFACTION.

“HYDRA” BUFFER CONDENSERS.
The Buffer Condenser is a very

important part of the eliminator,
because it is connected across the
full voltage generated by the trans-
former. It must be of a aie volt-
age test, and for this purpese we
‘ean offer the “HYDRA” unit, consist

.f, condensers tested
at 1000 yolts A.C,
1500 volts D,

be absolutly relied upon,
400 Hydra buffer condenser

unit ae ty ayeeeCONDENSER—TRANSMITTING,
The ACMBtransmitting condenser

is built to work at 750 pale€174 2mf.; each +. 10 6

E.0.C. CONDENSERS.
A well-known condenser in a green

AS De voltage 400, working
Voltage 200 volts,
18 1 mf. oa p16 1. mf. 3/1

Cb14 .25mf.  2/d Cb1T 2. mf. 4/2
C515 5 mf, 2/11 Cb18 4. mf. 8/3

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
Until the advent of the Wlectrolytic

condenser, It was practically impos-
ble to manufacture condensers of

2000 and 4000 mf. capacity. ‘These
condensers made the “A” éliminator
possible, for large capacity condens-

ssential, and the ordinary
Suitable for any voltages up to

12, Must be donnected correct way,
or they an be ening:511 2000m: SL OE O.

512 foeore, a, baled alone:peugeot)SENMERSHON CONDENSERS.
Self healing, high voltage, la

eapacity condensers. These are used
in many leading Radios in U.S.A.,
because they allow ofamuch larger
measure of “smoothing” in a small
space.

Sample stocks of 32 and )36 mf.
types are due to arrive; prices to be
fixed later, Other types are made,

CRYSTALS.
RED DIAMOND (PERMANENT).

The RED DIAMOND s made from
selected materials out, the
erystal being sensitive practioally

1 ov can, however,
fustes 12 found noceseery,

CARBORUNDUM,
Carborundum crystal is fairly sen-

sitive, but its chief virtue is that it
requires a heavy pressure, which, of
course, is not liable to “slip.

©222 Detector only; 16GhOL Stabiitser, with. Mateokor is <8

Z136 Battery only; each 8

We tai en Sl ls

eneAlthough there are very many
“prands” of crystals on the market,
most. of them are merely galena,
either in its natural state, or treated
chemically to make it more sensitive.

pentane is a treated galena, and

(oles its as the best known
ystal in *the world, RUSSELL'SHaRtZiTe rystal that has

been consistently sold for many
ears, and is still the Neanet in Eng-
land and Burope. ndreds of
thousands have been sold.

So sure are we that you cannot
buy better than RUSSELL'S BLUE
HERTZITE, that we readily GUAR
ARB NOT SATISFIWD,

|

YOUR MONEY BACK.
be fairer?

Supplied in tin boxes ee cat-
whisker and tweezers, which make it
unnecessary to touch the crystal with
the han
C292 HERTZVTO-BLUE We

aA an

CRYSTAL DETECTORS

A well made set of parts for mak-
ing, your own detector. Screws, cry-
tal cup, and catwhisker included

Mieke plat
C291 Without base; each .

9

3 Fortevox, best .. as 1 6

ACE Deere

As illustrated, this is a fully
mounted, highly nickel plated detec-

r, Glass enclosed, to prevent dust
spoiling the crystal. Crystal held in
cup witl ewed and knurled cap.
Catwhisker included.

It is supplied in three styles, all
glass enclosed, as follows:
C446 MOUNTED, with erystal
182 without erystalGi8i PAH'TS, on card .. 0

DIALS.
K-K PORT VERNIER,

The illustration hardly does just-Ratio of
sd. ppely aeted, and Ea to read right

left hand. Highly finished bakelive,
Simple, vet very reliable.

The walnut dial is wonder
futlybeautiful, and matches Foumica

walnut panel perfectly... ‘he appear-
ance of a set using this combina-
tion makes the average set, no mat-
ter what price a gual look very
rab in comparis

D124 din, black .. ‘ore. ae Be
D135 4in. walnut a . 6 6——K-K JUNIOR PORT VERNIER,

A three-inch edition of the famous
PORT VERNIER. Smaller in size,
it is a replica in corae Ries be neof the larger dial, 4

ably enhance the appearance.ot ae
set. where compactness is desired,
It is bakelite, of course,

"D136 3in, black .. 6 0

D137 8in, walnut 6 0seesACE VERNIER.
Artistically designed Vernier dials

at a price well within the means of
Tt has a high ato,

made
Baiteation:

The friction drive is sure, Black
only. Scale 100-0-100,

HIGH RATIO DIALS.
For SHORT WAVE SBTS, it is

highly desirable to have a dial with
a high ratio, as the tuning must be

very exactly. Yet it is also
desirable to be able to turn the knob
to the approximate position quickly.

Both these features are secured in
the dials offered.

PRECISE.
_A small dial with worm gearing.

Small knob can be Instantly moved
to leave the dial free to turn exactly
eee ordinary dial. Ratio about

Bid.

D150 » each 7 6

| DUPLEX.
A large size dial, ratio about 160:1.

‘Worm and bevel gear, instantly dis-
connected by tilting knob.

D161 ae . each 10 6

ARISTOCRAT.
A yernier dial that looks exactly

Vernier is not

admirably. Black
y diameter.

bakelite, 4in.

131 Bach ee 9 0

ry one on your short wave set
or adaptor.

EMMCO VERNIER.
A standard bakelite dial, made in

either black or mahogany. State
whether wanted with @ial marked 0

on left (anti) or on right (clock-
wise).
D127 Black Ley pace ek 76
D128 Mahogan. S 76
D144 PMMCO VELMO DIAL 6 0
Di46 HBMMCO BABY VELMO 5 0

DE JUR DIAL.

This dial Ne pumanatey and is
mounted beh: the panél. The
figures are See bold, while the
bronze escutcheon plate is very
attractive.

D148 DE JUR DIAL .. af AL00 6aeareeEMMCO MELLO.

Handsome engraved escutcheon,
silver oxidised, smooth velvet action,
strong friction drive, -hairline ad-
justment, no back lash, Adapted for
either clock or anti-clock movement.
Mounting template supplied. Preci-

jon workmanship,

D139 Emmco MELLO .. 9 6

DI40 on illuminated 12 6

EMMCO DRUM DIAL,

Controlled by a knob giving simple
but smooth and positive action, Will
operate as many as five condensers.
D152 As illustrated Ssiah

co WhO.
D153 Iluminated ‘ae ate 280:

EASY TERMS ON APPARATUS. ee

fammariund
PRODUCTS

{t_requires only the name HAM-og to stamp an article as
Hammarlund Midline condensers

are now matched, and so the result-
ant loss of efficiency is reduced to
to the lowest when they are coupled
or “ganged” together.

HAMMARLUND SINGLE DRUM.

An illuminated drum dial, turned
by ‘a single knob, arranged so that
the latter can be placed in any pos
tion on the panel. ‘The scale is trans-
lucent, illuminated by a small elec-
tric light placed behind it.

The bronze escutcheon plate, em-
bos xydised, gives an air of
distinction to any pe set. The
driving mechanism ab: ely,
no backlash, and simply cannot slip.

Gen be supplied with black or wal-
nut

D147 Hammariund single drum
dial ey i. + 22 6

PILOT ILLUMINATED DIAL.
Complete with small light.

D154 Pilot dial + 148
D155 Pilot dial, less light |. 11 6

PILOT DRUM DIAL.
Bakelite drum, cord driven. No

backlash, even with heavy condens-ereD156 Pilot drum, with light 18 0
D157 Pilot drum, less light .. 15 6

K-K BAKELITE (ORDINARY).
The finest dials procurable. Beau-

tifully moulded and accurately made.
If you value appearance and strength
ay cannot afford to overlook K-K

als.

D104 Blacn, 41n,
al Ain.

D1 03 Black, 2in,
D

penece eooe



DIALS—
MOULDED DIALS.

f K-K dials,

D158 Dial light ..

PasaeleenDIAL MARKERS.

serew and nut.

= Sp

This dynay

12

the Radio,
involved in installing.

‘No pulley is included,
equired.

revolutions
quote the pulley.fo
thing else,

A188. 8 an

> can
prices on other dynamos, si

thickness only, and any
4 inches square

plied, If yalue
cutting charge 3d.

. Small odd size
generally available
duced prices. It

TUBE.
Inside diameter or bore

the wall being 4in, thick
& 4

1/3 1/6

4
4 8/16 3Perft /4  /6 1/-

aN
quently available, :

%

sana

upwards, for lighting purpost

Although not possessing the sup-
i these dials

are cheap and
home constructed Radios. tin, hole,
Magnus, 3. in 2 A an Ae
Hercules, 24 inch .. +s 6a.
Hercules, 2 inch rheostat 6a.

‘PILOT DIAL LIGHTS.
Red jewelled, without bulb, but

any flashlight bulb can be used,|¢Nickel plated pointers, fitted with

o will charge a six-volt
accumulator at any rate up to about

amps.
In milking sheds, two accumulat-

@ to be always on
when

f he
6

frequently quote special
volt a:

also for charging Radio|“B'

teries. Please, write, stating
requirements,

PANELS.

&

1/9

Fake:

a
9 1/6

tubes and rods are

owing to
Tell us the

nd diameter of 3

engine flywheel, and we will gladly
r Little, if any-

js required except a belt.

your

0 0

3 ae
an
bat-
your

Wbonite sheet is stocked in 3/16
size panel

can be, sup-
is less than 2s, a

6 6

is given,
in every

a
2/—

2/3
fre-

ELIMINATORS.
and “C” batteries

be replaced bywhe “A,” “BY

of a Radio may
eliminators, thus enabling
rent to be drawn direct from the
mains, without batte at all,

The usual A.C. Radio embodies a
* and “C” elimin-

mainly on the of
extra first cost, a simple transformer
fs used instead of an “A” elimin-
ator.

If your Radio is now operatt
battéries, and is giving good
there is

gonults,
by

eliminator, it will continue to give
service, perhaps even bet-

ny new Hlectric Radios
do. This as eg, of course, thay

the eliminator chosen is really high
grade.

In an eliminator, a transformer
a suitable A.C, current,

passed through a rectif
to change it to direct current. ©

densers and chokes then “4

the uneven D.C, current, and r

ances control the output voltag'

Westinghouse are easily the best
rectifiers, and can be used in most
cases, ‘Though their cost Is

ner, they are permanent. Valves8
are quite reliable, and are the most
common, mainly on account, of lower

cost, They need periodical re~
placement, At present in a few
cases, valves are advisable, simply
because the Westinghouse rectifiers

are not always obtainable in  suit-
able sizes.

“p” eliminators first appeared on
the market, to reduce the high cost
of “B” batteries. “C” eliminators
are rarely found separately, being
usually combined with the “B,” but
since “C” batteries cost so little, and
last so long, it is not always advis-
able to replace them with an

ell

“a eliminators were not possible
till a later period, because suita
condensers were not available, but
the ne electrolytic condensers
effectually solved this problem.

‘To-day, therefore, “ABC” elimin-
ators are perfectly reliable and won-
derfully efficient.

Good battery radios can be brought
quite up to date by their use, an
at comparatively small expense.ME)oSRIBBED TUBE.

Ribbed tube is used for low loss
coils. sold in six inch lengths
only, the diameter given being the
outside diameter over the ribs.
W129 3in. diam., 6in. long 8

W137 1kin, diam., Sin. long 1

Suet adithe ibisa

“WELL-MAYDE” ELIMINATORS FULLY GUARANTEED. ;

WELI-MAYDE ELIMINATORS.

We have already installed a large
number of WELL-MAYDE ELIMIN-
ATORS, fitted with the famous West-
inghouse rectifiers units,.w

everlasting. Customers everywhere
have expressed their huge delight
Wwith,the results obtained. Operation
iy so smooth as to be indistinguish-
Able from batteries as a general rule,

jut a very marked increase in “‘pep””

is noticeable.1s

MOWELL-MAYDI HLIMINATORS
there is nothing to wear out, so they
{hist for. years without renewals of

a,
jal eliminators can be built

te
Special

cand quotations will be

gladly given on receipt of full pas
Foalars, which should state number
of valves used, and the type of valve
in each stage.

“4” BELIMINATORS.
WELL-MAYDE “HALF AMP.”

4 amp.
five .1 amp, or

including the
Pitted with

vr, Metal case.
liage of valves

8 56 0TeeWELL-MAYDE “ONE AMP.”

‘Maximum output 6 volts 1 amp.
Suitable for working several valves,

iso for supplying a dynamic
Speaker with smooth current, thas
shminating hum. Fitted with volt-
meter and r t. Metal case.e i

Tn ordering state voltage of valves
used.ies. a a 915 0

WELL-MAYDE “TWO-AMP.”

Maximum output 6 volts 2 amps.
very powerful, Details as for one

mp type.mie oe de 10> 0mieeeewesDEae“B” ELIMINATORS.
“g” WLIMINATORS are used to

replace “B’ batteries on|Hadios,
where A.C, current is available.
They are now practically free from
jum, and where high voltages are

Ssec 7

they are D)

ative. They ¢

for current, and if
INGHOUSH RECTIFIERS,
should

i r als
r {th

t practically noth
fitted with WEST:

they

sort. y
y

must be renewed from time to
When

powerful eliminator.
power is being asked for every day,
Rnd. the biggest eliminator of a
couple of years ago, is comparatiy
weak to-day..This advice
particularly where dynamic
ers, gramophone pick-ups, ete.
used, or likely to be used,

Short Wave Radios will probably
not operate on éliminators, but the

are

‘difficulty is surmounted by using a
email 22 volt, “B" battery for the

‘getor valve only, deriving the
de
Geiplifier current from the “B’” elin-
inator. é

WELL - MAYDE }LIMINATORS,
though perhaps, more © pensive to

purchase, ‘will be cheaper in the) end, |

Pusause there are no bulbs requiring,
constant renewal.

hich are +
|

eT

BUY WELL-MAYDE—WESTIN

‘or

Only by so doing can variable
controls be omitted; they should be
omitted, because they are not usually
as durable as the remainder of the
apparatus.this reason the WELL-MAYDE,

BLIMINATORS listed here are con
structed to suit certain definite types
of RADIO, Ciut we
ify the struction
style
number valves you use
stage, ard eir type,

can always mod-
i

: to match
‘of receiver. Merely tell us th

in each

any
e

and we willthi
‘advise the best outfit for your par-
ticular purpose.

ALL WELL-MAYDE
INATORS

RECTIFIERS.

WELL-MAYDE “PRINCE.”

EBLIM-
USE WESTINGHOUSE

Output 180 volts 30 mils. or 150
volts 50 mils.

Suitable for following Radios:
THREE VALVE—

‘Ace, New Zealand Radio, Screened
Grid, eto.
FOUR VALVE—

‘Hammarlund - Roberts,
Drake, Screened Grid, eto.
FIVE VALVE—

Browning-

Altona and similar Neutrodynes.
SCREENED GRID. —

6 recommended power valve for7
the last stage is 112A,

Tappings are provided for detector,
RF. first
the full power voltage.

audio, besides, of course,

No bulbs to renew—long life with-
out any maintenance expense.

B1eh... ei 9 0
In handsomely finished metal case.

WELL-MAYDE
Output 180 volts, 100 mils.

“SOVEREIGN.”

Suitable for powerful Radios and
amplifiers, using two 171A valves or

equivalent in the last stage,

rent for all requirements.
udio.

Handsomel d metal case.

push
One hundred mils is ample cur-

‘Tappings for detector, R.F., first

ely
finishe

A little higher price and well worth
it,
W166.

ACE ELIMINATOR.
‘Raytheon bulb type.

0 mils., anvolts,
the, most

+ 18-0) 0

Output is 180
thus suitable for

ywerful sets.Tappings are provided for detector,
R.F. and first audio, while the metal
case is beautifully finished.

173 With bulb complete .. 9

PHILIPS 3002,Six different
giving

0

‘tappings are provided,
a good variation of adjust-

ment, without the necessity of vari-
able resistors.

Complete with rectifier bulb 506.
ei TLLBA 0Be OeNew bulb (606)

PHILIPS 3003.
As above, but with the additi

three separate values of “C’
age, up to 40 volts.

Complete with two bulbs.
B2: oe
New bulb (506)
New bulb (3006) ...

16 0

on of
‘olt~

ooo

nd ay
-double wave rectifying valve included,

ro

EMMCO “B” ELIMINATORS.
Emmceo eliminators are Australian

fully guaranteed by us
the manufacturers.

eliminator, it is wise to selec
larger size than actually required at
present, since you may shortly want
to operate a power amplifier, coupled
to either the Radio set or to a gramo-

pick-up, using a dynamic
speaker, The most marvellous 1
sults can thus be obtained, but pow-
erful apparatus is essential for this
purpose.

&MMCO SUPER POWER.
(For Sets up to 10 Valves)

This eliminator will give 50 milli-
amps at 180/200 volts, this output
being more than ample for the larg-
est si It has three controls, one
raising or lowering the total volt-
age, the other. two controlling the
detector and R.F, voltages.

Full instructions for
eluded, eliminator is sup-
plied complete with Raytheon BH
double wave rectifying valve.

e are in-

B210 .. 6) . +. 1212 0oeEMMCO MEDIUM “B” ELIMINATOR

(For Sets up to 5 Valves).
This is similar to the Super

Power, but has control knobs only
for detector and R.F. valves. ‘he

maximum voltage is about 140. Pull
instructions, al BH

B211 - 1010 0Roan7.SngeaeSieEMMCO MAXUM “B” ELIMINATOR
(Bor Sets up to 7 Valves.)

‘This is a new eliminator, designed
for sets up to seven valves. The
jJow price is accounted for by the
omission of variable controls, but,

provision is made for a number of
readily accessible

voltage can be
while the fixed resistor is more dur-
able than variable resistors.

Full instructions and BH valve in-
cluded,B22... oe oe elie es Yea

GHOUSE.

“ABC” ELIMINATORS.
. Justyas an Electric Radio
definite types of valves
positions, and will not operate \ if
these types are varied, so we prefer
to build “ABC” eliminators to suit
your Radio, with a
which may be y
which should
changed to another kind, unless of
the same characteristics

_By adopting this policy, satisfac-
ion ured, and variable controls

h are usually the first to give
r

i You

2
uses

in definite

t

they would be necessary if custom-
ers were to be able to try any make

ityle of valye they fancied.
If you cannot use the combination

of valves mentioned below, or valves
similar in characteristics, we will be
very glad to make an “ABC" elim!a-
ator specially for . Our advice
Cae the matter is always freely avail-
able,APLeeIN ORDERING ELIMINATORS
STATE—

(1) Make of set.
(2) Number and type of valvs

MONARCH “ABC” ELIMINATOR.
Designed normally for our Ham-

marlund-Roberts sets, using three
221 Radiotron valves, and one 112A;
cr for the Altona Neutrodyne, using
four 221 Radiotrons, and one 1124;
or for any other set in which simi-
Yar combination of valves can be
used, such as Browning Drake, and

ment consumption is more than(abDNADSTSee“A” SUPPLY,
6 yolts .5 amps.

“Bp” SUPPLY.
150 volts, 50 mils, tapped for de-

tector, R.F, and first audio.
“qo” SUPPLY.

4,5 and 9 volts, or to suit,
» for screened grid Radios,

at slight extra charge.
Tn handsome metal cabinet.

E174 Monarch “ABC” elim-
in: Cee Rely eda 0SURdanAPRESIDENT “ABC” ELIMINATOR.

imilar in every way to the SOV-
IRBIGN, but with a 6-volt 1 amp.

“A” supply. This. gi far more
latitude of choice

speaker is chosen, it may be worked
from the “A” supply, in addition to
the  valv The Jensen six-volt
dynamic eaker an excellent
choice, since it operates on only .4

amp., leaving .6 amp, available for
the valve filaments.
TiT5 President “ABC” elim-

inator .. nh eee 0 0 0(eePHILIPS PPP.
Consists. essentially of sa type

3003 B and C unit, and also a trans-
former to supply filament current of
four volts.
}214 Philips PPP .. wh cLB2V0'y (0



“WESTINGHOUSE” YOUR RADIO.

ELIMINATOR KITS.
These kits can be wired together

in a very short time, Assembling is
no more difficult than connecting a
set of batteries, in the case of the

‘A”” eliminators, at least.
Details of outputs are the same

as for corresponding=WELL-
MA INA’ i

ordering, please state if voltmeter is
wanted, and also what voltage valves

are to be used, so that the correct
rheostat can be sent. The voltmeter
is advisable, but in many cases the
rheostats on the set itself will do.
provided the meter is wired up to
he flement terminals of the valve

holdererie each kit, instructions are
given, together with the Westing-
house booklet, “THM ALL MBTAL
WAY, 1930,” which contains much
information.

After much experimenting, how-
ever, We suggest modifications in our
own kits, embodying the circuit

many trials, we have
found most. suitable to New Zealand

conditions,

“A” ELIMINATOR KITS
(METERS EXTRA).

Sets KIT (170).

of the four-volt .1 amp. type.|Thu
the “A” accu}
dispensed with.

Well-Mayde 4 amp. charger 215 0

2000 m.f, electrolytic fgise 300 0.

WellMayde AS choke 1, 110 0

Rheostat, baseboard, wire 46
Meter extra Ara: 58.6

legae EIT (E171).
but supplying 6 volts at

1 Bot otras being suitable for up
to 10 ‘1 amp S volt valves.

0
0

s
0

Well-Mayde A3 choke Fe tORheostat, baseboard, wire 6

6Meter extra £6 1

In this type the transformer and
rectifier may be the TYPH  A3
CHARGER, costing £3/10/-, instead

of £2/18/- for the first two items
above,

TWO-AMP, KIT (5172).
‘Well-Mayde A4 tripaarWestinghouse A4
Two 2000 m.f. conlbnhers:

Rheostat, baseboard, ete.

Meter extra

IRS—Although not essential,
it aeaesable to eel eyone can supp,ern moving coll “@ecommended)

sp»?'B” ELIMINATOR KITS
'T.3 (B176).
Output 120 volts, 20 mils.
Suitable for smaller Radios, but it

would probably be better to choose
the next larger size, which costs lit-
tle more, but is far more powerful.
ae yerenel $8, on Radios up to three
valv. eliminator will give
ample ‘output.
We 1 Mayde Pear Rari 110 0
Rectifier Ters + 18s,Well-Mayde choke HT4 110 0
2 Hydra £3 a,if 500 volt con=

den: 1b 0
3 Hy irs Pmt. 600 volt con:

densers. 12 0

Well-Mayde resistance,
mount 13°«6

Baseboard, wire, terminal:
tes) aw ah : 0

£6 11 6SoestnaeSweeeeH.T.4 (E177).
Output 150 volts, 50 mils.
Quite a powerful eliminator, espec-

ially as it can be relied always to
working at full strength.

Through the peculiar circuit used, a.
transformer ‘%iving only 135 volts
enables a cots. ia higher output
voltage to 18 0
at ue feey o ‘adapt this to give

ply iwW el 1-eBay a transformer 110 0
Rectifier hued 2.8 0

Well-Mayde choke, HT: 110 0
3 Hydra 4 me 750 volt ear

den’ hk Se
3 Hydra om i. en volt con-

lense! a Nelgy' LBRNO

Well-Mayda” resistance, 4gBaseboard, Wire, terminals,
Aiea

£7 19% 0

H.T.1 (B178).
Output 180 volts, 100 mils.
Very powerful, and suitable for

two i71A valves in push pullin
final stage. These give ample undis-
torted volume for any house, or for
a small hi
Well-Mayae Eranato ape

Ai
1b 0

Rectifier, H. eh
4 MESO:

‘Well-Mayde “Choke H,T1,... 1 5h 0

2 Hydra 4a f. 750 volt Bon’
denser: 15 0

3 Hydra ym? 500 volt con-”
densers © + 12 0

Well-Mayde  resiste
mountet an Teens

Baseboard, wire, terminal:
ete, .. ee 0

PILOT POWER PACK, E1114.
Plate quisene for a set using up to

two 171A valves. Filament output
for three 6 “Volt 25 amp. valves, and
fiur 227, and four 226 (if 226 not
used, five 227). For 280 rectifier.
B186 Power pack K-111A .. 8 0 0

PILOT POWER PACK, K-112A.
Plate current for up to two 245

valves, and filament supply for six
or seven 227 valves, as well as for
two 245 and 280 rectifior.

B87 Power pack’ K-112A .. 10 18) 6

“ABC” ELIMINATOR |
KITS. !

“ABC” ELIMINATOR KITS.
5

Details of these are hardly neces-
sary, as they combine the apparatus:
used in the “A” and “B” kits, tethe addition of one or two extra
resistance strips for the “C” supply.
Cireuits can be supplied, which can
be readily followed.

ENGRAVING.
Our factory has installed a TAYLOR

TAYLOR AND HOBSON ENGRAVING
MACHINE, and can now cater for: all
requirements in MACHINE ENGRAVING.

WE CAN ENGRAVE—
SPECIAL. NAMES, FIGURES, ‘SIGNS,

TRADE MARKS, ETC.,
ON PRACTICALLY ALL MATERIALS,

FIRST CLASS WORK ONLY,
n ‘3 beautifully engray

RAYTHEON B.H. VALVES.
Moet eliminators aso this type. Tt

is a heavy duty tube, rectified output
being up to 300 volt: M125 milliamps.

PANBLS
lettering, and amateurs who build thei cares shenia
invariably take fadvantane of the Service Wwe omen oie
give their eeaele ia eiye tiuanas at professional appearance which

FORMICA is exteively used for m: 5 a
building tilaeek proses Hin Mths

in MAR’
Price 12/6 per pound, and

piece 6x 3.x 1 inch welghs approxi-
mately one pound,

mY ga Seeea MACHINERY USERS, when order- MAC ieea + ng new non-metallic gears should RBLE
¢ 7yy y

city FORMICA to ensure. the FORMICA.
YG,, 5STOCKS ARD AVAILABLEERINOID. LORMICA following thicknesses—3, "Pay

in
material, of peculiar int us
in New Zealand,as1

eceasift pied

ENGRAVING MACHINE.

most durable wear. In America,

inoid is a comparatively an i. SHEETS TUBES RODS ”

a
dust, Te de minds Wh rods,

in a large
WORMICA is a bakelite composi-

tilonwhich excels any other mater-
h, and a durability eve:

ceeding genuine marble.
it 1s lehto;

a ter
varietyof Beautitil colou i because of its aoe tinlae. bone gp),

Andean be used in thinner isnests

can be easily turned, cut, and i ‘operties, and for other Puree ene strane” eH For the panelling of ontrances it
polished, It is already used’ veryfits eauty. It is supplied in black. good insulation ave required fermi | §S unsurpasse

Widely in electrical. work (smalljor walnut’ finish, the latter being rves admirably, ean its many excellent wood fi

mobs, ete.), Unexcelled for special§especially handsome. ishes it can be used ay

knob: Tere for panellingTormica s unaffected by weather, though
; ‘ eeeeterretesaLOYRG eapaetage

Diam 5/16 8 a linkorainary chemicals and hi HYDROMET would never requi ha
ordin: e sd gh tem: would n

quire renewing. Sun, i

nd HeBlt (9 218alperatures. It is very strong indeed, ERS. rain, age haveno effect on formica, |

oes not warp or Seago
For Marble Bars, where the mar-

1¢ looks as fresh af
ble is gradually eaten away by thesheet, and larger rods, Hydrometers a Bee for measur-

ing the § ga in
as when new. It is ot dimen te pect ty of liquids, n “soft drinks,’ forn

E ELO a and can be very easily dried. chiefly the plscErolyts: tn an accumu. catty unaffected,
nica is

xX N- articular: ava e
; oe

usily engraved, plication cue oN euable cone aDs |The ordinary float clings to the
side of the tube, however, so theExelon is a Bakelite material, simi- Riin white orgold lette:

‘i hydrometers listed have little glas00ee ieee an 4 2004] ere are many other }

Formica is
material, truly a wonderful

Hkelite pat~‘4s superior] “pimple the floats, TI
As, t

ern pe ¢ Pore s e floa his pre-|§ ;

sug tor Tee rn panels on the et, but Kor :
8.

ete te acknowledged. leader, Vents sticking, and ensures an accur- PUNCHT
,

It is very highly pi and forehosen by the British Government ate ‘reading. eo eae‘ol

many, purposes will ive othe utmos
tisfaction,
‘Any size panel can be cut, but 3d,

extra is added for panels value less

Formica can also be sui E pplied ingrade Suitable ee punching, In two
thickne:
and 8/32in) at 7/6Tipetsdate

for Post Office work, although the
most expensive. ‘

size panel up to 60 by 30

chen BE: ieneie m be supplied:|Add extra aay "

a,
‘or cutting for panels below 2s.

bak e

Thick A 3/16 3

Sa. ft, 6/- i ae INSULATING
_ thick Formica is far stronger

han 3/16 ebonite,

LACK OR WALNUT.
Whiek 1/32 1/16

Bq. ft. 3/- 6/—

MATERIAL.
INSULATING BUSHE:
W leads est a set,charger, or other apparatus, an in-

sulating bush should be fitted, ieprevent undue chafing of the v
which must eventually cause a short

BKELON TUBE,
Natural brown colour, strong bu’

thin, In great demand for windin:
all Kinds of Radlo coils, Wall thick
ness is only 1/16 inch, and the OUT:
SIDE DIAMETER of the tube 1s

4

10/-
Odd sizes of Formica for switches

nd other apparatus and for name
given. plates can gen Ih circuit,

wxternal Aiamoter, lateecan! generally be supplied at ers14a (

SCREWED BUSHES.

aa a/- 2/8 2/6 2/9 8/— one 3/6 aja} Por small name plates, engraving
an be done to order.

» GEAR FORMICA.
Metallic gears are always more or

less noisy. places where noise
ast be Yeduced to aaninimum,. as

n the timing gears of motor cars,
ne gear must be non-metallie.

EXELON COIL FORMER. _

wing to the popularity of th

ama interchangeable coll, we have
anged to supply three ne donateof EXIDLON tubing, of a,

thearene base from a disnced U
val hese coil formers can be fixed ing, H102 H100 HYG: a.

place th glue vor other cementgf The best motor cars made in U.S.A. 102 “B" battery hydibmetic’ 9 1 Sh 4 woes Hole, cap 2

or the end could be slit, and boun o CAE aro battery hydrometer 3 Sees Riaee cap forgets, 8 .

with thin cor
© Hos loat only PRB METLTOLBate Banos onetee 2

This makes. a very cheap coll iol “A” font oa Le crewed cap for J169 2

former, which can be used in Broad-

Seestanta
aa

USE
i

casting and Short Wave Radios. us Immediat
PLAIN

8 inches lon yeneh i Ac

a
5258inches long f ieee: GRID LEAKS. pagal: in shape to J167, but not

‘

1
(See under RBSISTORS.) ERPET accNs NEC i



BE.ta mplacee where it is ne
insulate short flexible ‘wires exposed
to overt heat, insulating beads are

‘They are threaded on the wire,
sioosely enough to allow free

movers nit.
NTAMOCK beads have one end

ek the hollow, thus fitting
one another like the bones of the

‘They allow great fr eedom of
of the

movement, without exposure
wire. ORDIaNABWADS are made

with plain flat en
INTA-LOCK. Length

To fit per oz per oz per Ib

yi4g 17 S.W.G. 42in. 1 0 12

yi49 15 S.W. vin. 1 0 12

Jipo 11 S.W. 94in. 9 10 6

J151 9 S.W. gin. 9 10 6

ORDINARY.
152) 18S. 45in. 6 6 8

J153 16.8. 28in. 6 6 6

Yib4 148. 16in. 6 6 6

Jibs 12S. Sin. 6 5 0

Tib6=10S. gin 6 5 0

157 8S. 6in. 5 0

INSULATING COMPOUNDS.
from dampness, itthe windings of

softening. be taken in
Care must to see they

melting ‘these pomapennses
are not bu

TRANN
This Samenthe conditions men-It is compounded in

ngland, and will be found entirely
suitable for use in ely country.
Ji64 Black pe tewnt 8

SABLON COMPOUN:
A cheaper compounds settee eto

in many cases, even h it is not
so effective

IRAN By x. It
fs rather more inclined to soften
slightly in hot weather. Vb. 6

SRS CANDiesCHATTERTON’S
‘COMPOUND,

‘The well-known
ruiaane com-

pound,
J160 . per Ib, 4 6

EMPIRE CLOT:
Used for TOuinting cores of ti

‘and armatures, forformers
separ a=

ing electrical windings, and covering

Soe coils. 8Gin. w
5/1000in, thick, 8 6

159 19/1000in. thick, 46
ICA.
‘Best mica is stocked in two sizes,

prices are given per inch in

smekness, this being the only guide,

ft can be split to any desired. ee
sm:

he
yr cul aller, if desired, by

purchaser.
wird 8 x 2in,, per inch thick 6 o

Mi7b 4 x 2hin. as ee AG

PARAF: i

ae anea | coils “are frequently
soaked in melted paraffin, to increase
the Insulation, #and to prevent action

ff moistur: oeof
J119 Per Ib.

ida. Sie i

GOOD INSULATORS
PRESSPAHBN. sq. ft.

.028in. thick 9

1/16in. thick 1 0

8/32in. thick 4. 8

1/8in. thic!ick
2 0

3/16in, thick 3B 0

oreShellac for making var-
, per packet 6

SPAGHETTI.
Spaghetti is varnished fabric tub-

ing, which is. gunbed over the wires
used in il gets and other
apparatus,

ing ulation DUTPO

It can be uD mM

ce a variety of

colours, s0_ ch should be stated
on order. Leben is 36in.io)Per sin,length«= S

SILK.

ts though expensive is one of the
ve) pest insulators. For high-caeinvaluable, afis

very thin, th
yet ensuring partect inodieecan be used

tion.
niu| silk is ofled, and is sold in

5 mils. thick,Jengths 3 inches wide
Tt will stand 6500 vvolts.
Ji61 Oiled silk, $in. wide, per yd, 9

SULATING 7TAPE (sin Wide).
ig used wherever

electric Paine! ean be found. It is

will be found to possess adhesive
properties far in advance of others
at the same price.

nis be supplied in
t only can 1

the ot nary black, but also in white,
mech is far more suitable in many

places.
J117 Black se 202. 6

+ 402, 10
f | Boz, 1°86

J162 White a =) doz. Lae.
fo SNBom. Lee

TAPE.p¥NAaMO
A super egyptian

«cet tape, din.
Used for bin coils of all

Plain Seer every strong,

ld be used for any purpose
household where ordinary

white tape of exceptional
strength is 1

F133

INSULATING
VA NISHES.

of New Zealand. By, pplying pro-

per varnish, the risk 1s Ppeduced to a
minimum

aeaaSHELLAC.Shetiac ‘varnish,
dissolving shellac in methylated
spirit, serves for many amateur
purposes,

Uebecially if Thstraments

re not used on power circuits.
yi20 Per tin) ++ a oe

made merely by

Ae

gis (liad oars ao NA

PREVENT ACCIDENTS.

"

AMBERLAC.

For dynamos, motors oF transform-
insulating varnish of the high-

ers, strongly advised.

e

of drying in al Further, it does

fot set hard, so repairs are possible
when it has been a ries in

about four hours.
yo12 Per tin -- ins Seg i:

CELLULAC,
In princi coeS08 the best

method is win ire on the

celluloid, and then ruse sexe with
Cellulac. This matey a wire

adhere securely the cellule},
without actually Yeaving the wir
witered with celluloid cement.

bottles. Keep well corked,

J145 Per bottle my
Baiiesen

INSULATORS

PYREE.
pyrex glass insulators cost 6 lit-

tle more, but they are jess affected

by moisture and dir Used in our
pest aerial outfits.
Be Sa eR uetaee) Cae 16

GLASS.
Similar to Pyrex, but made of

ordinary Bey “Gulte reliable.
J144 Bach Siew
ABRIAL, SHELL.

Made of best porcelain, these are
the most, popular insulator | 0% the}

market.
‘The shell typehi jonger

‘ance path than ineese type
resistance Pactually better in use
Sold in three sizes.

ea. az. er.
Small Bde gray Bur, wee

Meatum.st4d 208 6) STG
Large edi, 8) 6 60

- BOBBIN INSULATORS.pee roa insulators,
the groove is

ce

in J175 it is jin, from the oe
Diam, Helen Hole ea,

Gas tiny a/bel ai ta. 10d
S175 Ui 2d, 15d.

CLEATS.

For leading wir:
along any meee eeea.
J110 Set of 2 3d. 25 of6
LEAD-IN TUBES.

When fitting an aerial, it is best
a lead-in

enables ordinary insulated wi

eanteoted from tHe lead-in. the aeal lnta some cases
r lead-in tubs

earth connection,
COnaeec ot

ly good ebonite is used for t!

lead:-in tubes, and the’ nuts are wiekel
Plated. ‘The usual length ts gin.

gIN. TUBE, KNURLED NUTS.
ea.

J122 Gin,
dz,

3123 Sint
9 8 6

7124 12in, ql
2 eea SBR,ing WING NUTS. nen

Hite
38 13 i 012m, i ftea. az, sr.

Smal 3d. 1 9 20°

s198 erecta 4d. 8 6 3T

6d. 58 60J106 Large

two

WE SUPPLY ON EASY TERMS.

Boner LEAD-IN.
4in. porcelain tube.

able either
1

for aerial or earth lead.

FLEXIBLE LEAD-INS.

Very useful for temporary aerials,
aaor where holes cannot be

wall, ‘They fit over
12in. long, sill insulated.

hey +. each 1

pores

INSULATED HOOES.
Cup hooks, with porcelain inset.

Er.3127. .

J166 Length Thin.

INSULATED STAPLES.
Ordinary staples cut the ins:

ee yea veg stapling the fate te
wall, but with thes

protected by the bre, wer

J146 fin, 5.
dz gr.

47 fin, 1.
a ne 5 é

3

JACKS.
Only best qualit; y jacks a

Wey nickel plated, with go
aa

screw
adiuste

and peek springs, a rately
aie ‘6 o Sta: nds for closed cir-

D yne
rs single; and

Besides being ee foi r fitting
aagresolare, fractal

:oeean eeose: for this pura Sone jacks are b eyetter, bi =

ary jacks could be adapted iE sora
J501 S.0.C. 1 spring .. Rah

97210)

J502 S.C.C, 2 springs 23
0; iG ngs... 2 6

122-124  J113-109-112 J504 $.0.C., F.C. 3 spring: 3 0

5 springs ..
7 springs .. 4 0

Suit-

ean, Stuplegioned. clcule, 2h ,8 2p

8

jr
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GEM JACKS,
‘These jacks

and well
3 shorternt

are also strongly made

:
sd, but they are mucha dent, owing tb & differ-
ent of the 8]

They ‘are tush more. conventent for
many purposes, owing to their short-
noteJ517 S.0.C, (953)
Tos SOC Ob lasB19 D.C.C, (951) 29
CORD TIP JACKS.

Cord tip jacks enable the hi

tips to be directly connected e ‘the
set, without using an ordinary plug.=,J521 Cord tip jacks, per pair

WALL JACKS.
The Radio set cannt

Sear from room to esooe ike
3] cal ‘urthermors
speakerwill wera equally well aa

e et. ‘Frequenth
long cords

3 re

1 oes iRicnarae but these are
By fitting wall jacks i i

woRY, Tune, wall Jacks, In another

beeee connected, concealed be-

thease
is, over the ceiling, or under

All that is then n
take the speaker to ie toot o
plug it into the Jack.

to
room, and

WELL-MAYDE WALL JACKS.
have a beautiful brown bake-

supplied,
holes to

Well-Mayde jacks ma:
-

jacks may be fi

phenbert xeon of the house, ne
monies

perfectly with the furnish
The single closed circult jack ca

be used elther for series on paraltel
joa ie reguiveds | Worn S Cae

oe 6

523 Single closed c

4

J524 Single circuit F.C.
t 8

FLUSH WALL JACKS.
These are ordinary type jacks,

the wall when fittini ig. Suppli 3

Blete with plated nah Puen
, these jacks are just r

able as those tena
Baiene AadSele3528 Single open. circuit
J530 Single circuit F.C. See
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KEYS (Telegraph). LOUD SPEAKERS. HORN SPEAKERS. BROWN SOVEREIGN, WELL-MAYDE “SUPERB.” MOVI
The diaphragm is very light, being

NG COIL
Ajax is a light, cheap key, ‘Three common types are met with ww. AND EK. SENIOR. made of the thinnest aluminium, so This epeni ore neh posal) assembled SPEAK

whieh is very satisfactor: rsée to-day, all being so familiar as to that the speaker’ is extraordinarily With a, tull ledge of what our ERS.
Code practice. It is fully adjustable, require little description. Horn speakers supply the happy sensitive. Can be thoroughly recom- ew “Zealand”. customers require.
gnd the Bearing spindle (is Jong, fit: medium between good reprodugtion mended to those who cannot use a Unit and chassis are the very best|Moving coll, or dynamic speakers,
ted with pointed bearin The DYNAMIC or MOVING COIL and low price, and are quoted as Ayame, and covcealty ta those whe obtainable, while the cabinet work is as they are uswally called, were in-

‘he buzzer ls the well-known Ajax, SPEAKMR is undoubtedly the most standard with the ordinary ‘sets. operate battery Radios.
‘ of the finest. Top is flat, not curved. vented many years ago, but did not

popular, even though It is usually Gui, Baa eelesHanict al torn * ful as a speaker may be, me into prominence until recently,
the most expensive. speaker that will satisfy us on the however, it is by its reproductive Chiefly because it required the mod-

3) SPRAKE ie score of excellent tone qualities, qualities that it must be judged, ©" Radio, with its ae power, to
CONE SPEAKERS are now fitted Buperioty of thet) Well-Mayds operate them successfully.

rked twith much improved mechanism, the accuracy of construction, f meade
ones themselves being much more from cOil trouble so rife in 18) 80/3 hat we welcome any Compared with ordinary spe
reliable than formerl:

©
dood results and yet at a reasonable p ; compa with any other speaker the dynamic handles

nary speakers,

these fallen on the N. and K. 1 in its own price class, ume with
are now obtainable, though a giving no feeling of

i 6 speakers will not, of course, operate
i

‘Sr i
—and to see now well finished ts the The Well-Mayde brings out the Strain,

inB44 Key and buzzer : Spent it rated—is to be ae : ;

ful Ra peaker un porated—is to bass notes that other speak ex- Murther,

peeon 0 ote maatae Bev atceseion convinced 0: uperiority, Tt ts cluding aynemieey/ usually niente aenter
K140 Heavy Mee transmitting u 4 equal in every way to most speak- but without the unpleasant exaggera- almost entirely lost in ‘theDo aiaeee

Bek ai HERY, Brow miner onan’ HORN’ SPEAKERS are still the Ts at twice the price. "A
tion which causes the higher notes Speaker, andalse, incidentally, in the

oie best for smaller RADIOS, because, Beat of all, itis sold with an abso- to be lost. In fact, it reproduces ordinary gramophone —their true

KNOBS
being more sensitive, they enable, the lute guarantee for one year,aguar. with a delightful balance over a wide Yalue, making the tone marvellously
Perce tiart to bring in more stations antee given by { LTD. who §,

seale range. ric!

at better volume. For speech, they will immediately replace or renew Guaranteed, of cours
me

: :
cuara ‘ Se, though used mainly with

usually excel all other speakers. any part becoming defective through
ner! inly with large

Apnow =rose
ern peetaanrg rainy Sa eats Geeeehl, lished bakelite, K- general, buy a os f \ ill Tavera

j MraTneLeroy teidecniy onaravad SPEAKER if’ your set. is powerful, No ve repairs—no anxiety theless will greatly add to the en-

5 ne plainly marked,
2 and you either have current in the —when' you “buy N. joyment from Radios of four valves

4
and upwards, provided that power

house, or can get your “A” battery
Sherceavery: easily

valves and adequate “B" current isMade in two sizes, both for 4in.
shafts, with set screws. If more proof were necessary ofthe undoubted. superiority of the

dynami¢, it is furnished by the mod-
ern Radios and electric gramophones,all of which use dynamics,

re are several limitations on
hg wis

tae wee of dynaries, these. being of
practical nature, concerning bat-tery supply.

Teen rem AOmar Dynamics may not be practicableith R: Q}

EXPONENTIAL HORN 4 tutesize sneaker, with targe [re ourront inthe house, Wiredy

as your set is powerful, but bat-
; not readily charged, a goo

gone. speaker may serve. But for
these and smaller RADIOS, the horn
speaker will probably give the best
satisfaction. aan Ben Baenee Jag BIO! (0

OILS, diaphragms, ete. for allBROWN "SPIHAKIRS carried in stock, L286 W-M Superb .. au

N. AND K, SPECIAL.
K129 K107

K127 1gin, diam., black; ea.
128 1hin. diam., walnut, ea 0

K119 isin, diam, black;'ea. 1 0 tone movement. Cabinet is similar\batteries are Age

K126 iin. diam., walnut, ea 1 0 SPEAKERS. to the Heupero? Duele not so heavy, Be thet dummies tee Hinpozbine:SSECESESTSeeeeFinish is, of course, beyond reproach. ven where accumulators can bo
ext to the MOVING COIL charged at a neighbouring garage,

MOULDED ARROW KNOB. SPHAKER in order of merit, is one the ‘current consumption of thé

ne arrow ia a sdleed moulding he horn of the N. and K. speak- employing the new EXPONENTIAL speaker must be considered, Most

this knob. din. shaft. Diameter ers, owing to the peculiar shape, is HORNS. ‘These are designed so that use .7 amps, or more,
on this,knob, i od quite long, and it is to this approxi- the aperture area increases at a cer-
AE sneer is 6 mation to’ an exponential horn that tain proportion from the narrow end JENSEN SPEAKERS USE ONLY

'

freee a the speaker owes its outstanding to the flare, the horn being about AUAMCER) tories wala cad
suecess. The speaker is: remarkably six feet long, at least. In order to ere ingthelowest con-

FLEUR DE LIS KNOBS. compact. save “apace, the horns are, usually sumption speakers yet made, Tins,
Be oi

curved tn Some way, and the whole jensens are po:

L210 N, and K.Senior .. (38 8 0 enclosed in a cabin 11287 W-M Veratone speaker 317 6 Pome et encoun yen
new stale of knob, as illustra-

tion, “Made by KK. Por tin, shaft,
their economy, where other speakers

With eV ohertar ‘horns, a loud Would bolton oxtRensee oy, cocaeeeee: speaker unit is used. The purpose WELL-MAYDE “WONDER.”
THREADED. of the horn is to bring out the lower Dato

artinedenatcee wid Gena stock oF musical ‘notes, which are » 10st. on The Obiaiabie ay ake

being ‘offered by bargain houses The following knobs will fit 8/32 shorter horn nforming to the price. , with reliable J a moving coil Sr very

pee ere It W.tue came sizeten|Aumenican screwed, Faas: Gnd 80) are seeonentiay peinetpie unit. strong magnet poles. are vo
CN ONIOR MN. andukr with the|Vgey) useful, for, ticker: and other eS 288 “W-M “Wonder pelt: Sue aRnEES, are almost ae {

aut a
x s er

y passiny

Identical unit and horn flare. Tt dig. controls. POWER SPEAKER (EXPON-

{EERSTENDSADAbagaRare GA en ietI Aireet “current :

Inetooh Blac’ Sie) ++ {lok
10 fers only. in. that the tone arm is noe into opselel aleeire mAeney yh

K130 Walnut elit eae
Loup made OL cane

5

3

NN. AND EK. CONE. the field) current, may be deriveds”
aeea Tonal results are quite equal to Consists of a solid cast aluminium » may be derived:

POINTER KNOBS. the SENIOR—it elf rarely surpassed horn, 49 inches long, made in two Avery small and neat cone a From a six volt accumulator, cH

even by speakers costing, twice as pieces, and able to sland hard usage speaker, with the famous N. and K,  USIME up to 1 amp, ib
Made of ,higily, polished bakelite much—though the latter is, of Without damage. A bracket is in- polarised unit. The attractive case 2. From the D.C, mains, 110 or 230

K-K. marking is distinct. course, more robust. oe for attaching Be end i a is aaene of bakelite, both tone Volts
*

e !
all. or he speaker unit is and volume are exceptionally good. 3. :

aperate When Won realise) (hat ne eran oe jp Specially chosen for its power and Like all N. i mpparatus, the. ront helng rectified‘uorere pasnine To
|

A eaiat ari ideal speaker for out- ; tahiite ‘ d before passing to i

4
4 y 42. ill i clarity. lea! ‘pe price is astonishingly low. the field coil,

£5 reception for only 42/—, you w K106. K107. ¢ \ door announcing, and for indoor i

have med up its wonderful ° 4, Bromine: “BuMaunpiy lor ene
‘kk ge halls, No battery is

s

Wome in argo, Halle, | No ery is Radio or amplifier itaelt, in which
meri a ei K106 14in. diameter; each 9 required to operate ease) the vepenner coreee eae eae o fee 9 KLOT tin, diam.; each. 6 1263 Aluminium horn (no choke /ooll waking ‘one less td ibe
TERMSabalance eight Pay- 4115 jonglish, similar K107, un Ne ay -.12 10 0 included in the amplifier,

8 5/— ea 2 B.A. thread; each ¢ L264 Power unit for aboye 310 0 The field current is kept on all thetime the speaker is oper
Accurately—fitting etree thepoles of the field magnet, Is a light

UNaK120 in efrele, DLE BUY BROWN COILS (all patterns). | PHILIPS SPHAKERS. é Soll, of) ‘a. few. wurde .of syites toe

125 34in, circle, walnu Persele ae $ f
even one turn), connected, indirectly

Bizh atin. eas, Bins JENSEN DYNAMICS Pee on be through’ transformer Snchided whe

b
Inut~ re Fitting, 2s. per set extra, 1256 PCJJ Junior |. 410 0

luded with
K181 24in. circle, wal a5 Baby Grand. fiat aah ‘s Bie pae

aeeespeaker termin-

= lana Ngee re eee
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‘This coll moves in sympathy withthe broadcast music or voice, yet
with a very powerful Vibration’ cap-
able of produeing great volume.
coil can move for Wna more with-

hence the
This free
secret of the success of the speaker.

‘The coil is in turn attached to a
cone, whose edges are held in place
by rubber or thin leather. It is, of
course, the cone which actually
imparts the vibrations to the alr,
and reproduces the mu

OV ING: com spmaicons are
There is 3 6

ary speakers are replaced everywhere
by heavy wires.

ONCNESMOVING COIL UNITS.
The working part is sold without

cabinet when desired, so that the pur-
chaser may fit it into the cabinet
of his own set, or perhaps, better
still, if possible, into the wall of
the room. This would give the best
results of all.

Otherwise the unit may, be ho’ ued
in a strong box, or on a large p

ft. at least) of thick

the air path from
the speaker cone at-least 24 or 3 eat

The speakers are, of course, sup-
plied complete in handsome cabinets.prsPLwheeMies=SENETN. AND EK. DYNAMIC.

rently the only dynamic
New Zealand to work direct

For. Healistic One the N.

unsurpassed, while it possesses
olan Dea a
N. and K. Dynamic, 32

MAGNAVOX MOVING COIL
SPE. s

‘These te are supplied in two
sizes, 7-inch and the new Concert
10-inch, indicated by the letter “a.’

MAGNAVOX D-6.
Field coil 8.5 ohms, taking .7 amps.

6 volt accumulator, or will work
pram a Well-!ah 1 amp. eharr er

6
1223 D-6 Un
L276 D-ba once Umit 1:

MAGNAVOX D-7.
Pield coil 2000 ohms, for working

m D.C. maaul 110 to 180 vole224 D-7 Unit
L277 D-7a Concert Unit ae iD 0

MAGNAVOX D-9.
Field coil 7500 ohms, for working

on the plate current of the amplifier.
L280 D-9 Unit
[i278 D-9a Concert Unit 7 to 0

MAGNAVOX D-80,

pepe. direct from the 230 volt A.C.
ain:{1226 D-80 Un eto 0410

L279 D-80a eBhese “Unit |. 1012 6

JENSEN DYNAMICS do, not over-
emphasise the LOW at the expemse
of the HIGH notes.

JENSEN—EVEN SCALE PRODUCTION.

JENSEN
NU-CORE DYNAMICS.

we ineeoducat the
WLEY DYNAMIC

rs nena been
se they were

Last season
NEWCOMBR-HA

to New Zealand, orde
placed mainly z

then the dynamic recommended by
Hammarlund, Unfortunately,—the

jewcombe-Hawley speaker has been
discontinue: was certainly the
finest dynamic sold in this country
last ye: ive again this season, how-
ever, followed the lead set by Ham-
marlund, and made arrangements for
the agency of a DYNAMIC carrying
their full’ approval.

IF. IT'S GOOD
HAMMARLUN
HNOUGH FOR A KING.

Consequently, we make no apology
for introducing the JENSEN TO
NEW ZEALANDERS,

E oes geD,

The Jensen is chosen by a large
number of manufacturers in U.S.A.
for matching their Radios, and in-
clusion in, their consoles. The range
of speakers is varied, and we have
made very satisfactory arrangements
with the factory, whereby we import.

JENSEN DYNAMIC|without
coils, ete, and them up in our
factory, to suit the special require-ments of the New Zealand m

By thus cutting down the varioug
types to be imported, the cost is con-
siderably decreased — otherwise we
could never offer JENSWN quality at
the prices shown.

s an example of the enterprise
of our factory, on hearing that the
ordinary Kuprox rectifier so widely
used in U.S.A, had been declared an
infringement of the Westinghouse
patents, under which we are licensed,
immediate arrangements e made
to manufacture this part of the A.G.

speakers here.
Consequently, we offer

DYNAMICS to. work fim 230 vo
mains, fitted with the ENGLISH

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIDR, and
a transformer which we can abso-
lutely guarantee,

JE! aay

JENSEN 12-inch AUDITORIUM
DYNAMICS imported toorder. For
largest halls, theatres, etc.

ALL DYNAMICS ON

EASY TERMS.

JENSEN NU-CORE.
It is well known that special sueyare more magnetic than othe)

STALLOY, universally used Tee
transformer cores, has been specially
made for the purpose, because a
core made from it can be rendered
more highly magnetic than other
materials

The special NU-COR® used in the
Jensen ker, definitely’ places it
ahead of its competitors. You have
merely to hear its performance, and
compare it with other dynamics’ to
prove it to yourself. But oeproof is available—Jensen six

MONLY 4 AMPS FOR

nS others
Beonomy isNuetual perform-Oe

ained, Ayith better
‘Do not think that because JENSEN

DYNAMICS are cheaper than other
that their price is less in America,
We willingly refer you to any Ameri-
can catalogue, where you will see
that all well-known dynamics sell for
the same pricBut, if asthes proof is necessary,
BUY JEN! nd TRY IT. WE
Wil refuna your purchase price if
you are not satisfied.
JENSEN MODELS.

These are of three types, the
STANDARD with 7-inch cone, CON-
CERT with 10-inch cone, and AUD-
ITORIUM with 12-inch cone,

nce the STANDARD 7

type, we are concentrating on
the latter, but will always endeavour .to supply the former where specially
required,
JENSEN CONCERT DYNAMICS.

All JENSEN CONCERT DYNA-
MICS are regularly fitted with ordin-
ar. transforme
other dynami: For
ever, a push pull trai
be fitted, rendering one of
necessary when building an amplifier -

or_ receiver. his means that the
DYNAMIC NEO PUSH
TRANSFORME. is identical

the PUSH PULL oo TRANS-
FORMDR of an amplifier.

JENSEN D-6 CONCERT,
Field coil 15 ohms, using only .4

r volt umulator.
from 230 volt Aiswith a Well-Mayde .5 amp.

L272 Jensen D-6 Concert Unit 6 17 ‘6

JENSEN D-7 CONCERT. ¢

Field coil 2500 ohms, for workingfrom D,C, mains, 110 to 230 volts,
L273 Jensen D-7 Concert Unit 6 17 6

JENSEN D-9 CONCERT.
Field coil 8000 one ee ior

working on the of the
amplifier, thus climinat ing onelof thechokes,

L274 Jensen D-8 Concert Unit 6 17 6

JENSEN D-80 CONCERT.

ane to the D-6 unit, but fi r

WHSTINGHOUSE SEETAT:
Rernehen, to operate on 230 volts)

‘he most permanent. Fectifer ,aed made,
L275 Jensen D-80 Concert

Unit 10

_ £118 Other speaker:

SPEAKER CABINETS,
Fitting is free, when both caland speaker unit aro ordered.
Dynamie units must be used in acabinet, or a large baffle board,or’ they will sound very poor indeed,

|ate specially destenedmics and cone speak-ers to BBeree Pat thelr best.

WELL-MAYDE “SOVEREIGN.”
Handsomely finished and polisheaip our factory. | Suitable for 10-ineh

Concer les, but could be used
h cone uni Ss a the Bh

Brown, te. Bares
L281 Sovereign cabinet 810 0

les: strongl;ade cabinet and cone
speakers, n spar-ed to make this cabinet the best atthe price, and it is certain to givesatisfaction. Wor 10in, speaker,
L282 Monarch cabinet 212 6

WELL-MAYDE
A lighter cal

speakers, bu
“WONDER.”

ot yauiiavle for cone
‘or dynamics,a finished, Will fit

Tue Spot, Brown, ete.r 10-inch con
Mod worlder cacinet 25 0

MAGNAVOX CABINETS anaSCREENS.,

1289 Carillon 5 0 0L284 Beverly +. 615 0
L285 Belvedere floor screen 217 6

BROWN DIAPHRAGMS,
These are alumii
Nava Mere aie minium, very light
L115 Junior 40REO tan

epsFitting and adjustment extra.eaetrecaren
cece

LOUD SPEAKER MATS.
Sponge rubber mats,

pone isSees Pets Neate
‘ Speaker to hb

microphonie action, "°"" aue feeA Mie chensti4 0

Biel

AND K.—PRACTICALLY EVERLASTING.
SPEAKER UNITS.

y using a speaker unit with
pertaS with a cone, a loud speaker

In re simplest fSPEAKER on ay be. attach
Oo an_ ordin: gramop! tonearm, thus bain, the Ci

Hon “tay neneae:
ig the gramophone

Frequently,
x bui

however, it is desir-
ker into the,
this pues8 a ly used in con-junction with either a suitable hora

or cone,

able )
a speaRadio cabinet, ah for

the reminderspeaker is ne difficu,
With homé-made apiioatial horns,which are generally too bulky forsale, very fine results can be obtainedwith a good unit.

of the

N. AND K. (HORN).
The N, and scarcelyrequires description, as it is exactly

the as used in their famous
Ss. is a precision instru-
carefully made to secure the
tone, and great durability.

guaranteed for one year.
Actually, we have not yet had oneand K. speaker or unit burn out
yet—truly an almost miraculousrecord for this countr:

The attachment nipple of
and into the
if any connection is desirable,

the N.
unit, social

it is not difficult, to. make a suitable
nipple, A stan

ineluded in the price,
L209 N, and K, unit

size nipple is
18 0

N. AND K. POLARISED (CONE).
This is a drive unit for a cone

speaker, operating trom a polarised
reed € Th agnet is veryheavy and strong. this unit resem-bles somewhat the balanced armatureunit, on test will be found per-

ete rector y for any cone
is Supplied completeable cone, ready made up,It is sitacnaa with a touch of solder.

L240 N, and K, polarisedmnibo oe) 40,

CANNON-BALL BALANCED
ARMATURE (HORN),

Great yolume,
rich deep tone.
ers, bei

combined with a
Used for horn speak-

being particu larly suitable for
large pexbon tial horns, ‘There has
be nisirable demand for a bal-

ature unit, and this willait tHe Breguicements of the mostacting. Screwed to fit Americanexponential horns.
L241 Balanced

unity 406

LISSEN UNIT (Cone or Horn),
17 616

L171 Lissen
L172 Lissen reed attachment

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT,
The Blue Spot unit made

son, thoug!

“utmost precision, but withfine appearance. It is adjustable,
This unit finds great favour withconstructor: es conelinen diaphr ppatord©speak, facit is almost Thvadtably specified foe

this purpose by local journal

L266 Blue Spot unit (adjust.) 32 6

BLUE SPOT CHASSIS.
This consists of a cone readymounted in a metal frame, to which

the Blue Spot can be screwed in aminute or two. A very fine speakeris the result, which can be used asit is, mountéd a special cabinet,or in the Radio console cabin
Remember, you buy aver; ie out-fit in the BLOM Spon,

1267 Blue Spot chass:!

CONTINENTAL CONE UNIT,
To fill the demand for a yery cheap’unit, we are offering the Continental,Its value must not be gauged by its

price, for it gives great results, Tt
jupplied wi a long talso with the ‘conleal ‘metal

Ka 15 0

Zealand reputation in a single aesreat popularity inhat this would bes conetructed not only with
a very
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weSPHAKER
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ALL SPEAKERS REPAIRED.

WN. AND K. FARRAND INDUCTOR
Recently, there was invented in

U.S.A. an’ entirely new t °
‘speaker, in which the armature is
“floated” between two pairs of mag-

‘net poles. Like the dynamic speaker,a very great movement of the arma-
ture can take place without touch-

i and experts
equal to the dynamic in results. Tt
uses a permanent magnet, so no
extra current is required to operate
it, THIS IS A DECIDED ADVANT-

a.
At the moment of going to press,

samples have not arrived, so we can-
not speak from actual test. N. and
‘K., however, can be relied upon to
supply a very fine product, and if, as

anticipate, the INDUCTOR
is ‘something especially

good, supplies will be immediately
cabled a

The price will include cone and
chassis, ready for mounting in a
cabinet, and will be about
ORMOND CONE UNIT.

British unit, adjustable, which
can be, bought with its own cone and

f Will

POWER UNIT (See Page 37)
L264 For exponential horns 310 0

pesoAVvateSeoPaSNe
SPEAKER EXTENSION CORDS—

4 Pins,
Although four pins cords will fit

direct to some speakers, they are
generally used for extending the
existing short speaker cords, when
desired to use the speaker at some
distance from the set.

On all except the six feet cord,
connectors are supplied, ready for
instant attachment.

T130 ft. (no connector) IT248 10ft., with connector 33
T7253 20ft., with connector 4 6

254 25ft., with connector 5 6

o vft., with connector 7 6

7255 100ft., with connector .. 12 0
‘Less connector, 1s, dedxcted.

SPEAKER CONE WASHERS.
Small coned washers, to fit speaker

units to their cones. Chuck attach-
ment.

14270 Circular pattern ..L271 Star pattern’

SPEAKER SPARES.
fe carry spares for all speakers

recommended in this list, and
quote for any repairs, in which we
can claim experience extending right
from 1920,

While it is not always possible to
repair speakers other than those
listed, it will invariably be found
that, if repairs are possible, JOHNS

TD. can do them,
In purchasiing all apparatus, the

make

nond unit only
1290 Ormond chassis (with

0cone) ian ai. aeL291 Ormond unit and chassis 30 0

LOUD SPEAKER CORDS.
Speaker cords are made in pairs,

raided together, The wires must
© very flexible to stand constantvibration without breaking.

SPEAKER CORDS—2 PINS, 2 EYES.
These are made for direct attach-

ment hi most

pins then suit the phone plug or
terminals on the set. '

47 Gft. MP Ba)
‘T249 10ft. 20‘T250 25ft. 3.6
‘T251 bof 6 6

SPEAKER CORD CONNECTOR.
These little connectors enable two

speaker cords fitted with pins to be
joined together instantly. Bakelite,
light, neat and. strong.

|
ar siraccain

L214 Connector’ nt ey ale:

CONE PAPER.
In this country it is generally dif-

ficult to get suitable materials for
this reason we

sheets of

of cone speakers,
{al to use either on your experimental
speaker, or to renew the cone on
your old speaker.
L249 174 x 3b5in. 2

Packing
4 ne o 16

L251 18 x 18in,, approx. 1 6 1

TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF OUR

EASY TERMS
on

ALL APPARATUS.

Mr. Thos. Harte, Stephen's Island,
writes:

I have much pleasure in advising
you that the Radio parts arrived
here in excellent condition; the set
has been erected; and results are
splendid. The instructions were
most explicit, and no difficulty was
experienced in assembling. Having
had over twelve years’ experience as
a Radio operator, I extend to you
my congratulations for putting on
the market a set of reasonable price,
giving a performance equal to any
receiver T have heard or used irre-
spective of cost.BrodsuiweeieeuaBieMr, Reg. Laurence, Woodville, writes:

‘The Trickle charger is doing good
work, and I can thoroughly recom-
mend it to anyone wanting cheap
charging and good results.AASeeengeeeeeeMr, H. Lunn, Waipawa, writes:—
Now that I have had the H.R. Junior
radio set in working order for a fort-
night, T wish to inform you that I
am very pleased with it. Until the
kitset arrived I had never done any
radlo construction work at all, but,
thanks to the explicit and easily
followed directions sent T had no dif-

ficulty in constructing it. I have
logged the following stations, all_on
the loud speaker: 1YA, 2YA, 3¥A,
AVA, 22K, 22M, 320, 421, 4ZP, 2BL,
2PC, 3LO, 4QG, 2UB, 2GB, If T had
‘phones this list would be greatly
increased. think you will, agree
that, considering the conditions here,
as per enclosed rough sketch, the set
is a really splendid one. . Lunn

is shielded by a belt of trees 30 feet
high, and his aerial is only 25 fect.]

question of repairs, should they ever
‘y, is one well worthy of

deep consideration,
Diaphragms and coils can’ be sup-

plied in many other sizes/— quota-tions on application, If) possible,
send the deféctive part, or, failing
th a ete,

ao

SPEAKER COILS,
v

rry a very large range of
assorted bobbins for speakers and
telephones, wound ready forfitting.end the speaker nly, if it

is burnt out, and ask us to quote
for fitting it with new coils, and
making it as good as new again.

DIAPHRAGMS—See Telephon

SPEAKER FILTERS.
WELL-MAYDE, See also output

Sraaeronmien coming more and
more necessary for

Not
D)

lation, but it protects. the windings
of the speaker from
strain too much current,
prolongs their life, and prevents
blasting to a substantial degree.
A

Capacity effects are all greatly re-
e\uced. 4

The Well-Mayde filter is supplied
with a cord to connect to the set
while the speaker cord itself is con-
nected to the filter. These connec-
tions are made in two or three sec~
onds.

=
1252 Well-Mayde speaker

filter .. a Peyton 0:

PILOT SPEAKER FILTER.
Similar to Well-Mayde.

L269 Pilot speaker filter + 196
7246 De Jur output trans- |former BRA Ye

oe

}

'

MASTS ERECTED CORRECTLY.

L129.

hole

PLATED.

Lagi

LisLi92
L193
L194
L195
L196 Li

| MAST CLEATS.

hole
hole, as L181
hole, as L131

6 hole, double
8 hole

to

Fork, #in., 5/82 hole
Loop
Fork, fin. 3/16 ..Loop. f

Fork, lin., tin,
oop

L197 Fork, Qin, din...
001198

L199 Side Loop
L200 Fork, 1#in., 5/16 1

L201 Loop 1

: LUGS (Solder).
These lugs are nickelled or tinned

to ensure easy soldering.
used by every set builder,

(See also TERMINALS.)

UQ®

They

aoe

ooef

2.
6
6
8
8

10
10

are

‘L132

gr.

post

be

ern

ty, 6
6
0

6
0
6

PLATED,

L128 L138

ea. dz. gr.TigT sk eee. 2. 2'Bt)) ati 0)

L283 hi. PO BA Beg cating
L138 Phone tips 2d. 1 6 15 0

PINTERMS—FORKTERMS,
Well nickel plated lugs, with sawtooth edges, Wasily fitted on braidedwith ordinary pliers, Loopales wire connection certain with-out soldering,

Aa}L202 Pinterms .. faa
Oe 10)

1203 Forkterms Ges
RADIO PINS.

These pins are invaluable for at-
taching flexible or single wire to thefor speakers, ete, Inserted im-
mediately with fingers only, yet rigid
fixing. Different colours

Hach 24,; doz, 1 9

MAST CABLE.
Cable for hauling aerial into place

may be rope, but this will probably
rot in a year or two, and then it ts
ni ary to lower the mast to re-

freely
expensive, itsadvantages must be obvious to’ any-

one, Any length can be cut to order,
as it is too valuable to sell in stand:ard lengths, with resultant waste,
W115 Steel’ cable, per 100ft. 12 0

GUY WIRE—See under WIRE.
PULLEYS,

A
MASTS AND FITTINGS

LAKER MASTS.
A complete mast at a low price.

Light and easily erected,
M1652 26ft. .. +. Complete 24 0
M158 30ft. Complete 30 0
Mib4 34ft, + Complete 37 6

GALVANISED MASTS.
HEIGHTS given are approximate,depending on the lengths of pipesavailable.

NOTE.—These masts are suppliedcomplete, with costly cable for haul-
‘ng aerial into place, as well as thea Btungs, such as base, stronginised stays, mast bands,es ands, pulley,

PRICHS for singk
© et gle masts, not

160 30ft. high, 2 sets 3

M161 40ft. high, 2
Buy a en

5 i ets guys 4 5M162 50ft. high, 3 sets guys 6 0 0

MAST BANDS—GALVANISED.
Made with three eyes, for threesizes of masts,

. hole ..M184 24in. hole
M185 Bin, hole ..ihSTRAINERS—SOCKETS (Galv.).

STRAINERS are used to adjusithe tension on guy wires, one pane
required for each wire. The illusetration shows the usuali

s galvanisedstaner but we can also supply aero-a rainers, machined fri

bar steel, eaied
hey on

Although not galvanised,
ry strong  straine

work or in
ke veleither for Radio

plane building, aero-

M100
M100 Strainer, 1.9M201 Strainer, LeM131 Aero 2in, ext., licwt. 1. 2 6
M122 Aero, Sin. ext., 45cwt. 1. 4 0

M163.
galvanised

SOCKETS (Galvanised).
These are screwed to the outer

wall, and hold a wood rod to whichthe down lead can be attached to
keep it clear of the eaves,ing, ete,
M104 For gin, rod
M163 For lin; rod

solid



PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS SUPPLIED.

great consequence,
ers will serve admiral

: LABORATORY.

of a We ara send quotine and calibrating you! ie

for fosting Cost, will depend on the
accuracy which 1s desir
MOVING COIL wc TERS.

‘
‘Where accuracy in electrical mea-

surements is desired, or where volt-
meters with a small current con-
sumption are MOCCRSA TT tyMOVIN

's are the usualeeepameters ap mus be Sapotutly

oe ,
and until recently it has not

on posse to sell them at attract-
ive price isIn CRESCENT MOVING L

MBTERS, however, é nee ceis attaines ogeth:Beane appea while ey price is
lower thas

reen possible in’ a vnigh-class ‘mater.

CRESCENT MILLIAMMETERS.
The body fits a ifin. hole in the

nickel

Imnife edge for accurate reading.
precision instrument, comparing very
favourably with the best known
makes, costing far more.

milliamps
milliamps
milliamps
milliamps
milliamps
amps

CRESCENT VOLTMETERS.
These are similar to the milliam-

meters, The current consumption is
very low, while the meters are very
accurate,
M187 0-6 yolts Ns 28 6

M188 ea/t20 volts (doub:
ee a ne oa

Miss Oe1/150 yolts (double
range) .. fe ah

PERRANTI METERS.
All high-gr: ‘aes moving coil instru-

ments, 0: allenged precision.
Wither, flush or mrojecting:

M230 15, 50, 150, miliiamps,,
1.5, 10 amps

M231 75, 150 volts ee
M232 150, eno volts "(1000

ohms per volt) .. each
Mz33'1, 2 milliamp |. bach
M284 Spare fuses for milli

ammeters .. .. each

VERTICAL

METERS.

These have

reading:
tained only when

being made.

M191 eH oo NUS) 0-60 milli-
MDS att | 0

Mi92 0216/120 ‘volts
Go eG 1/0)

CRESCENT MULTIMETERS.
These particularly handy, metersconsist ofaCRESCENT MNTIOR,

mounted in a case, and adapted to

g in the suitable
for measuringcurrents in theordinary set, and every experimentershould have one. Nothing like it

ever been offered before, even
ut double the price.

Jn addition to measuring volts and
eter will read ohms

instructions
Resistance is 250

Volt readings 0-10 and 0-200.

NED, Tesdinge 0-10, 0-106, ana
Ohms 0-100,000.

M190

BEEDE METERS (Pocket).
An inexpensive line of meters, suf-

ficiently accurate for many testing
volts i0 volts, 0-50 amps

A.C. VOLTEMETER—250 Volts.
An inexpensive A.C. plete for

checking the voltage of your mains.
will be surprised to vf the

variation from 230 volts, up or
High voltage means short valve

oTte|25 0M235 250 A.C, voltmeter

For the majority of’ ordinary pur-
poses, moving iron meters will prove
perfectly satisfactory. They are not

accuracy of
measurement is by no means essent-
a

should be remembered, however
that cheap voltmeters should not’ bé

not apply to ammeter measurements,
CueCEa MOVING IRONaste of small size, nickel
plated, and very neat,

A good range of readings is given,but we can generally supply 2 meter
to give any reading desi

The motor car types read both
charge and discharge.
M210 0-200 milliamps
Maza" 0-800

maiillemps:M195, a

M211

eB) am

~ olts73/150 Vella (doupie)Mais 0-12/240 volts (double)

ootmanace

POCKET METERS.
CRESCENT.

The ordinary pocket type of meter
is very cheaply made, but here is

much better than the

which 1s several times higher than
in most pocket meters.

M196 0-150 volti 10
M197 074/150. volts (double) 12

DUPLEX.
A cheap double range pocket volt=

meter which will suit most users of
Sets who merely wish to check their
“B” batteries from time jto time.
this low price, everyone can well

such ameter, Never any
doubt about “B” batteries—merely
test them. It takes only a few sec-

ee ‘

Similar in
Crescent.

M199 0-6/120 volts
appearance to,

Made especially for Radio. Fits
into a 24 hole drilled in a panel.

Miz 7, 8, 10, 15, 50,

M113

iis
M16 1,

)

or i6
amps. .. we ars

M117 10, 15, 25, 50, 100, 300
or 600 milliamps .. °

M118 5 milliamps .. -. 5
M119 1.5 milliamps ees 11

OTHER WESTON METERS (either
A.C, or D.C.) quoted on application.

10

0

on .. 6
200/8,Mat .

6 6

‘ 00
°
6
6

_
Also any other make of meter obtain-
able in New Zealand.

SET TESTERS.
—

With the advent of A.C.

which cannot be tested with ane
ary meters, etc., special instruments
have been devised mainly by the
manufacturers of meters.

s of these instruments vary
all the way up to about £50, so they
are essentially apparatus which are
not likely be seen outside the
possession of a dealer.»

up-to-date dealer, on the other

properly ‘equipped is wondering
where to star

|

WESTON.
This tester will not carry out as

many tests, ete, e Diagnometer,
but Weston pre: ntetes with it as
far as its scopenae

Price, £35. Special price, on in-
dent. a

SUPREME DIAGNOMETER.

uate is the most up-to-date instru-
. .It actually performs no lessthan 42 tests, ete, while {ts nearest

competitor is capable only of about
It will even rejuvenate thoriated

filament valves yatbone removing
them from the se

Dealers should ‘write for further
information.

Price, ex stock, £45.
on indent.

The SUPREME will, of course,
test ordinary as well as A.C, RE-
CELVERS.

MICROPHONE:
AMATHURS find uses for these in

their transmitting stations,
amplifying through
Radios, ai

Special price

tems.
for instance, to announce records as
played by a’ gramophone.

All be found very sensitive
and capable of giving powerful re-
sults,
STUDIO MICROPHONE.

Two button carbon granule type

is equal in performance to any
microphone made.

M206 Microphone, gluse +. 20 0.0
HAND MICROPHON:

For public address eon announe-
ing and similar purposes. Double
Dutton, reciprocating type. Switch
in handle, and complete with triple
cord, plug and jack. Uses push-1pulltype of microphone transformer.
very fine “mike,'

M208 Microphone, hand

ANNOUNCING SYSTEMS.

oan ystem conte the follow-
bling 2 oeRADIO™ (URAMOPHOND - ANN OU!

BR & be poried from a manic
Ae

A.C. m.
control i fitted

Tt fitted to your Radio in a
moment, and when connected up, one
switch enables in

© Pick-up,
announcing.

same

q highs
for gramo-

phone shops wis! to announce the
record, and details after playing.

be used in egniunction
with amplifier, without the
Radio,
M209 Announcer . 1210 0

DESK TYPE.
With stand, similar to the auto-

matic "phone. 3

PONY TYPE.
For attaching to the wall, but can’

ae be quite conveniently held in
he

M208 1 5 0

HAND TYPE.
Fitted with handle, thus very suit-

able for announcing while moving
wu

M205 us Hi Joy aa,
“MULTIPLE” TYPE.

A very neat “mike,” with separate
carbon buttons, arranged in a smal
bakelite frame, for desk use. Clear
reproduction, great sensitivity.

ee Multiple Mike 5 5 0
18 Transformer for above 2 0 0

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONES
(CONDENSER).

These expensive microphones are
of the type universally used for
broadcasting studios, and for mak~
ing talkie films, ete.

Three of the were recently sup-
plied by us to N.Z, Radio Films Ltd.
for use in making the first talkie
film in New Zealand, This is being
produced at Lake Taupo, and depicts
Maori life of many years ago.

Definite price quoted on applica~
tion, being approximately £60.

NAME PLATES.
e can engrave any name beFormica, celluloid, xylonite to you!

special order. Send for quotat



PHONE PLUGS.

WESTON.
WESTON has always been con-

sidered the Pervyeee It
hi pice and releaseever arnd grips so that it 1s

fee cibler to pull the cords out. Yet
by pressing the small projections,
the cords fall out readily.
P108 Weston plug .- 3 6

Pi09 Pacent plug, bakelite nee:oeBUFFALO.
This small plug is astonishingly

popular, It is oulge ith plated
parrel, The tips are instantancously
inserted or removed. ‘the best value
ever offered in plugs.
P133 Ow. “ oo ae 150AeeAePLUGS.

See also VALVE PINS and SOC-

KTS, which are largely used as
small plugs and sockets. |

eae ch appreciated afteronOther Kinds of plugs. ‘They
can be supplied either red or black.

Banana plugs are so called from
the resemblance of their contact

hey slide very

contact is secured at four point) rat
least. They will be appreciated
very much after other plugs, which
are either difficult to insert or make
pad contact. Red or blac!

Sockets. are brass, plated, fitted
with two nuts.

ea. dz.
P131 Plug only .. he Rada 28
P118 Socket only EL

(eBawae B08

BANANA COIL PLUG.
For short wave coils, banana

oured top, but with a screw to fi

them to a coi
These are use ol

SHORT WAVE COILS, and were
specially made for us.

Sea dz.
P137 Banana coil plug .. 34. 2 6

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS FOR PERMANENCY.

WANDER PLUG—FITZ-ALL,
A new Wander

pressed metal,
Valve sockets, but will actually fit

ite contact in every case. It is the
jest Wander plug we have seen.
Brass, pie with tops in six col-

ou will like this Wander

az,
p138 Wander plug, Fitz-Ee rmaleat Saar 8 8

WANDER.
Plated, red or black tops. Wasily

attached to wire. Split, and fits
English valve sockets.

az,
P130 Best quality 8 s
P136 Second quality

DISTINCTA.
Plugs have icrurled thumbscrews,

ad six rue, yellowye
dis

Brass parts plated. Used
for battery connections, making mis-
takes practically impossible.

cain—(E>
ea.

P132 Plug and socket... 6d.

BELLING-&:
"The ned“tee types have

contact pins, while both wir and
braiding pri ely gripped,
pining definite contact with a free-
dom from frayed ends. State black
or red.

each 6a.P143 Side cord
each 6d.P144 Vertical cord

Engraving extra.

PHONE CORD TIP.
Similar to P144, but with long pin,

not split, same size as phone cord
tip. There is no need to discard
your phone cords when the lugs pull

—use one of these instead.
PI 45 each 6

TWIN PLUG AND SOCKET.
All metal ts are SOmpleety, in-

sulated, and Peonnection can only be
made one way, ensuring correct pol-

cords, both wire and
“are securely pripped, without

time. Canbraid,
use of tools, or was
be on power orenia

fixcellent for aerial earth, trans-
former, battery, connections, ete.

price includes the twin plug, and
two parts ae to small panel
shown, but not the piece of panel
itself.

WANDER.
PLUG
withrose

P148. P149 P51,
P148 Mono plug and_ socket,

embodying protective fuse 1 6

64

P149 Wander plug with fuse .

ple wire fuse, com ter

was

of

pisz PSaseboara fuse and holder
P150 Spare fuses, for above

POTENTIOMETERS.
Potentiometersare really rheostats

wound with fine wire, and having a
high resistance, with a terminal at
poth ends of the resistance as well
as on the arm.
REX 600 OHMS.

A bakelite potentiometer, complete
with knob. s will serve all pur-
poses, as it Will, do equally well
where 200 or 300 ohmsare specified.

By Rex eae + 8) 6

54 Hmmco, 400 ohms Sapa eG:

WELL-MAYDE CHARGERS Under Westinghouse License. a6

PULLEYS.
(See under MASTS.)

ELECTRIFY YOUR
RADIO.

By fitting an “A” ELIMINATOR
o your RADIO, together with a “B”SLIMINATOR, you will derive the

working current from the mains, dis-
with batteries. In many

wa:
ior to the A.C. s

ket, especially on the score of ex-
pense in running, for the valves are
fewer, much cheaper and have a
much’ longer life.

WESTINGHOUSE
RECTIFIERS.

(See also VALVES and TUNGAR
BULBS.)

In our 1929 catalogue we expressed
the n WESTINGHOUSE
RECTIFIERS would play a very im-
portant part
of the future.
been more than amply fulfilled.

The principle is known, but not
explained. Electric current passes
far more readily from copper oxide

latter, a ‘cheminical action goes on con-
tinuously, so that the mecti fiers them-
selves quickly wear ou ‘he West-
inghouse effect is called Relohieonie:

not chemical, and no deterioration
takes place. Thus the units are prac-
tically everlasting.

Before the Westinghouse rectifier
was perfected, practically all rectifi-
ers d in Radio, whether for bat-
tery charging or for “B” eliminators,
were valves, These waste consider-
able electricity, and have a com-
paratively short life. Westinghouse
rectifiers waste very much less cur-
rent, and ‘do not need replacing,

No wonder therefore that for rec-
tifying, Westinghouse is rapidly re-
placing valves, even though the
former are rather more expensive.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF WESTING-
HOUSE SUPERIORITY.

1, No nas construction being
entrely, metal

igh eff ee so small current
wast

3, Permanence,
4, Maximum reliability.
5. Very robust—no delicate parts

to break,
6, Absolute silence in operation.
7. Easy to use, as transformer

voltages not critical.
8 Only

|2 simple seconaery, neces-
sary for eliminators.

WESTINGHOUSE USES.

Charging “A” accumulators,
Charging “B” accumulators,
“A” eliminators.
“B" eliminators.
“C” eliminators.
Dynamic speakers.

Several of the above features may
be combined in one apparatus, and

for the rectifiers are con-
stantly being devised.

posaees

From the above, it can be seen
that it is possible to electrify bat-
tery Radios, as well as to manu-
facture up-to-date electric Radios,
with WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFI-
ERS. will be

See “A” and “B” eliminators and
chargers.

OUTPUT VOLTS
MILLIAMPS, are given, the trans-
former volta; being given under
the corresponding transformers, e.g.,
the A3 transformer is designed for
the AB reetifie

All rectifiers are in cases, EXCEPT
A3 and A

and AMPS or

ourrur.
Mfrs, Volt.|Amps.
No. :

R248 6 4 1 12 °6

R249 @ 6 1 212 6
R259) Ag" 9) Ai 14 8°10
R260 Par ales) 2 2°80

amps.
R252 GB 50 1.5) 0
R261 HT.3 0 Ary sun 0:

R262 W.T4 30 2.8 0
R250 -HT.1 100 410 0
R251. H.T.2 350 100 9 0 0

NOTES.
1. The 6 and 9 yoltsrectifiers are

or “A” chargers, ‘A’ orSn aUlieonatin epeaven
eliminators, allow a thira of Hie volt:
age. for loss in the chok

2. G.BA for “C’ ieee 8.

3. H.T’s. are all for “B” or com-
bined “B” and “C” eliminators.

4. HLT.4 is used with a 135 volt
transformer, through a peculiar cir-
cuit, the Me being 180 volts.

H.T.1 can be used direct from230" volt LG mains, without a trans-
former, but the latter is advisable.

6. In “B” eliminators, allow about
10 per cent. voltage drop in the

chokes. ©

WELL-MAYDE RECTI-
FIERS, CHOKES AND

TRANSFORMERS.
WESTINGHOUSE METAL RBEC-

TIFIERS offer, great scope for the
building of “A, nd “C” elimin-Reneteneeere! srectinenter dy meraspeakers, and other purposes
where D.C, is essential, ‘They. can
even be used to run D.C. motors,
while a very recent application is
the measurement of A.C. currents,
with D.C, meters and metal rectifiers.

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS
are not chemical—any chemical rec-
tifier must wear out quickly, but
WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS do
not wear out. A technical writer for

The following WELL-MAYDE
transformers and ehokes are manu-
factured.in Auckland, are fully guar-
anteed, and are supplied in metal
cases, ‘beautifully crystal enamelled.

The input voltage in each case is
230 volts 50 cycle, Other voltages
can be supplied, but only at an in-
creased price.

pabere is a WELL-MADE TRANS-
ORMER, CHOKE for eachWESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIER,
See under CHOKES AND TRANS- .

FORMERS.
WRITE FOR WESTINGHOUSE

BOOKLET. Post free, 34. Contains
fuller particulars, data, circuit dia-
grams, ete.

If you wish to discard batteries
electrify your Radio with Westing-
house Metal Rectifiers.

Ask ou. advice.

RESISTORS.
Resistance is the

electricity.”
undesiral

But just af friction 1s necessary. to
“Brake” a vehicle, and therefore to
control it, so is resistance absolutely
essential to electrical con

ome resistances are fixed, others
variable. Resistance is measured in
ohms, and in Radio the values may
be from less than 1 ohn to 10 mil-
lion or more, according to the work
it is called upon to do. This large
variation accounts for the different

“friction of
deuay, therefore, it 1s

is a fixed resistor from
4 to 10 megohms (million ohms), and
Soon.

This renders complete classification
somewhat difficult, but information
on this point is always available on
enquiry.
USES—

oe rane 1 to 10 megs.
rid suppressors (for Gee}radio efrenita), 550 to 5000 ohm:
esistance coupled “une see“MATCHED RESISTORS.”

Across andio transformers to im-
prove tone—50,000 ohms to .25 megs
(250,000 ohms).



yi

setreed

RADIO BUSINESS EXPERIENCE.

_
FIXED RESISTORS

LYNCH FIXED RESISTORS are
the “pick of the bunch.” The resist-

The leak

era sur
VERY NCH RESISTOR

GUARANTEED.

R101 eteee n2b,.5, 1,

i ey10 megs 2 6

Rusts? 12,000,R10?
73,000, 60,oOo 75,000,
100,000 ohms Lae

aenneis 9

RRSISLONe: 500, _750,iat 1000, hy 4000, 5000,
8000, 10,000 oe iat

un

Mounts not included in prices.

RESISTORS—DE JUR.

hese resistors are the result of
much investigation to secure uni-
formity, combined (with absolute

chang:alloy, in the form oe A Feolloided film.

oaR163 a 25,
10

R214 - 000, eH easy 15, 000 eee
R215 500, 750, 1000, 1500, BOON

3000, 5000, 10,000

GRID LEAKS—POWER.

Made in the following values, and
used for power amplifiers, and other
purposes where the ordinary grid
Jeak is too small. Two watt rating.

GRAHAM-FARISH MEGITES.

Supplied in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10

R157 Megites, each oe Pome
ae |
(ikeaGRAHAM-FARISH STANDARD.

‘A good but cheap grid leak, made
in England. Unit is enclosed in a
pakelite tube. e
R158 1, 2, 3, 4 0r 5 megs .. 1 0

ial ea ay a palo!

RESISTOR MOUNTS.
DE JUR.

These are made single and double.
Base of bakelite. Clips are best
phosphor bronze, nickel plated, and
designed to grip the resistor at the
ends as well as the side.

R161 Single mounts elsinlieae
R162 Double moun maakt 9)

R164 Clips only; nee pair. 9

WELL-MAYDE MOUNTS.
Made in either single or double,

with R167 clips, and Formica base.
Absolutely reliable and efficient,
R216 Single mount .. Rey

ALO)

R217 Double mount Mela g,

GRID LEAK CLIPS.

R167 Brass, bestcausing plat-
woed; pair ne

R164 De Jur; per pair ..

POWER RESISTORS.
POWER RESISTANCES are essen-

adio sets which derive
ny current direct core the: mains.

Particularly are they a component
of “B” BLL. IMINATOIRS for A.C. mains.

oFreJUR VITREOUS ENAMEL-
LED. RESISTORS are blay ie

DE JUR—40 WATTS .

R222 500, 750, 1000, ano, 2000,
2500, 3000 ohm: 6 3

R223 3500, 5000, 7500, ny 000,
00, 20,000 ohm: 1 6

R224 25,000 ohms FOS,
R225 50,000 ohms - 10 0

WARD LEONARD.
Ward Leonard have been the most

famous of resistor specialists in

name “VITROHM.” They are made
by winding a special resistance wire
with practically zero temperature co-

emclene, on a refractory tube,
rohms are not the cheapestceniaens on the market, but what

is more to the point, they are the
BEST.eeWARD LEONARD 507-6, 200 Watts.

For intermediate ponecd) of 45,
67, 90, 135 400 ‘a current
supply of ano" cate wuies loa
Total resistance 41,000 ohms, Max!
mnm current 70 milliamps.

R172 Each .. et a 45 0

WARD LEONARD 507-70.
For Raytheon 350 milliamp A, B, C

valve. Secures intermediate B volt-
ages of 22, 45, 67, 135 and 180, also
C negative bias of 40. Direct. cur-
rent of the rectifier under load should
be about 220 volts.

«176 Hach .. ie ie 45 0

aguaty fully the Theresist-

Hach resi is calibrated to
ensure accuracy. Then after a final
test, the whole resistance is covered
with a vitreous enamel and baked at
a high temperature to harden the
enamel.

bu JUR—20 WATTS.
R218 S00 750, 1000, 1500, 2000,

Bf , 3000 ohms. 3.9
R219 $80 5000, 7500, 10,000,

15,000 ohms 50
R220 20,000, aeoa oo s) 6 3

R221 50,000 o TG

WARD LEONARD 507-24 to 67.
e S are rated 44 watts in free

f
Ty!

ca Tovtaine din a wide range o:

va=,R177 1,500, 2,000, 2,500
3,000, each .. 1 6 0

R178 3,500, each me ue)
R179 4,000, each .. be 9:10)
R18 5,000, each 10 6

181 10,000, each . 6
R182 15,000, each 15 0

R183 25,000, each . 16 6

R184 50,000, each .. nS 19 6

R185 100,000, each .. ee 31 6

WARD LEONARD 507-47.
A kit containing eight separate

resistors, atts, current varying
from 60 to 160 milliamps. One each
750, 3000, 3500 ohms, two 5000 ohras,

Total resist-and three 1500 ohms.
ance, 21,750.

R173 Kit

‘
OUR EXPERT ADVICE FOR THE ASKING.

FIXED ADJUSTABLE
RESISTANCES.

It is rather difficult to findaname
for these resistances, They not.
variable in the sense that they have
a knob attached to them for con-
tinual changing. Actually, they are
meant to be placed in the set, ad

justed to suit, and then left indefin-
itely.

Can be supplied plain or with
clamp and connector, as shown below.

The r es serve many pur-
pose the main being the control of

for valves, rheo-

adjusted, and then left as long as the
same valves are used.

Suuit
R226 2, 6, 10, 15, 30, 50 ohms
R227 100, 200 ohms
R228 £00, BO, 600, 1000, 1500

re

oe

R229 000 ‘ohms.

WELL-MAYDE
RESISTANCES.

We found ue demand f
ent types of r
to be very unsatisfactory. I
impossible to keep an adequate stock
available in all lines, simply because
many of them were wanted to-day,
and then forgotten.

‘The factory therefore Investigatedthe problem, and after much expe
mating have produced a very come

e range of wire wound re-
standard types, all of anetye, being| “wound on the same§strip,. so 0 be interchangeabl

baw

ae

The
special grade. e

nichrome. Accurate
mes ensure neat and close, b

windings. result isari

that will do its work properly.

comprises
mica, with plated Bran
base for secure mounts
vals, tinned lugs are held in place
by plated brass screws. The resist-
ances can then be attached to the
vertical strips with extra nuts, good

contact being certain.

WELL-MAYDE “SOVEREIGN”
RESISTANCES,
Strip is 1 inch wide, the end eye-

Jets, being spaced 44 inches apart,
‘or sc!

R270 1000, 1500, 2000, "2500,
3 3 ‘each3000, 35

71 5000, 6000 ohm:
R272 7000, 8000 ohms

cone

6
6

0

Note.—Six ohm rheostats should
faeaged be used for two or more

‘A genuine moulded bakelite rheo-

WELL-MAYDE “MONARCH”
RESISTANCES.
Strip is 4 inch wage, bal evens44 inches apart, fit
me mounting as the. sovia REIGN,

3 5 2000, 2500,
500, 4000 ohms each 2 0

WELL-MAYDE “PRINCE”
RESISTANCES.
Strip is @ inch wae eyelets being

1 inches apart. For grid bias, ete.
R274 750, 1000, 1500, "2000 ohms’ 20

WELL-MAYDE RESISTANCE
MOUNT.
A pair of mounting brackets, to

take up to 6 Well-Mayde resistance
Nickelled foot brackets, with Form-

strips, ready drilled and counter-
sunk Screws, nuts and lugs in-
cluded.

Ike

nis mount, and WELL-MAYDEeee will solve most, if
nee all, ance problems for elim-

nators,
R275 wen Mayde mounts pair 1 6

FERRANTI WIRE RESISTANCES.
Small is , for small cur-aHale for large power

with mounts.ete1000, 2000, 3000 ohms... 6 6
4000 to 40,000 .. Hata¢Bi (0)

50,000. 6 6

60,000. 8 6

75,000 906
R269 100,000 10 9

PILOT FIKED RESISTORS.
Wire wound, nichrome, on porece-

lain Ae protected by vitreous
enamel.
R276 “Pitot 960, 12,700

ohms, epnen 7 0

Other Pilot resistors from 450 to
10,000 ohms. Prices from 4s. to5:
PILOT C-f RESISTANCES.

Centre tapped ri ances, for fila-
ment circuits on A.C, sets; 10, 20, 50,
or 75 ohms.
R277 -each 1 6

Ee enstORaE AD:
i resistance from  40-

10, 300,000 ohms, 20 watt size,
R279 Resistograd a Hetabe 0

PILOT VOLUMGRAD.
resistor for volume and

applied in four
maximum resistance being

50,000, 100,000, 200,000, 600,000 ohms,Riso pvoianes 3

PILOT ADJUSTOGRAD.
viable resistance, 0-1000 ohms,

used as oscillator suppressor in tun-
ed B.F. circuits.
R278 Adjustograd Soul a ane

Sen DI

A moulded bakelite rheostat, entalplete with bakelite knob.
Su

oe al. eypenne receivers,

TA:
A moulded

eieceet about 15 ohms,

Theostat on the ae58 15 oh

Moulded bakeite base, ain resist-

with ail ‘the qualities of a larger one.

R230 6, 10, 20, 80 or 50 ohms



LYNCH LEAKS ARE “SILEN

AUTOMATIC FILA-
MENT RESISTORS.

Known as amperites when first
marketed, these resistors automatic
ally adjust the filament current, en-
abling rheostats to be disper with.

hey can be supplied
makes of valves, elther 4 or 6 volts,and in ordering it is necessary only
to tell us what valve the eis for, and how many are

jon the one resistor Bo
jand American valves.
_BYNCH EQUALIZO:

‘The best quality obtainabl
by a firm specials :

0 be used

English

sualizor, with
i] mount, all size: BOR234 Lynch

DE JUR THERMOTROL.
Uses a nickel resistance element.

Will withstand considerable over-
— load without burning out.

R235 Thermotrols, with mount 4 3

AMPERIT:
Also papolied complete with a

mount.
R236 Amperites. ig aig,

4 oe

"VARIABLE RESISTORS
(SPECIAL TYPE).

Recent improvements in the con-
tinuously variable type of resistor
make it possible for these to be used
in many places where previously it
was inadvisable to do so, owing to
Jack of durability.

H

EMMCOSTADS.
mi

AAAs aanaae

megs
|

EMMCO POWERSTADS.

ROYALTY (POTENTIOMETER).
In this the resistance element 1s

protected by a wire winding which
by its peculiar method of fitting,
merely acts as a set of switch studs,
thus ‘protecting the element from
wear. In appearance, it is exactly
like a rheostat, and can sedei rheostat or potentiometer fash-

ion,

Note—All ROYALTY RESIST-
ANCES arefitted with THREE TER-

neelowest resistance possiblehome not be reckoned as less than
about 10 per cent. of the figures
given.

Range Current
Ohms. Milliamps da.

B\d)
R198 Fr 2,000 23.0 6 6

Re0200«O« 5,000 20.06 «6

R199 «G 10,000 16.5 6 6

R200 oH 25,000 10.5 6 6
F254 C 0,000 6. (eGve8

R255  B 100,000 6.0) 8 8

R201 J 200,000 4.0 6 6

R208=L 500,000 215)1)66
R196 =D 700,000 20 46 6
R256 A  Tmegs PUB
ROYALTY HEAVY DUTY.

A 10 watt variable resistance simi-
lar to the Clarostat. Range from
5000 to 10 megs, over several turns
of the knob. »werful enough for
eliminator con

A variable grid leak, % to 10
| megs.

GI1T Bach... a on 7 6paFROST HUM BALANCER.A 20 ohm potentiometer, to centre
filament in A.C, Radios, thus

Thi

R238 No. 1 ee Aaoe ons 12 6

No. 2 ms 12 6 posNo, 3 2002 100) 000 ous 12 6 .

BRADLEYLEAK. FROST, WITH D.C. SWITCH.
This variable resistance has a

switch incorporated with it, for fila-
ment operation, As the resistance
is turned on, the fllaments aré auto:
matically lighted, volume control
being then secured by further move-
ment of the knob. 2000, 50,000,
200,000, or 500,000 ohms,
R246 oe eae 1.8

CLAROSTATS.
Clarostats are continugualy, vari-

able resistances ma U.S.A.

STANDARD—20 WATTS.

fOLUME

CONT!

|
CLAROSTAM

BEGG Hoae 12 6
ohms infinity” 12 6

POWER—40 WATTS.
R239 200-100,000 ohms Be AG

SUPER-POWER—60 leesR240 200-100,000 ohms 42 0

VOLUME CONTROL.
A small clarostat specially made

for the control of volume (from a
pick-up), plate voltage, regeneration,

or stabilization, Not meant for use
in power circuits, Range 10-500,000
ohms. i
R241 Volume control clarostat 8 6

VOLUME CONTROL—TABLE TYPE
CLAROSTAT.

This is No. R241 mounted in a
container, and fied with long cords
and connector, so that the set can
be controlled from some distance,
Range 10-500,000 ohms.
R242 Table volume control .. 13 61alsORNaCeFROST, WITH A.C. SWITCH.

As R246, but with an A.C,

oe 230 volts.Switch ,

stantial
ery

R24a7

ACE RESISTANCES—50 watt.
Wound with special wire on a

smooth porcelain tube, about 7 inch
long and 14 inch diameter. Plated
mounting clips secure the resistance
to baseboard, while there are five

din esistance.

R281, Ace 10,000 ohms Co a!R282 Ace 15,000 ohms riot)
SLU Be

R283 Ace 20,000 ohms ‘ates
OL RO.

Ss

able contact bands. A very”

SHAKEPROOF WASHERS ARE “SAFE.”
;

ae :
ere

SCREWS, NUTS,
WASHERS.

Without question, our range o:

these is the largest’ in the country.
In fact, it is equally beyond disputethat our range RADIO
ATUS is not only the Meee put
BASILY Si

U.S.A. SCREWS AND NUTS.
For ordinary purposes, U.S.A.

serews are recommended, because a
range of only four sizes will cover
practically requirement in

adio. In fact, the two sizes (6/32
andfae would almost do so.

S.A. screws and nuts aretase eke} plated, and the nuts are
guaranteed to fit the screws properly.

@ nuts are hexagon, double cham-
fered, to give neatest appearance.The first number in the
denotes the gauge thickness
serew, and the approximate equival-

ent in inches is given alongside. The
second number (32 or 36) denotes

the threads per inch.

= pean we AND NUTS.
's the standard for all Brit-

ist Felecia apparatus. Sizes 1 to
. are listed, but other sizesrae 0-10 are sometimes available.

The SCREWS are brass, nickel
plated, either round head or counter-

unk,
e hexagon nuts are also brass,

nickel plated.
Length. 1 BA. 2 BA.

dz, gr, az. gr
4 6d. 5/6 4d, 3/6

a) 7/5 5d. 4/6
lin, 9d. 8/— 6d. 5/6
NUTS 6d. 5/6 4d. 3/6

3 BA. 4 B.A,
a 4a. 3/~ 34, 2/6
i 4d. 3/9 4g. 8/-
lin. 5d. 4/6 4d. 3/6
NUTS 4a. 3/- 44. 3/-

5 B.A. 6 B.A.
4 3a. 2/6 3d. 2/3
q 3d. 2/9 3d. 2/6
lin. 4d. 3/- 3d. 2/9
NUTS 3d. 2/6 3d. 2/6

Hither ROUND HEAD (R/H) or
COUNTERSUNEK (C/S) screws can

be supplied at the same price. Nuts
are extra in every case.

Length. 2/56 (1/12in) 3/48 (1/10in)
y 5 8d. 2/6 8d. 2/6Nurs 4d, 3/- 4d, 3/-poppeBELeaSeas4/36 (3/32in) 6/32 (1/8in)

,
“3d. 2/6 2/9

7 i 4a. 3/- . 8/6
lin, 4d, 3/6 5d. 4/6
1din. 7d, 6/6 8d. 7/6
2in, 12d. 11/- 12d, 11/-
NUTS 4a, 3/6 4d, 3/6

ae (5/32in) 10/32.(3/16in)
id. 3/9; ba 4/8 6d. 5/6

$a. 6/6 Td. 6/—

lin. a 6/8 8d. 7/—

thin. id. 8/6 12d, 10/6
2in, aed, 13/6 18d. 15/-
NUTS ba. 4/6 6a. 5/6eIAeCAP NUTS, 6/32, 8/32, 10/32.

Cap nuts fit over the
screws,threaded portion.
an extraordinary neat appearance \s
given to the work. Brass, nickel

plated,

ea. dz.
$142 All sizes same price 2d. 1/6

English 2 or 4 B.A. same price.

SCREWED ROD (Brass).AUISper ft.
U.S.A.

10
B.A. sizes, 0 to 10

See under Screws for nuts, Wing
Nuts and Cap Nuts.

One 6/32,
|

8488)
1/82 ow

WOOD SCREWS.
Stocked in brass, nickel plated,

either round head or countersunk.

The gauge sizes are given, the
smaller the number, the thinner the
screw.

The gauge size given first is the
usual, but owing to the demand for
thinner screws, an alternative thin-
ner screw is offered,
Length Gauges dz. gr.

din, sie ie 3d. 2/9
hin. 4, 2. 4d. 3/6
qin. 6, 5d. 4/6
lin. 1, 6a. 5/6
1qin. 8, 5. 71d. 6/6
1din. 10, 6. 8d. 1/6(ouSUNSosenENURLED NUTS.
Brass, nickel plated.

S170 Any size ..
WING NUTS, 4/32, 6/32, 8/32, 10/32,

There is no need to suggest usesfor wing nuts, Stocked in four sizes,
eo ae U.S.A, screws. Brass, nickel
plated.

ea. dz.
$167 Any size .. Rv ss Bi 8,

’ SHARE OOF, mor WASHERS.

fof your CAR or M

WASHERS.

These washers are BRASS, cleanly
cut, and nickel plated. The

. (outside diameter),TD. “@lameter of hole). U.S.A.
screw that the washer will fit.nse ID, Screws dz. gr.
S145 fin .10lin 3/48 2a 1/6
$146 9/32in .125in 4/36 24 1/6
S147 fin .150in.6/32 24 1/6
S148 gin
S149 7/16in
$150 7/16in
S151 Rin .195i
S152 11/16in .260in=fin 6d 5/=

SPRING WASHERS. °
Spring washers consisting of acouple of turns of flat phosphor

bronze strip. Nickel plated, Two
sizes, 5/32, and 3/16in. %

dz.) gr.
$180 6a. 5/=

has been to the SHAKE.pROOT LOCK WASHER COMPANY
to devise a simple washer which has
the following advantages

1, They tangle, causing
delay and inconvenience in separat-
ing them whey urgently wanted,

hey grip at a number of
points, thus making a perfect lock.

ey are not cut radially, thusie Pace spread out or slip out
© comparatively thin,

THA'T LOCK.
TRY SHAKEPROOF WASHERS

m the number plates and fittings’
OTOR CYCLE,

This will prove their utmost relia-
You will then not hesitate

:to adopt them wherever you use
RRADane

The Radio sizes (4/36 to 10/82)
are given in parenthesis alongside
the corresponding bolt and serew
size, All sizes have a larger bore
than the aetual bolt; to ensure. eytt INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL
TEETH, SAME PRICE.
Bolt thickness. per dz. per gr.

1/10 (4/36) 3d. 2/—
a (6/82 8d. Bia5/82 (8/82) 8d. 2/-
3/16 (10/32) 3d, 2/-

3d. 2/65/16 3d. 2/6
a .e 3d. 2/9:
7/16 Laubdle 4/6

nes 76a 5/6
9/16 Dae1eTay 6/=
§ 1/- WW
a ocd hit 15/-
a 1s) 2/5 81/6
lin, 2/6 28/—

SPECTAL PRICHS ‘TO GARAGES,
ELECTRICIANS and ENGINEERS.



ea SLIDERS.
_ Sliders are made to ft ain, square

brass rod, Rods can be purchased
H

seither in plain brass or ready drilled
ated.

peS104,
04 Plated, coloured kno) 6d,
02 Black, with spring Siinger 4d.aase are eee square,

;

Biigers 6in. long. Bietaaaa dunea
ady for use.

7 Hach ..
8d,

“ged underaoe ae cee oat
He Bae
K

PECIAL QUOTATIONS FOR
scRnWs AND NUTS IN QUAN-
TITIES.aSOLDER AND FLUX.

| RESIN-KOR SOLDER.
‘A high-grade solder, made in Eng-

tana, and used locally’ by responsible
authorities, Better than all others.
$187 1b. uproe > ced 1B

S188 8ft, length a6
Sed anaer!wo5i6)))

i i SHIELDS.
ost. modern Radio sets are

shielded by enclosing all or’ part of
: in aluminium boxes.

are made of
nevertheless, the lighter shields are

etive indeed,with New Zea-

standard sizes, and to keep the cost
«down, these journals will adhere to
standard sizes as far as is Donsiple

Special sizes can always be made
order, but are naturally rather Toes

"costly.

ean SHIELD.
ym 14 Bissaluminium (about

ith: special groov-

"

WELL-MAYDE SHIELDS—NEAT AND EFFICIENT.

ACE SHIELD.
‘A lighter shield, designed for easy

gesembly and efficient working, Size
_

9sae + Se
9 0

SWITCHES.
WELL-MAYDE “A” BATTERY.

efficient and durable

Working parts can be in-
trouble. Singlespected—a decided advantage.
hole mounting.

S118 Well-Mayde switch .. 1 6

TOGGLE SWITCH.
In this a small lever is moved up

and down. Bakelite frame, “On”
and “Off” words moulded ii

S176
$176 Toggle switch

DE JUR.
Different from the usual push-pullAti in that it turns. Very small

and neat. Contacts are self- cleaning.
Complete with handsome bakelite

Knob.
$178 Hach 20

mapee asFor A.C. sets, switches
must Be ‘entirely. different’ from the

push Tumbler

mounted on a panel, has quick
make and break, and is very suitable
for A.C. sets, electric gramophones,
ete. Plate, engraved on-off, included.

of)
BUEEe ahah nent oraleeeacine: ©

LEADERS IN RADIO

Since 1920.

PORCELAIN BASE.
Useful for aerial-earth switches,

for chsh po other low voltage
circuits. Plated, i

sii. Rais pole, double,
throw; each .. ae 6

$113 Double pole, counthrow} each 2
6

Aerial switch, with: ae gap,
similar to S11VeegiraAOU2eveaeSwteoeee MINIATURE—PARTS.

small switch is reauire Ly

grades are supplied, both being
plated. A template for mark-

a ea
ing of the panel is included with
each,

a E

$114 S.P., DT, A quality; ea 1 6

S116 S.P., DT, B quality; ea 9

$115 D.P., D.T., A quality; ea ,.
2

S117 D.P., D.T., B quality; ea 1slRMPaAESWITCH ARMS—Plated.

,,
8183-179 (bearing)

Benes with plated eeeplade to 1s inch. Brass bearing.
$122 Bach
ae

BEARINGS,
Brass bearings, oe plated, as

used in swite!l u oe avail-
able for any pur re a4oF

3/16 bearing is req) nuired, specially
suitable for extending, control shafts,
$133 3/16in, hole... +. ea, 64,

S179 }in hove : ts ea, 6d,
SWITCH POINTS AND STOPS.

xp
These are used in conjunction

with switch “rms for tuning coils,
variable ae, voltages, variable

are saickel plated on brass,
with Splated brass nuts. The points

© jin, diameter, ain deep.
dz. gr.

$128 SWITCH POINTS 1 0 11 ih
$132 SWITCH STOPS 1 0 11

‘

S186

N. AND K. PHONES AND SPEAKERS ARE UNBEATABLE

DEWAR SWITCHES.
All Dewar switches have three

positions, and they combine in a
very small space the necessary means
of obtaining complicated switching
that otherwise would require very
bulky and clumsy switch: They
are very neat, and work extremely
smoothly,

The smallest type can be used for
switching from Radio to electric

gramophone working, and for operat-
ing two pick-ups om a gramophone
fitted with two turntebles.

$169 24 contact 120
S185 12 contact a ie Ovana

6 contacts oe os 9 0

TELEPHONES.
Telephones find many usthan the usual one with erysta

For long distance and “Short. wave
work, they are almost essential.

Those who are, unfortunately, deaf
can almost hear quite well through
a pair of, Phones connected to the
Radio, We cai

"iBe casesthacaabthors Sn the house
can use the speaker at the same time,

Further, we can ora eoparetue
which enables deaf pers take
part in the, ordin:

other

"y
eonve!

a room. is" veally very
small for the “penefits obtained,

In times of sickness, telephones
can be “connected from any room ithe Radio’ by long cord.©Man.
weary hours are thus made anitely
more pleasant.

We could offer cheaper 'phones—
put we could not guarantee them,
“Quality comes first wit!

The N. and K. Junior is a wonder-
ful ‘phone at the price. They are
every bit as reliable as the Senior—
in fact, they .carry exactly the same

citesWe a yery large stock of
‘phone oils of various put if
we cannot repair your

bobbin:ith good quality ‘phones,
Only very rarely can we fit ear-

caps, except to ‘phones which we
ourselves have supplies

however.

WARNING.

‘when buying ‘phones, make sure
that you can optain spare parts, such
as earcaps and diaphragms. Actu-
ally, sueh parts can be obtained for
very few ’phones and speakers.

JOHNS LTD, CARRY SPARE

PARTS FOR EVERY ’PHONE

Bwown personal guarantee with

2
Nais)

N, AND K, SENIOR.
The outward finish of N. and

is very attractive Indeed, the
nickel plating being absolutely sup-
erb. But not until the smoothly perished earcap is removed
fact that the apparatus
made with the precision of a watch
become very evident.

A trial will convince you that the
N. and K. has no equal—they are in
a class by themselyes. Experts are
agreed on this,

‘So confident are we of N. and K,
quality, that not only do we give our

every
pair for twelve months, but if you
find they, ee totes represented, DO

" HSITATH TO RETURNTDEEM—y your purchase price will be
refunded in full,

7229 N. and K, stosassls
age Harcaps

3 Diaphragms’

N. AND K. JUNIOR.
There is always a demand for a

good 'phone that is cheap. Until we
tested the N. and K. Junior, we felt

could not recommend with any
confidence a 'phone at such a low
price

When samples of the N. and K,
JUNIOR were submitted to us, we
were at once struck by their superior
finish, and when on actual test they

more sensitive than
ot twiee. thelprics, we

tation in order
Experience has proved Raceeety

that our confidence was morethan fully justified, for we ha: 0
HESITA' OFFERING. them
on the same terms as the SENIOR—

GUARANTEE,
and| SATISFACTION OR MONHY

m231 N, and K, SUNTOR «12 0

245 Bareap : Regent
T244 Diaphragm ae Sp 6

BROWN FEATHERWEIGHT.
well-known English
‘phone, made by the

famous English maker.
headban
7122 PEaTaeRWeIGHt
T172 Ware:
110 Diaphray
M13 Code. (iitting as) extra),

per earpiece

PHONE CORDS. ij
Flexible ‘phone cords can be up.plied with pins on all ends, or with —

Gwe plas and four ‘Ings, the latter
being usual,
7128 All ‘bins
T129 Four loops, two pins

TELEPHONE COILS.
read the comments

because
telephones. If your

burnt out, we are nearly certain t
Ba able to fit new coils at a low

PHONE CUSHIONS.
Sponge rubber cushions fit over eeearpieces of your ‘phones, and mak
them feel very pleasant and come
fortable. They also exclude external:
noises, making weak signals much
more plain,

'T234 Per pair t F 1

PHONE DIAPHRAGMS. ¥

Stalloy is recognised as the best
diaphragm material, and is used im
all well-known phones and speakers,
All sizes

from 14 up to over $ tnoh.s
Bach

ACE CONNECTORS. ji

(al 5Cy 1 i

i eeli as

NS dR UCTIONS — Gunnsayee from “INPU'T” to the s
“Then if one pair of Bones

|D used:
connect its cords to 1 and

two



_ T186 Small Sel ioe 87520)

'T187 Medium 4d. 3 6,89 0

Double purpose terminals, gripping
a wire under the screw top, or
through the hole. The top screw is
bored to take a wander plug also.

ss SS aEApe 1188 4d.

+ CONNECTORS.
i Brass connectors, nickel plated,

with two knurled head screws.

‘7256 CONNECTORS

FF
CONNECTORS—INSULATED.

Similar to 1256, but with an Erin-oid sleeve, either black or red. over
the tubular part. us

5 0ea.
6d.

TERMINALS AND STRIPS ENGRAVED TO ORDER.

% ENGRAVED
» TERMINALS.

‘There is no doubt that terminals,
suitably engraved or named, not only
add considerably to the appearance

home-built Radio set, but also»
make it far easier to connect up the
set correctly, especially if it is ever

disconnected’ some time after con-
struction. :Site extra cost of these terminals
is very small indeed,

In the past, a number of Belling-
Lee Type B terminals that proved
defective were inadvertently sold.

If any customer received these, he
can have them replaced with new variety of names is a able
te: Jg on sending the old ones ‘These are in the common terms In

back to us. use in New Zealand, not the little-
4. English terms. In__special

will be experienced with ’ 2anzg, eoueie ingle, all defects having cases, 100, we can engrave the (te
how been removed, and the terminal minals with any name 1% «©

made practically perfect. is a service few firms c2

See stock list of names.

TYPE B—ENGRAVED.
‘These terminals are of substantial

‘ 4 x
size, and being of finely moulded BaRTH 7
pakelite, have a superb appearance. a BATT. + BBATT. | DET.
The engraved top does not rotate, 80 A BATT. — BEAT. | RB.

that once the terminals are fixed, ¢ BATT. + BEATT. | AF.
the readings always line\up. & inch g BATT. Beat + i

diameter, height. 1 inch above panel. ¢ BATT. — PWR.
Bnd is slotted to grip wire firmly038Setp eat ee P-

plated terminals, with
: names engraved on red and black

Raets. ‘Two sizes, with all names
as per special list.

‘T7206 Medium ed. 5 9 ee i
Seo stock Ust of names.aapSeralue(3Ais AND

ea. Z.
T189 Ei d ay oe PRS. ce Vv .
T188 Not engraved od. 8 9 TERMINAL STRIPS.

DE JUR READIMOUNT. a. bakelite mouldevery, handy jes

permanenily
Nine soldering

Any name engraved to order at
special price.

TYPE M—ENGRAVED.

the

to a bi
jountBoard without any metal coming in

contact with the board.

(OOo
A very neat and effective plated

terminal, with non-rotating
name and other features as in Type

. A good solid terminal that can ¢

pe thoroughly recommended for the
best class of set,

See stock list of names.
ea. dz.
id. 6 0

eas258 DE JUR RBADIMOUNT 2 6

'T225 EngravedSyHeit ieFORMICA STRIPS.
Terminal strips are made of For-

mica, about lin, wide, 9 to 12 inches
‘Any special size can be madeTYPE R—ENGRAVED.

MICA pT about
lin. wide; per inch 14.

TINFOIL.
A small black terminal, non-re- : ,

movable|t ass parts nickel Packets containing about 60 sheets,oD. ri

plated. See special list of names.
T226 + oe oe 5 49 5 x in.

T115 Packet i
6

: TRANSFORMERS BUILT TO* ORDER.

FAHNESTOCK ®

TERMINALS. x
These handy terminals are made

bronze, plated, not
spring brass usually supplied by
other firms, Vibration cannot shake
them loose, and they make a better
connection than most ordinary screw
terminals. Ss con-
nected and disconnected instantly.

PRESS
ERE

T108-T109-T110

T108 Small ..T109 Medium
ILO Marge ays; yi. «

T111 Includes screws

T190.
T1138 Double,21/16in 3 6 36 0
‘T112 Double, 14 inch 3 0 33 (0

1113

BR. H,
ry strong spring snap termin-

als, Brass, plated. Make a reliablecoMnection for A Battery current,Instantly and firmly attached to flex
without soldering, Sold complete, or,
separately,

ea, dz.
'T190 Complete seh ee, 140T191 Cord terminal 9 8 9
1196 Stud, with screw 6 5 9

TRANSFORMER
REPAIRS.

Although we now have an expens-ive winding machine, capable of re-
winding transformers, we find by ex-

ence that it takes far too long
to set the machine for a single coil,
Consequently, it is cheaper to pur-chase a, new transformer than to re-
wind the old one, unless there are
some special circumstances,

‘e are endeavouring, nevertheless,
to carry spare coils for transform-
ers wherever possible, and are al-
ready stocking them for Acme trans-formers, both AZ and MA2. y

TRANSFORMERS.
AUDIO FREQUENCY

TRANSFORMERS.
nthe choice of audio transform-

per wire in it,
does not make
the experience and skill of the manu-
facture are all important,

Recent
former

improvements in trans-
manufacture have eliminated

kdowns,

guarantee all transformers
listed, even the cheapest, and cus-
tomers can rely on a prompt replace-
ment under this guarantee.

Transformers stocked by us have
been sele their durability,

well, of course, as for their un-
istorted 5.

guaranteed, and, though modern
manufacturing methods have largely
overcome transformer troubles, we

promptly replace or repair any trans-
former coming within the scope of
this guarantee,

Even the cheapest transformer
listed—the “BEE”—has proved won-
derfully popula Although low. in
price, one is really remarkable,
while the windings seem to last in-
definitely.

We will willingly procure anyother transformer not listed, batcannot always extend the same guar-antee as we do with those shown
here.

A large variety of transformers
¢ listed, enough to give amplechoice to the most fastidious pur-But any other make of

sformer obtainable in New Z%

Jand can be supplied to order, though
annot always accept the respons-any guarantee.

GUARANTEE.—In asking for re-
‘tial to give

ACME A2 TRANSFORMER (Audio).
Guaranteed 12 months.
Although cheaper than the MA,

ill givethis transformer will
satisfaction,

every,

T132.. se i Be LT ane

1293 Replacement coil for A2,
fitted .. a7 aS ype)

BRITISH GEN ERAL ELECTRIC.
Guaranteed 12 months.

Made by the best known electrical
firm in England. Fully guaranteed
for one year, Shielded. Two ratios
A really high grade transformer at
a very reasonable price.

it is
the date of purchase, otherwise the
claim wili be entirely ignored.

T227 4:1 ve 3
2, 6:0)

1228 2:1 ve Pit Ly0h 50

ACE TRANSFORMER.
sizedA medium priced, medium

ACME MA2,
This old favourite is still obtain-

able. It is a fully shielded trans-former, of suitable for eitherfirst or second stage. Only the best
quality of core and wire is used,
thus reducing distortion to a min’

Guaranteed 12 months.

T1338 “ ae. oe 110° 0

1292 Replacement coil for
MA2, fitted .. a oy hea:

, somewhat similar to the
BER. In metal case, fully shielded,
ratio 3:1 only.

Guarantee one year.

tran:

1329 Ace audio transformer 12 6

ALTONA TRANSFORMERS.
These are very large and heavy

transformers, which gave wonderful
_tests in England, Fully guaranteed.

We are selling these under our own
trade name, since we are so sure
that they are exceptionally good.
1330 Audio im ay ye. P76

'T331 Push pull, input fea 26,
1332 Push pull, output 4 BB.



EMMCO TRANS-
FORMERS.

EMMCO TRANSF' ORMERS are
made in Australia to suit conditions

pee ae is

MMCO 0:
one a large range, each

peing designed with a view to the
utmost reliability, and the best value
at the price.

All EMMCO transformers are of,

the same shape, differing merely in
size. Terminals are fitted to all, with
the exception of the Pep Bunch,

which has soldering lugsonly.
EMMCO GUARANTEE — 12

MONTHS.

GOLDEN VOICE.
The largest transformer on, the

market, no expense having been
spared to make it the best. In a
jeautiful metal case, finished with
crystalline enamel. Made to suit

as TOMS MUETspecial purposes,

1259 G.V. No. 1, first stage .. 42
261 GV, No. 2 second stage 42

a1260 G.V. No.
loud) .

T1262 G.V. pus! oe
T2638 GN push Pull ‘output 42

first stage

pull amplification, oneFor
each "202

andand263 are required.
PURATONE TRANSFORMER.

‘An excellent transformer
di

t
medium price. Made with best

stal-
Joy core, and enamel wir
nated to prevent Ueeestan faults.
Case drawn from a single piece, and
erystal enamelled. Supplied in two
ratios—5:1 and 34:1

7265 All ratio: 15

‘Mr. B. M. Bray, Raglan, write
I desire to congratulate you, on

the successfulness of your Ace 1 Kit-
in

September jast year. May I say thatset, of which I purchased one

am using the original batter
cine Columb:Be ay ouvolt Ameri
that the set is a use. da
average of three hour:

of penich have
A

ri
nd one 224

re pag
L

Nerewith

eeaa for your own use a copy 0

EXPERT REPAIRS TO ALL SETS QUOTED FOR.

PEP PUNCH.
he smallest of the Hmmco

shielded transformers, ve neat,
and effective in use. Shih

1267 All ratios f a 105.8.

TRANSFORMERS

NTea :BEE. i‘A really wonderful transformer,
consid its low ice. Fullypr
Shielded, ratio 5:1 or ge. Realising
the need’for a durable, efficient and

cheap condenser, we had this made
to our special order.

At the price, Pus could hardly ex-
pect & puareates, put out of hundreds
sold, n 1 per cent. have givenay iee are only too happy to
give a full six months’ guarantee
with every “BEE” we §

ya “BER against some of the
expensive transformers, and you will

that tone has not been sacri-
d@ for durability. In many cases,

jts tone and volume surpass that of
transformers costing twice as much.

a5

Ce ereee se ah Be

“FERRANTI- “TRANS-
FORMERS.

FERRANTI TRANSFORMERS. -
Ferranti_transforme:

rather mor
large Ferri

when ord
T7294 Audio A.F. 1

1295 Audio A.F. 1

7296 Audio A.F. 3...
1

297 Push pull AF. 3c... 1

298 Push pull 4G sy ‘

1

a

s
7299 Push pull A.5c.
T3200 Push pull output, O.P.

8c, 1/1
7301 Push pull output, OP.

4c, 25/1 .. = is

Built with a newly developed core
material which enables a ee core

PILOT AUDIO eeeoeTADS Bae: par 391
cone

1307 Giant input, No..408 ..eeeabn output, No. 409 ..

J"JEFFERSON TOY
TRANSFORMERS.aa transformers mad

home experimental purposes, and
for ringing bells, driving toy tDe,
They are quite as oe as Matnetsia

e range gives the range of yolt-

ate voltages ‘are obtainable.
Range Tap every Price

WIZARD BELL TRANSFORMERS.
transformers should |

always

able, as es former will operate ane
always “onthhe “jon” “and

need no attention whatever.
The Jefferson Wizard transformer

are a well-
known English production, famed for

high quality, even though price is
than usual, From the

nti range, the following
have been Melected, ‘but any other
Ferranti product will be supplied

red.

WRITE ABOUT APPARATUS NOT LISTED. os PS

SEROUS TRANSFORMER.
A ore substantial transformer

than Ns Wizard, Rated at 25 watts,
18 volts, with taps at 6 and 12 volts.

Very useful for chargers.
1302 Tri-volt transformer

eeRECORD BELL TRANS-PORMER: is fully enclosed, and gives
8 volts 1 amp, It is tapped so that
either 3 or & yolts\can be obtained,
thus giving greater Hey of ee1272 For 230 volts A. 6

TRANSFORMERS.
POWER
‘Transformers can be used on alter-

be practically everlasting. Tt must
not be unduly overloaded, however,
nor must the secondary be shorted,

Unfortunately, transformers alone
cannot be used for battery charging,
though they are used in conjunction
with a rectifier in most chargers.

We believe that our facilities are
unique as far as New Zealand is
concerned for the manufacture of
transformers. Not only have. we
installed expensive winding mach-
ines, which wind the wire Derfectly
evenly, and place pieces of paper

, but we fit the
transformers into a’ very neat metal

ease, and insulate the whole with
proper transformer wax.

The cases can be crystalline enam-
elled, or ducoed, special plant being
installed for both processes.

We claim that our transformers
are better wound, more carefully
made, and better finished than any
imported article. Further, they cost
loser as a tule, than similer imported
articles, and are guaranteed.

Let us solve your transformer pro-
blems—we know we can satisfy you.

In asking forberet ee chase have thafol
lowing det

1. Mains or all or primary volt-a, and cycles (nearly everywhere
New Zealand this is 230 volts 50cre.

2. VOLTAGE and AMPERAGE of
EACH secondary winding.

3, Where tappings, if wanted, axe
to be placed .

4. The purpose for which it is re-
quired—for instance, if for a “B”
eliminator, the kind of amplifier,
valves in each stage, etc. This en-

provided you KNOW EXACTLY
T YOU WANT.

WE CANNOT QUOTE WITHOUT
AT LEAST ALL THE INFORMA-
TION in 1 and 2 above.

‘TRANSFORMER WIRE.
Soft iron wire is used for the cores

of induction coils, small transform-
ers, etc. Supplied in reels of IIb.
only. :

‘W112 26, 28 or 30g.; per Ib. 23

WELL-MAYDE TRANSFORMERS.
are manufactured in Auckland under
expert supervision, and with the most
modern winding pene which not
only wind the wire evenly, but count
each turn, and insert a layer of
paper betweem the layers of wire.

is precis winding ensures the
ae oe the windings,

n the highestspecially
grade of wire1s used.

peSTALLOY
used for the cores,

» lower, and heat-fog Gouden iomulitianteder Ta ttee
completion, careful tests are made
which reveal the slightest defect,
which might exist.

Sealing is done with best imported
transformer compound.

Metal cases ar d with best
DUCO, or crystalline enamel, the
neatness and finish being actually
superior to that on imported trans-
formers.

ALL WELL-MAYDE TRANS-
FORMERS ARE GUARANTEED.

WE MAK A SPECIALTY OF
MAKING ANY SIZE TRANSFORM-

ER TO ORDER, the following range
representing a few only of the many
kinds already manufactured.

eee A3.
Delivers about 14 volts 1 amp

which with the A3
pecriner praguevolts 1 amp D, :

ages are obtained by
the D.

‘a resistance. in
leads. Fitted with bayonet

, and Sft, twin flex,
) W-M transformer A3 110 0

aptor
2;

WELL-MAYDE TRANSFORMER A4.
Details as for A3, but output 2

amp:
1313 W-M transformer Af 2 5 0

TRANSFORMER H.T.1.
230 volts, 100 milliamps output.

i

for a
charging, op Sreaitiala eck

Could also be u
eliminators.
'r290 W-MtransformerHT1 115 0

d for other

WELL-MAYDE TRANSFORMER,
HT,
Output 135 volts, 50 Billlemps, and

suitable for eithe ae HT4 “B”
eliminator rectifier:
1327 W-M transformer HT4 110 0

WELL-MAYDE TRANSFORMER
“ABC.”
Gives combined outputs as for A3

and HT4 transformers above,
T328 W-Mtransformer ABC 2 5 0

230-110 VOLT TRANSFORMERS.
Offered in several sizes, to suit

American Radios, ete., which are in~

of transformer used,
safe to use one that
ful, but our advice i
able, on receipt of fu i particulars
of the purpose for which the trans-
former is required.

To compensate for variations of
line voltage, etc. these transformers
are made with a tapped secondary,
giving 120, 110 and 100 volts under
Fut aad, when the main’s voltag
s

To obtain approximate output in

ae divide the watts by 110.
these transformersare entirelyenclosed ‘in Ducoed. metal cases, -

sealed where necessary, with best
transformer compound,

WELL-MAYDE TRANSFORMERS.
F309 25-50 watts .. Sap

ReS eOIRO

T310 50-90 watts 260
§311 100-170 watts 214 0

'T312 180-250 watts 4 4 0

Larger sizes on application.

TRANSFORMER
STE
STALLOY.

Stalloy is the highest grade of
it

transformer steel that is made.
is used alike for all Ce raouners:
from the very largest to the small-
es

t has the highest permeability,
its working flux density being 60,000
lines per square inch. Its core lossesare a min

Stalloy 18° tmported in large sheets,

atus for cutting it to any size re-
quired, enaf necessary, for punch-
ing holes it. he main sizes
wanted are siete Due or other will
be cut at proportional prices.

Stalloy is insulined, that is, eyeered with insulation on one side,
no ene or other treatment is

before using,hess of steel is .014 inches,
but 64 pieces are approximately 1. A

inch thick. Strips are 36in. long. ‘

nee 36 x fin, dz, strips

ni square ions “equals ib.
appealSPEC. Quon TONE FOR
ANY Size “STRIPS, FULL SHEETS,
or for LARGE QUANTITIBS up to
ONE TON.
CUTTING AND PUNCHING.

‘Asit is difficult to cut STALLOY
STRIPS into short pieces neatly, or
to punch clean accurate holds in 18
without oe tools, we will
glad to quote for this work. % i

STALLOY. jis badly cut or punched, ‘

the transformer will be more bulky
when finished, will require more
wire, and will be more likely to hum ‘

badly. These faults will be totally
avoided if we cut and punch the
STALLOY for you.

Cutting the above strips nMlengths r dz, 24.

pene holes in end.. ne dz, 24a.

(Minimum charge for cutting orpunching s.)



ALL AMATEUR REQUIREMENTS CATERED FOR.

TRANSFORMER DATA.
List No. T3283

WATTS . 25-50
Core section, in. 13x
Pieces, each size 192
Size (large) Bax
Size (small) axa
Turns per volt 1.5
Primary wire, SWG lb. 28

Price, core only /6
Primary coil, only 10/—

Metal case, 7/6 9/=
1. Wire used may be D.C.C. enam
2. Price of core includes requisite

ately cut, sizes being given above in
clamps being intended. These will be

3. Primary coil, for attaching to 23)

ready wound, and taped ready to plac
°etal

compoundformer is finally melted in.
are smoothly finished and augbea.

Teas T325 1326
50. 100-150 150-250
dA z { 2x1 24x 1k
192 256 320
4x1 4hxt 54 x14
2x1 2kx1 24 x 13
B.D 4 i1b. 24 14lb. 22 3lb, 20
9/— 18/6 24/—

15/- 18/— 24/-
12/- 15/— 20/—

elled, or D.8.C.
number of stalloy pieces, accur-
inches. Holes are not punched,
quoted when wante
0 volta fh any other) is quoted,
e on

When used, trans-

TRANSFORMER DATA.
The following tables are based on

the use of Stalloy cores. If ordin-
ary iron or other material is used,
the tables will not apply.

Where enamelled wire is used, the
layers shoul parated by a thin
layer of paper Ik.

Where D.C.C. wire is used, each
Jayer during winding should be
freely doped with AMBERLAC VAR-
NISH, ‘This will dry in air, but theAe e assisted by placing
the finished coil in a warm oven—
not too hot.

It is of little use winding trans-
former coils to be used on even mod-
erately high voltages without adopt-

1g one or other of the above tr
The eolls will quickly burn

°

out.
Stalloy is best cut and punchedon machines, since otherwise it wil

not pack closely, causing humming,
and the use of more wire.

The functioning of a transformer,apart from the insulation of th
windings, depends absolutely. on the
correct proportion of Stalloy, and
on the correct turns pet volt.

To ascertain the number of ‘turns
on any transformer winding, either
primary or secondary, merely mul-
tiply the turns per volt ('T.P.V.) of
the core chosen, by voltage desired.

As prim: New Zealand will
almost invariably be for 280. volts,
the primary winding will be the
turns per volt multiplied by 230,
Thus for a 100 watt transformer,
the primary turns will be 920. ‘The

mms for any secondary voltage areGenes in exactly the same way.
The core sizes given in inch

are for ordinary step down tran
formers. Step up transformers may
require a rather larger core,

The prices quoted are for cores,
cut accurately to size, ready for
assembling.

Any other sizes can be supplied
to order.

TRANSMITTING
TRANSFORMERS.
We can make any type of trans-

mitting transformer to order. These
can be furnished to any power, with
as many windings for high tension
output, filament currents, ete.
may be desired. Hach is guaranteed
for twelve. months when used for
the purpose for which it was
designed.

TRANSFORMER STAMPINGS.
See data below.

'T316 No. 39 per 100 12 0

ae NO. Le or 100 15 0
2 0
1 6

1319 No, 2: ae ee1320 No, 477, per “100
“a va BORO.are T3820.

35/16
215/16
16/16

1
5/8 a

1/50 1/75

7319.
Bea

9/1
1/50 1/50

TUBES.
See also EBONITE, BXELON.

Thick

CARDBOARD (Six Inch Lengths).
Spiral wound cardboard tubes, ac-

curately made, and pero round,
235 Zin,

T236 2hin, i

237 3in, 6d.
RIBBED TUBING (See Bhonite).

VALVE HOLDERS.
‘The UX or American valve holder

is the standard in New Zealand, over
90 per cent. of sets being fitted with

hem. Every valve can be obtained
with UX base to fit these holders,
but it frequently difficult to
obtain valves to fit English holders.

UX valves have two thick and two
rectangular spacing.

have four split pins,

The DE JUR range of valve hold-
ers is very complete, as will be seen
from the following brief descriptions.
They are all made from beautifully
moulded bakelite, the springs being

of best quality, They set the stand-
ard, since they, ere astonishingly low
in price. Yet they are regularly used
in the very bee sets made.

DE JUR VALVE HOLDERS wefulfil every requirement. Better
holders cannot be obtained at any
price.

DE JUR BUFFALO UX.
The most popular holder. Bakelite,

with riveted springs, terminating in
soldering lugs, No extra joints.

vi50

BSae Ux.
same holder as the Buffalo,bat Mieted with terminals,

V158 . each 2 0

DE JUR UX SPRING.
very fine spring socket, for use

for detector valves. Eliminates mic-
rophonic noises. Fitted with lugs
and terminals,

V159

DE JUR UY.
Made for the

valves, with five pins.
lite in the same style as the other
holders.

Made of bake-

each 2 6—

A.C, detector —

al

V101 English;
Vi00 Hnglish, flange type |

DE JUR UY SPRING.
A spring holder for the new type

A.C. detector valves

vi61 G1 i ee eeneaey 0

MAGNUS.
‘These are an old type holder, but

will fit any 201A type valve.
low price is due merely to the holder
being larger than those now used.

eapeaielly, for Raytheon B eliminator
bs.

» each 1 0

SURE-GRIP UX HOLDERS.
In_use, these are fitted to a metal

panel, a hole.14 inches being punch-
ed. The contacts are easily the best
we have ever seen, and the holders
are held by two fixing screws, or
rivets. Absolutely firm.

‘Amateurs could use them, though
the punching of holes is not usually
an_easy hom .

‘Man vencturere can be supplied in
quantities with aluminimum panels,
with these holders already riveted,

Special Agere tone for quantity,
loose, or with pane

165 oon Ux Bolles ag 1 se

‘Vi66 5-pin UX holder Te
ENGLISH,

Vi4il English, Pee mlGeS:
phonic; each ‘ae 33

V140 English, flush assem-
i ch ive -

each

ENGLISH FIVE-PIN.
European A.C. valves have a dif-ferent base from the U,

standard in New Zealani
holders are therefore necessary for
Bnglish base A.C. valves,es,

Supplied in two types, ordinary,for plain base ou au uni-
versal, for either anel
mounting, Also fits 4 ‘pin Palven

V163 Ordinary 5-pin Eng. holder 1 9
Vi84 Universal §-pin Hing holder19

VALVE LEGS AN
SOCKETS.

These find many uses, especiallyfor mounting coils. (Banana plugs—
see under Plugs—are usually better
for this purpose). Legs and sockets
are of best brass, well plated, and
fitted with necessary nuts’ and
washers.

V103 Flush type 2d. 1 9 18 0

V106 Valve legs Yd. 918.8
VALVE TESTERS.

Not every Radio dealer can sattord

risk of damage to
the most delicate filament.

there are no complica-
ever in way of

switches for different voltages,tester consists of a special lamp,which glows when the minutest our-rent passes through it,t ean be used for testing Englishmerican valves, and also allfaskiight bulbs, house lamps, ete,
a

its cost in time and con-
venience in a few weeks. Can be
installed wherever there is a powercircuit, either A.C. or D.C, On thlatter ‘ean also be used for testingfixed condensers,

Price with 12 fest cord and plug,
to mount on wall, 7 0

BOPeMeTAL ZO BEES Y. catia
IN VALVES OF &.

DEALERS—A VALVE TESTER IS ESSENTIAL. of

AERIAL WIRE.
Copper is invariably used—substi-

tutes are now entirely off the market,
One hundred feet coils are quoted,but longer lengths can usually be

supplied on request.
2 enamelled wire is usually

employed for aerials where quality”
desired, 14 (bare) on cheaper in-stallations.

W100 16;
wine 14
W119 7/22,

100ft. coil
100ft, coil
100ft., enamelled 6

GUY WIRE (Galvanised).
Galvanised seven-strand wire is

suitable only for guy or |as it is too stiff to run over a pulley.
Supplied in 100 feet coils, ‘though 50
feet can be supplied if desired.
W113 Stranded guy wire, 100 ft 2 0
W114 Plain 14g. wire, 100ft. 1 4

POWER CABLES.
‘Wire or cable used to connect elec-

trical apparatus to the power mains:
must be of certain specifications.
The cables and flex mentioned below
fulfil requirements in this respect.
PARALLEL FLEX.

Many prefer the two wires to be
laid alongside another, and
braided together, instead of their
being entirely separate and merely
twisted together. the parallel
arrangement is certainly much
eater,
Parallel flex is heavily insulated,

and can be obtained in various very
attractive colours.

Insist on Parallel
charger
W130 Pa

flex a your
reading lamps, e
alle] flex yd 94, abort, 52 6

PARALLEL ASBESTOS FLEX.
For toasters, irons, radiators, ete.

the regulations require the wire to
be asbestos covered as a protection
aga nest.his wire’ ie specially insulated!
with mitten asbestos id then
braided. Same neat attractive
appearance as the ordinary Parallel
flex,
W131 Per yard 1s., 250ft. coil 66 0

TWIN FLEX.
Used evenewhare to connect appar-atus, ch as radiators, chargers,fogatoras ete., to power points.

yd. 12yds. esW116 28/36 94. 8 9 0

INSULATED CABLE.
These wires are used in quantitieseu day for ordinary house Nght-

in 5 used inside, end aieWhUetT/#1 lmawed foe commectiat
street mains. Used in Radio” for
battery connections, etc.
red,

12ft. ae erLOUD AB:‘W110 1/18 ..
¥ 2 0 16 }Wi21 7/21 is :
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i IN ORDERIN

VALVES.
The FILAMENT of every VALVE

as tested before despatch or sale,

G, STATE UX OR E

war

OR VALVES. .
te

CURRENT PRICES

pre

_

ALWAYS CHARGED F
MF

f Sy es

NGLISH BASE.
_

RECTIFIERS.
These are used

or DOWer, packs, et
e rectifiers are
full, and H half

A.C. VALVES.

hese have filaments heated, direct:
tly, by low voltage Ci

ple transformer, Valves
kind must not be inter-

for “B” eliminators,
¢;, although West

preferable, F
wave, while

VALVE TABLE.
IMPORTANT.—STATE ENGLISH OR U.K. BASE IN ORDERING.

‘and no claims for valves returned sen i ALLfrig yhen, speplacements, ate’ the maximum OULD: yelts and milli- "

peau nat aceice tienate CAN BE Cee eT eae Mare must be taken to given, Bquivalo.t Philips i
A BATTERY B BATTERY

: kee that a valve identical in charac- t. ype. Purpose. Rheo Detector Amplifi
;

: ;

r ‘

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES are {elishics With the old one is fitted. yyxogo W 300v. 125m/n (1560) 25 0.
Kind Volt Amps Ohms ‘olts Volts. C Batt. oe Imped:

Heeeenerm iadaisoniapprovan:|)Ouceuice the Rew and the old valves {X81 H G50v. 125m/a (1562) 50 0 . mpedance Price

'e cannot offer subsequent PPetom. may all be damaged. Raytheon, F 800v, 125 m/a .. 26 @
RADIOTRON VALVES—U.X. BASE ONLY. (CUNNINGHAM ARS IDENTICAL).

ers second hand valves. We supply . valves seem to be continu- B

WX-12 AD Dry 1.5 125 (ase 90-135

_ only RELIABLE BRANDS, BRAND changing, both lesign andSRESee UX-199 DAR Dry 45 106=30. 22-45 90° other te Te in
De mee Ray 28aUte ioaciiost RADIOTHON A.C. VALVES.

7

aD LB Ue 45 12 30 135 "22.5 3.3 6,30 is }

VALVE BASES. possible moment, " pens! equivalent are given in eats 6. 225, 6 45 20. 30,000 25 0

A "

rackets.
ao, 6. ‘06 30 26 e 5

: Yi

PeeetDear veges taco)«SCRE OMED tea Coleae OE hay mound lone Aig fo Ah Re
Beeps Soe Sea aon ane

Oe far the most common in New ed grid valves have amplify: U¥297 Tee ae ampir, 22 o 4

Acc./ A.C.) 6s 25 6 45 90-157 4,5-10.5 3, 5,000 18 0

Zealand, and should always be adopt-
3

Seree ri ye ; :
"

ed. Wnglish and Continental ee no satisfactory UX245 Super power amplifier 28 6 Tes ae 125 6 90-18 16.5-40.5 3 500 18 0.

are made with UX bases, but Ameri- circuit h yet been devised that UX250 Super power amplifier 75 0 Rovacs. ne 16) 180-250 33-50 1,900, 28 6

MBC Hae iars Gok page| with’ Ine! enables’ amplifying: aleve apour 20 ’

Rovaes te) eae 2 250-425 18-35 6/000 50 0

lish base. _
to 50 times. Tt is a valve ae enor: ae ee SB hanee: (UBS hydeeb 250-450 45-84 23000 15 0

{Rous possibilities, but at present, PHILIPS 4-volt, A.C.
5

DALWAYS STATE UXor ENGLISH (eopt for short wave, worlHtGuy TT
Re EB ia See teem 9,400, 14 0

BASE WILL BE SENT.
° Ct perhaps be said to be definitely 40s W409 W424 1430 TAS 443 30 0

si : 45-90 10,000 ane

° more satisfactory, taken all yound, W415, 27/6 W442, 32/6, W443 40 0

CURRENT CONSUMPTION. than ordinary battery valves.

PERGONSTeSIOESSOS‘This is important to those who use ‘When used, it must be in a speci-
PHILIPS VALVES—U.X. OR ENGLISH BASE.

dry batteries, especially “B” bat- ally designed circuit, with every ™ULLARD A.C.
B406 DA Acc. 4, ol 36 30-45 45-150

fonles!|Many valves with small “Av stage carefully shielded. ea ay B405 RP|Ace. 4 151 (8 “150
6 7 Lena

consumption far more than make it ‘Details are given in table below.
164V 364 a a B09 P Ace. 4 Si BecmsaD, 7150 o Bon i0rae

upin.“B,” which is really much
104 Vy Sea BANG an? B403 Ae ect

: 4 ide

more expensive. Our advice is al- PENTODE. Eee Te
‘A415 ‘D

oe ae 15 30 50-120 15-24 3 2,100 16 0

ways available on the choice of s three grids, and is used
]

Ace 4. 08 80. -20-45 50-150 15, 7,500 1818

valves. Stage audio. Properly in-
OSRAM 4 volt 1 amp. A.C. | Asoo DAR) “Ace ie ea anaes neg ven 3

“a” BATTERY. Stalled, it makes a one stage ampli-  yyc4 screened grid 32 6 DAR Acc. 6. 06 30 30h
rs Oo! . 7,500 13 6

‘i r by 20 or 3 sent. 1 Pee os en B605
A 20-45 60-150 1.5-9 9. 6.

Six volt is usual in this country, Aeascites wnere due stage amplt- MH4 Detector ean sey oy a
DA Ace. 6. iL 30-20-45 60-150 4.5-18 5. 2800. 8 8

and should be adopted where pos: fiers are n Conte pent turas Dbtecgeny jo ox audio
27 ih

A630 DRG Ace. 6 06 6305
sible, where accumulators are used.  tode ropa atte popuc! M4 Audio sale Ristameek ’ C608 P Ace. 6. eR bh

wage eo 50-150 30. 35,000 18 6

For ‘dry‘battery, the UK189 valve, larity, because its extra abet
18/) aanaeIat fg ASS 6 06 30-20-45 30-60 a ae e350, 18 8

Tour Opinion, ie the

only valve pos: almost sous)I aMeeiastt j
SBD 8

%
3:

s gives c) iE .

The third column in the valve i ‘i i

R IN X221. 7

table gives the voltage of the bat- Details are given in table below. RADIOT 0. U OSRAM OR MARCONI (both are identical) U.K. o:

tery to used —usually rath
DmH210 DRC A

” rier Te ee
—us' ‘ather

e

higher, than the actual voltage of POWER VALVES. oeaeanaes eete s L210 DAG’) Acti z ae Babcaning at 0-14 35. 50,000 18 6

Dae ‘Ample volume with pure tone can replace 201A in amy olsontt withou PaO gene 2. “10 6 40-80 70-150 Mas oo aeNONCeea eae

pe obtained only by the use of power yeneutralising. This valve is so im- 2 AP Ace. 2, 15 6 ‘4

iy . 12,000 13 6

PURPOSE.
4

DEP240 Pp
70-150 44-12 q

ae
2

at valves, requiring high “BY and) “C” portant, that see listing it speci- |
Ace. 2. “a 6 90-150 12-24 4 aoe ann

joe tole wine Sanialen the pecens Voltazes, and a speaker capable of ally here, as well as in the table. q DEFA10 DRC ‘at ' a
fi 15 20 0

ons: ; : icra F

. < ‘ fe

Poina eudio® tector handling the incre ased output oes eere ANS sold a good quan-
— DELAIO DAR Ace. a ‘10 $4080 Tote att is: Boe ataata

resistance coupled amplifier: Ives on opposite page marked with es Bie Sc eges 4. 10 6 75-150 riba vs Soo ak 6

&.G., sereened grid; Pen,, Pentode; P, a BLACK "P” should be used. 7 Py)

ce: cn 225 6 90-150 Th-16 LE
. 18.6

super power amplifier Bis P i pa
4 5 2300 20 0

plifier. yx2d45 is very popular because of its quarter.
DWEH610. DRC Ace, ‘

Gia re DOUBT) CONBULT ws, very sreat Power on only 250 volts TO otron UX221
L6L DAR Ace ee Une baton 70-150 0-13 40, 60,000 13 6

ABOUT VALVES.
B:

tadiotron DEL610 DAR=Ace, 6. To) 10 abe ae Rene $0. 30,000 18-6
DEPG10 cae + 50-150 1a-44 15. 7500 13 6

A BATTERY B BATTERY
.

ir He 19% 10 : 90-150 44-9 8, s500 48 6
Type. Purpose. heo. S.G. Plat: Ampfn,

P625 PB Ace, 6. 25 6 100-250

Kind Volt Amps Ohms Volts Volts. © Batt. Factor Impedance P625A P ‘Acc. 6 25
=25 6-24 6. 2.400 20 0

LS5 ey hcc
4 6 100-180 134-30 3.7 1,600 20 0

SCREEN GRID (S for Osram, P.M, for Mullard, A442 for Philips) LSsA. laa tAse: ei if 6 150-400 9-40 5 6000 35. 0

S215 R Ace. 2, is 6 60-90 100-150 0-1.5 170. 200,000 LS6a Pp Ace. 6. 16 a 1502400; 30-130 2.5 2/700 35.0

Bean Ace. 4. aE 6 Ley FODstee Pane uy ayy oh
‘ 200-400 50-128 2.5. 1400 40 0

10 ‘Ace. 6. ay 6 60-90 = :
; i

Buena

8625 ‘Acc. 6. 125 6 50-120 100-180 0-15 110. 175,000

s8 EO 38 8 60-90 100-150 0-1-5 160. 200,000
MULLARD VALVES—U.X. AND ENGLISH BASE.

PM12 Ace. 2. 15 6 125 1-2 200. 230,000 2, f ie

pM ‘Ace. rs 1075 30 125
dee 200. 230,000 2. t Re ce ath ae He 22,500 13

6 Acc. 6. A

a i

3 iz . 2,000 13 6

reves ‘Ace. iy “06 2050-150 25-15
2 a oe

1-2 51000 13. 6

» 0643 ‘Ace 6. 25 10-150 00 9-15 60. 4,000 3 4 :
4-12 4400 13 6

:
3 6

UK222 Ace. 3.3 [135 15 45 135 1.5 300. 850,000 2 35 Fe Ma aitae 15 vane Bk i

7 f 18\o6

PENTODE (P.T. for Osram, P.M. for Mullard, B443 for Philips).
4. +06 30 30-100 2-6 14, 13,000

Rheo ist plate 2nd plate Ampfn,
ai oe 1-2 38. 5e000 18

eee purouea; Kindsv volt. Amps’ Ohms, Volts...) Verte, _ Factor Impedance
4, a 6 30-100 a 8. 4.450 13 6

4 ie fi
2-6 16. 7,500 13 6

Anas en na ie ae 6 apn max. ae max,

‘ if 5-20 4,20 2,000, 15 0

PTS en. AC. i i
max. 50 max,

0

;

Ace: 2. 3 6 150
a (OSH eae pee SONY 2-6 11.5 14,700 18 6

4 15 6 100-150

- 06 30 12

. .

6. aL 10 tga 40. 55,000 «13.6

6. 10
6. St 10

~~:
80-100

3-9 8. 55: 136

28
6. 25 10

2-6 18, 000 1B 6
‘

5-20 4)26). 01% 2.400) 16) 0100-150
6 50-150 50-150



INSTRUMENT WIRES.
DOUBLE COTTON.
SWG. Yds. Turns

per Ib. perin ib, Hb. Ub.
Dat tr 10) aya: '9/% 878

2/-
18 46 iT 1/4 2/3 3/d
20 18 22 1/6 2/6 4/3

24 202 «9800 2/- 8/8 5/6
ge 293 «(36 B/- 8/68 B/—

402) 80. 2/6: 4/8 1/6
30 8-670 44 2/9 5/- 9/-
32.724. 0 8/— 5/610aa 940 «bd 8/38 G/—ge 1273 68 4/6 8/- 14/-

pourSenaae:swa. v
per th eeta qb. Hb. 11D.

16 29 «14 «1/9 8/8 f=
Heyy), 480) S18) Bs) 8/9
20 SERB 8B 4/8
a2 188-88 8/6) 4/9.
of 222 88 B/— 5/6 10/—

Moi.) 889 47 8/6 6/8) 11/6
ae 474 «66 Af 7/3 18/1
30 G64 66 4/6 8/ 16/-

g2 886 «16 G/— 9/6 18/—
1200 850G/— 11/6 -21/—

36 (1727 «6102 U6 13/6 25/—
2690 121 10/— 17/6=-33/—

40 4000 148 12/6 23/- 44/-
42 5491 1 16/—  28/—- 54/—
44 8108 192 21/- 40/- 75/—GRASAENAMELLED.
S.W.G. Turnserin ib. \alb. 1b,
16 15 1f- 1/9 3/—

18 20 1/2 2/- 3/3
20 26 1/8 2/— 3/6
22 33 14 2/8 3/9
24 42 1/6 2/6 4/-
26 50 1/6 2/9 4/6
28 61 1/9 3/— 479
30 7 2/- 3/8{ 5/6
32 83 2/— 3/6 6/—
34 98 2/3 4/— =36 122 3/- 5/- 8/—
38 148 3/8 5/6 9/—

40 180 4/6 8/—  14/-
42 211 6/6  10/-—-18/—
44 258 8/—  14/- —26/—ieeeTySeRADIO CABLES.

purposes,For a Radio 2

power cables d, but frequently
Peoveh thinner insulation and wire is
all that is necessary.

RAYON RADIO WIRE.

rubber, then covered with a
pretty silky braiding. It is made
in several colours.

makes an excellent wire for
frame aerials, and for battery cables
especially, though in Radio it finds
a large number of other meeeIt is imported in jong length nd
can be supplied 1000 foot. ieee if
necessary, Any length cut,
wi29 ae yd., 34, If more than

yds. per yd,

& i NEW LINES CONSTANTLY ARRIVING.

WIRE | TABLES.
S.W. S.W.G. 8.W.G.

B. AND 8. “SW.G.pazA. Lbs. per Ohms per Amps 1000

Gauge Diam (in) 1000yds 1000yds per sq. in.act to 128 48.8 1.868 12.87

08081 13 “104 98.24 21881 8.496

06408 14 1080 58.1 4784 5.027

05082 16 2064 37.20 TATE 3.217

04030 18 048 20.93 13.28 1.810

3196 20 036 11.77 (23.62 1.018
Oe637 22 028 7.120 39.05 616

0201 24 022 4.392 63.24 380

01594 26 018 2.942 94.48 254

26 28
1 0148 1.989 139.8 1720

#10086 30 0124 1.399 199.1 1207

007950 32 0108 1.059 262.5 0916

063 34 0092 1688 361.7 0665

00500 36 .0076 5249 530.0 0454
“003865 38 10060 13272 850.3 0288

003144 40 0048 2093 1828 0181

0022 42 0040 1453 1913 0126

44 0032 10930-2988 0080et | AG 10024 0623 5313 0046

NICHROME WIRE (Bare).
GAUGE, Lbs. per Resist ance AMPS Price

B. and 8. 1000ft. per 10  00ft. per Ib

16 1.2 253 16 6

18 412 18 0

20 644 19 6

22 1030 22 6

24 1633 265 66

26 2610 29 6

28 4155 37 «6

30 6600 46 0

32 10312 60 0

34 16624 80 06

36 26400 120 0

38 41250
40 13332

Nichrome wire is practically the
only wire that is used in stoves,
irons, soldering irons, water heaters,
and ‘all other electrical appliances

which make
elements also make
resistances.

"The above tables are self-explanat

RADIO TWIN FLEX.
Stocked in two sizes,

23/36 (14 strands and 23

respectively
insulated and braided.

Black are twisted together to
form the flex.

14/36 and
strandsSs

per yd. per 72yds.
W127 14/36. 4d. 18 0

W128 23/26. 6d. 24 0

GLAZITE.
‘A tinned wire, with insulated cov-

ering in red, blue, yellow or black.
Makes a very neat job, and is easy
to solder.

W109 10ft. coil .. . each 9

FLEXIBLE GLAZITE.
‘This is far more convenient than

the single Glazite for wiring, especi-
ally where the wires must be passed
tarough panels and shi ete, It

s of 19 strands 30 wire, each
weil cahed, ant, very easy to solder.
Various colou
W132 10ft. coil 1/9, 100y4. coil 48 0

and at 1000 degrees
3s per cent., approximately.

the current carried is at ordinary
temperatures. At 300 degrees the

it 50amps are multiplied by 2, al

degrees by 3, and at 776 degrees by
6, approximatel,

RESISTANCE WIRES.
ADVANCE is used Toe changep

of temperature not be
accompanied by a lar

Rheostats, and all formsresistance.
of Radio resistances
use this type of wire, and it is for

stances that ithig

re cunaee of

of high value
is mainlynea in Radio.

Such
wound with yery
silk covered.
B.&S. Resist’nc’ Weight PriceDS Cc. 1000ft. 1000ft. Ib.

40 32,660 .0281b, 10 0 0

38 18,375, 1047 16 0

36 11,760 076 415 0

34 7,400 310 0

eeeOften called bua par. It must
be soft. It can readily be straight-
ened by holding 0} ni viene e}

ii
4

and pulling on the other with piers

resistances are usually
thin wire, double

Do not stretch too much, or it will
harden.
W108 16;
‘W107 16¢.,

round .

square .. 9d,

laft. Lo0ft,
94. 5 6

5 6

for engineers, carpenters, farmers, and especially, Radio amateurs.
Each tool is listed separately since it

r

engineer and to choose each tool in his kit individually.

“ALTONA” LATHE.
Three inch back geared, screw-cutting.

This remarkable new British lathe is thoroughly well designed
palae a Benes. precision that enables it to do with accuracy

The illustration
headstock
thrust,
is 6:1,

and
any
The

iow mandrel, ball
th peed pulley for round belt. The back Pra

ane. theumantivaincesiaeowed 4 inch ‘whievorth, vminend ater
The tailstock has square barrel thread, operated by a hand ‘wheel,

has a § inch hole through its spindle, It is
m: Dp.

e slide rest has vee slides, adjustable, and can be s» a wivell f
taper turning. T slots provided on carriage pee top slide. Sake

The screw. cutting gear is fitted with imbler rever:a the lead
screw being 10 threads per inch, enabling practically all

«thre
°

cut With the 11 aneen ae change wheels melnees , keae
The lathe cat si driven by a 4

Price inoliaes! Jakoninits and centres, as illustrated.

‘shows the heavy vee bed, carefully machined.
ble bronze bearings, § inch ho’

is always preferable for

GOOD WORK REQUIRES PROPER TOOLS. ae
The following tools have been selected not only for their quality, but also for their suitability

the amateur to follow the

LATHES.
The lathe is the king o:

New Zealand amateurs do not yet

seem to realise how infinitely inter-
esting lathe work is, even withsmall lathe such as the above.
Abliby to use a lathe is necessary
ina ot mechanical and engineering

With a lathe of this size ni

turning, but drilling and countiens
other small jobs can be done both
accurately and quickly.

Quoted delivered on application.
aCe CHUGH! ete, see later part

st.

LARGER LATHES QUOTED ON
INDENT.

DIMENSIONS
Height of centres ast 3 in.
Length between centres 12in,
Height from gap 3fin,
Height from saddle 2hin,
Hole through mandrel fin.
Hole through tailstock aia gue
Centres, Morse taper . No.1
Change wheels es tL

Price, £12.
EASY TERMS PROM £1 DEPOSIT.

BALANCES—Spring Pocket. BRACE, RATCHET.
Brass face, galvanised hook.

X255  25lbs.

BALL BEARINGS. met \

A cheap but reliable ball bearing “WW

om

cal mafind many uses’ on chinery,leapetially where heavy work, extreme
accuracy and high speeds’ are not sofa Beautifully Plated brace, with
involved. These bearings are Eng- hearing head. Suitable for the tool
Ush made, and are well worthy of a Ee of ange thateRm|
trial. They are made with bore to

Bais

eae “the following size shafts @ where a complete revolu-
Muah) woes a Micmbinenteen eiitat
T275 jin. bore 1 3  X200 2 aasatSuEP RICE) 8) 0

‘T276 }in. bore ® a8T277 jin. bore Bie 3
‘T288 lin. bore 3 6 EXPANSION BITS.

Order a set of two, They are re-
‘turnable if on inspection they seem Two cutters, $ to %, and%to 1

unsuitable for your j
: ae

BRACE.
With adjustable chuck. Sweep 9

inches. Octagon sleeve. wae ee Er dateSeeaay 8,8

CALLIPERS—Inside.
Bright steel.

x199 2 6

\

Pisano hb alt

harden

CALLIPERS—Ontside.
Bright steel.

X229 6-inch.. i-gPrlee 1s
COMPASSES.

Carrera or engineers’, Wing

COLD CHISEL,
tool steel, correctlyHigh-grade

ed,

+ Price 1 0



two sets of jaws,

CHUCKS.
CHUCKS—CUSHMAN PATTERN.

iMiHia) nNHl|esi iG)iN iP1)
yhucks, punp lied withjaws, and Self-- Three jaw

centring.
Back plate castings are aethe rough, since

Blways be ted to, the hathe on
which they, Gniy. firm who include
these castings in the, price of the
chuck, 2.0 0

258 3gin diam. aad? 93og9 4 5/1bin. diam. ae 04 8
260 Shin. diam. BHi0.8
X261 6hin, diam biextra Keys Jn ste cimded.Back piete castings

INDEPENDENT.
‘The Jaws, of whimoved 0!

Ganaare. reversible.
casting included.

n there are four,moe qitime) only,
Back plate

Bee 4hin, diam. -- oF : a e
0 Gin, diam. Cae yayXt gin, diam.

Ja’DRILL CHUCKS—Th
will pola poundlarilouee to the smallest size.

in. shank will fit. the
.

1 Morse

an oo

27 Paral3598 No. 1 Morse

jane
Epetatie by key.

asuygne asijs made of steel, pnd. the
ws are. very ptrome: e key

weee a reid “eri. table for
drilling machines and aat
262 0-pin.; each
‘K263 0-fin.; each

CHUCKS—DRILL.

This chuck will save its cost in
is have

very short time, where dril
eto be frequently. changed. The lock:

oning mechanism

harder the press
grip. Yet the

hen desired,crew WI
M264 0-9/16in. drills 116 0

SPLIT ConeaPINS.

Inowsn ‘orvacant y. Best ‘onglish auality. i,
[279 Gro 8ox, assorted”

INTERS.ootvolution counters Btoy. used
wherever a tally of ame pa pete

r tions (or to
nBa must be kept. Printing

machines, CY
ines, admission gates,

HAND COUNTER.

larger

‘Adds one each
is pressed.Counts to 1000. py

dium sized watch.e small lever
than a me

Nickel plated.

17280 Hand counter 13 6

POCKET TYPE.
Counts revolutions to 10,000.

spindles, r

points:

Two
ber and metal

Instantaneous zero set. In
neat pocket case.

15 0
281 Black gs 3p a
282 Nickel, with point andik rubbi heel .+ wee 185.6

PROGRESS.
A larger counter, to 100,000. In.

stantaneous zero set. Can be used
right or left hand. ens283 Black, with set key .-

GIANT Vv.

10)

T2:

igures 5/16in. high, counting to00.Ca count nealhema, .84

GIANT V:

only, to 1,000,0
T285

COUNTERSINE.

Freep
earn

here
DEVELOP YOUR ENGINEERING TENDENCIES.

‘As Giant V:, but counts one way
gn 60 0.

tal, formica, ebonite, ete.
ghort round Shank, small enough to
fit hand drill. Ae105.
COUNTERSINE DRILL.

2 drill, for 6/32 and 8/32 U.S.A.aoe Bores holes, and counter-
ane for the screw head, rapidly
nd accurately in one operation.

‘its hand drill waeKL 06a

EVERY HOME REQUIRES A KIT
TWIST DRILLS.
pereryone who uses tools of

a
anyhand

Bice breast drill, together with at
lozen twist drills, Thesedulits will bore through wood, iron

and other metals and materials, and
there is no substitute for hem if
not handy when wanted.(SSS)STRAIGHT SHANK DRILLSthe same thickness thro’ hout. Theyfit ne or breast drills, having three
chuck

nd also all engineer's drill
The wire gauge drills have much

smaller differences between con-
secutive sizes than the English
sizes.

The A grade drills listed below
are of the

a good quality drill at a cheap rate,the B grade are included.
The HIGH SPEED PRS, awhile

quite expensive, are used wherecontintious Work ‘ata quick rate must
be done,

COUNTERSINES.
Rose head, for metal or hard wood.

X224 “ a .. Price s

GIMLET BITS.
Cobra twist; screw point:

tool steel.2S281 With handle
232 With handle
233 With handle 8d

Tough

X220 gin. 6d
X221 3/16 6d
X222 fin, 6d

een SIZES.
rade drills are stocked in allluis ‘rom 1/32in, to din, by 1/64in.

and HIGH SPEED arerade
stocked in 1/16in. sizes only.

e of any drill not actually men-deta will be that of the next largersize. Thus a 23/64 ae would costthe same as a fin. dril
‘a Grade B Grade High ae1/16in,

din,

aess/n,
tem,
din.

ea. 3d
ea. 6d 4d 1 s
ea. 8d 5d 8ea. 104 6a ln ,
ea. 12d 8a aeea, 18d 10d 8 0
ea, 24d 14d 36ea, 33d 21d 4 0

CRAMPS—Malleable Iron,
Black; swivel screw end.

WIRE, GAUGE DRILLS.

240 4 inch
X241 6 inch

CROID.
A liquid glue of unrivalled tenac-

ity. ‘Used for. sticking and repair-
ing all kinds of material, and always

eady for instant use from the col-ms
Japsible tube, pe tube 4d. and 62,

CUTTER—
SIRCULAR.

Adjustable, cutting
les from

now much more‘his tool,tig work, This
Improve.costly, is very much

X108

AGRADE BGRADE
on 9a, 5d.

BIT STOCK DRILES.
These are twist drills, but have

the square shank that fits in the
ordinary.

Reamer X135).
hold. possessewhich these

carpenter’s brace
Almost every house-

an ordinary brace, in

in sizes mentioned only.

in.

can be used. Stocked

SIZHS.
8d 3/16in 104

APS ADL LOU pd) 1.6

1 10 7/16in. 1-2 8

2 10 ‘in, 405.3

ALTONA LATHES

ARE

SETS OF DRILLS WITH BLOCKS.
These sets are extremely handy,

since the required size can be imme-
diately found, and missing drills are
immediately noted.

ENGLISH SIZES.
1/16in, to Sin. by 1/64in. Twenty-

nine drills with block.
X113 A GRADE, with block 2.0 0
X111 Drills only, no block 110 @

X112 DRILL BLOCK ONLY 10 0

WIRE GAUGE SIZES.
In sets of 60 drills, Nos. 1 to 60.

X17 A GRADE, with block 117 6
X115 Drills only, no block 1 7 6

X116 DRILL BLOCK ONLY 10 0

HACK SAW BLADES.
Hardened teeth, soft CeeX238 8 or nate ea. 8d.; dz. 2.9

BREAST DRILL.
Double  geare: positive quick

change action, Chuck holds round
shank drills from 0-3-inch diameter,
Machine cut gears, protected where

they enmesh,

X186 hs) al ay 3.6
X119 U.S.A. manufacture... 1 °5 0

HAND DRILL.
Bxtra gear anced He avoid friction,

Machine cut. uck holds
round drills upete"pinch diameter.

ane a Ms a 0
X118 U.S.A, manufacture .. 13 6

FRETSAWS.
Polished steel frame. Length, 12

inche:

X236 + «+ Price 2

OF TOOLS.
FRETSAW BLADES,

Round back, 6 inches.

» Price dz.
gr.

HACK saw.
Adjustable for blades 8inches long. Nickelled. "pistols edehandle means more workbroken blades, ae

X198

HACK saw.
Adjustable

inches tongsished handl
for blades 8 t0 2

Nicketled;) blacks
pot

pol-

197 - Price 2,9

Mieeodze eye ant hammers,hon handle. Polished

X254 24oz, head .. ms iE Qh

LEVELS.
‘Well seasoned oak, ‘Tested glasses,visible three sides. Vertical reading

. Price 5 0
+. Price 6 6

PIPE WRENCHES. ’

Footprint pattern, Teeth cut right
ong life. Hasily

X194 T-inch 200
X195 99-inch 6
X196 12-inch 40
POCKET KNIVES.

Although these pocket knives aremade in id, we cannot pre-

ot the usual foreign ub if

obish sO. Urten met with.



SINGLE BLADE, HEAVY.

The aelees knife so
mn,

LE BLADE STAINLESS.poe knife especially
is concerned.

ra.

K134 .. +

DOUBLE BLADE, ORDINARY.
Same as K134, but with ordinary

.ea, 2 8
BeAB6) a jae

DOUBLE BLADE RING.
; aach blade fitted with a ring for

‘easy opening. Metal handle.

K136 .. ae ae +. C8,

K137 As K136, but without
pa

SINGLE BLADE, STAINLESS.
A small metal handle knife, with

one stainless blade. Fitted with a

pate for attaching to a ch
TEED

ra
9

ea.ig a 18h, but “witnoit
ea.RaceRAEeeOe

_PLIERS EYELET—PEETO.
Specially: designed |fon cutting cop-

ire,
Jets on the aaea
fit either 6 or 8 U.S.A. scre

1 steel. Non-
sulated; 5000

202 6-inch Price

PLIERS.
Tool steel. Six tools in one. Black

checkered handle; polished jaws.

3 0

RADIO PLIERS.
Black checkered handle.
WS.

polished

204 54-inch Price 2 8

RADIO PLIERS.
Insulated handle, 3000 volts.

205 54-inch

MILLINERS’ PLIERS.
Flat jaws. Wire cutter; with ring.

206 44-inch » Price 2. 9

DIAGONAL CUTTING PLIERS.
very useful indeed, especially

where close cutting is essential,

207 ba-inch .- . Price 3 0

NAIL PUNCHE:
Knurled; cup une

209 65 . Price 6

CENTRE PUNCHES.
Knurled; tool steel.

6

REAMER.

This fool|is always in de-.
In Radio, a commenc-

. in diameter can
be bored in a pene and then
enlarged to ead esined pine

ith reamers. Two will covee ‘The fit-sizes from gin. to lin.
tings of jacks, switches and
other apparatus rather larger
than usual is easy with one of
these reamers,

For general purposes it is
no less useful. If you pur-
chase one, you would never be
without it later, It fits the
ordinary brace.

X135 # to din,

136 @ to Lin,

TOOLS ARE IDEAL PRESENTS.
SAWS—NEST OF THREE.

gulie inch handsaw, totnehy conn
, 12-inch keyhole sa’ae)=235 oe

SCREWDRIVERS—Blectricians’.
blade.

. Price 3 6

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS—OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENT.
ADJUSTABLH SPANNER.

aoporeen from tool steel, Mottled

X188 74 inch. Py Rt
Polished

le.

250 2 inch
251 3 inch
X252 4 inch
X253 6 inchSeasalcSNeSCREWDRIVERS—Porfect Handle.a is_a solid one-piece drop

possible
,
ener quoted isfort

245
246 3-inch
247 4 inch
248 6 inch
249 8 inch

NoNannies
slipping.blade length only.

SCREWDRIVER.

on loose
Right or left pane er rigid.

YANKED

ished steel bla

242 3-inch
243 6-inch

SCREWDRIVER BITS.
Polished steel, § inch.

X234

SILVER STEEL.
Silver steel is made in lengths of

't is a special steel13 inches only,
that is not only suitable for making
small taps, drills, punches, and sim:
lar tempered tools, but is
suitable
motors and models. is ground
accurately to size, and percectls true.)

round and square, ©

same ai

prices per length, 13 inches.

din.
8

5.

fin

for

RAT
screws.

driving

INCH SIZES.
sound Square. .

8.g
/\6in. :in.

aan 3

mi 3 eon

HET

meweaes!

Black fluted

chance of

'C pattern.
Knurled washer for quick operation)

Pol-|

. Price

also very
shafts forIt

GAUGE SIZES.
Row’

BDIUEEAB SPANNER.
Dick PAsLOED. Very handyit for small wor!

X193 3 inch i os 6Dea SPANNER.
C.T. pattern. Very a for carwork and many odd job:

X189 6 inch 2
190 8 inch 3

oo

‘STILLSON PATTERN WRENCHES.
Certain grip for pipes or nuts,

192 14 inch
ADJUSTABLE SPANNE:

Wood handle. For ey work
on the farm.

191-8 inch. as pam 9

SQUARES—Carpenters’.
All metal; polished blades, gradu-ated in gin, both sides; nickelled.’

fitted 45 degree mitre also,

214 10-inch. we ae 6

SOAetal; forged. ¢sical: polished.Geatuses ES and ain
X215 3 inch é 2rd
X216 4 inch 2 6

217 6 inch 30
RESIN-KOR SOLDER.

British and best. Highest grade,
and used by Government for tele-
phone exchange work, ete.
ib. (approx. poe au ae Aare

8ft. length . :
1 6

KESTER RESIN CORE SOLDER.
s. d.

$158 1lb, reels (28ft. euprex)
5 6

59 Tin (63ft. 4pprox.) 1 6

PEERLESS FLUX.
A clean, non-corrosive flux.

S107 Per tin

WELL MAYDE.
A new flux, which enables solder-

ing to be done easily and with cer-tainty. Although cheaper than oth-
ers, it is excelled BY none.
8174 Per tin .. AR 9

SOLDERING IRONS.

iron is
heavier wor!a
X146 Midget 1 0
X145 Small a eeX184 Heavy .. os as 38 0

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS.
See ELECTRIC FITTINGS.

STOCKS AND DIES.
For ordinary apparatus we recom-

sizes—2/56, 3/48,

quired. In fact, for Ra 6,
6 8/32 cover practically all
requirements.

For the above standards we carry
a full range of screws, nuts, auitenuts, cap nuts, knurle ts, was)
ers, lock washers, and also readed
ee This gives your work a won-

jer:

STOCKS.
Made tofit either English or U.S.A.

dies, 13/16in, diameter, this being a
standard for smaller threads.

X149 English Rattert
v4 3.6

X148 U.S.A. pattern 6 0

DIES (13/16 Round).

de to fit abo: te

guattty one
ve stocks, Best

150 U,S.A,, 2/56, 3/48, 4/36,
6/32, 8/ 32, 10/32; each 40

X151 ape ety Whitworth,
1/16, 1/8, 5/32, 3/16,1/4; eac 23X162 English, B.A., 0 to 10 23

65

ENGINEERS’ STOCKS AND DIES.
Whitworth thread, with ne and

plug taps to each size.

X225 4, 3/16, 1 : Price 12 0
X226 4,8, 4 . Ay Le
TAPS.

Scarnu
X153 U..Wadaaa 3/48, 4/36,

7/32, 10/32;
K1b4 Dhglish, "Whit ore au

1/4;0
155 English, B.

TAP WRENCH.

‘This wrench
etieie bot!
ime

broken weveade,

This wrencheo, peu time and
broken taps. U.S.A.

X156

TINSNIPS.

All steel.
212 8 inch

Half bright blades.
2

TWEEZERS.
Bright tool steel. Roughened jaws.

WREENCHES—SPINTITE,
HEXAGON.

=INE™
|

Wnables nuts awkwardly situated
to be thoroughly tightened with the
greatest ease, and without damage.
Save enormous amount of time on
all nuts.
162 Hexagon, set of 3 of ABH O

WRENCHES—SPINTITE, ROUND.

Made to fit round milled nuts.
X163 Round, set of 3 Re RON



66 VALVES._GOOD VALVES are Best in the End.

ACCUMULATORS—MOTOR CAR,
Six volt.
Reliance accumulators are locally

from the purest materials, and
are fully guaranteed. The following
sizes are the commonest used,
others can be supplied promptly
when desired
80 AMP. SPECIAL.

‘A good accumulator, at a very
competitive price. Suitable for re-
placements. Fits same cars as A218
below.
A217 80 amp. special 0ae SeadG,

92 AMP.
‘As used on the majority of cars,

‘Well constructed, and very reliable.
Note the size is just a little larger
than usually quoted at the price.

for Buic! , Chevrolet, Rugby,
Ford, Whippet, ete.
jad,

Essex,Erskine,

A218 92 amp.

110 AMP.
For larger cars, and general heavy

duty.
For Buick Master 6, Chandler,

Chrysler, Dodge 6, Graham-Paige,
Hudson, Nash, Oakland, Oldsmobile,

Pontiac, Plymouth, Studebaker, Reo.
A219 110 amp. a oe ek ee.

Write for full price list, or name
your car, a will quote you, if
not mentioned in above list.

ADAPTORS—BAYONET.

the lamp holder.
listed are moulded,

be very readily connected, since©:

the metal parts ‘cannot turn.

E130 Each ae on ae
H110 “MAGNET” BAKELITE.

adapts ie ey

ADAPTORS—MAGNET BAKELITE.
Fitted with a switch, enabling the

light to be turned on or , but
ther lightenabling an iron or 0 to be

left on.

112 Bakelite; each a8 8 0
1215 Bakelite, push switch 6 6

ADAPTORS—DOUBLE.
ELECTRIC FITTINGS. Wnabling two lamps or other

aratus to be used from the oneapp:
holder. Hvery home wants one or
two 0: se.

W111 Brass

ADAPTORS.

This adaptorfits into the ordinary
bayonet holder, and a screw lamp or
connection .A, Standard) can
then be used. It fills a very press-

, as it enables all Americaning need,
apparatus to be connected to our
bayonet lamp holder:
A2il 1 1 Pea

EReoRe

A212 Fits U.S.A. holder, en-
abling bayonet lamp to be
use! 29 a 0

ADAPTOR—EDISON SCREW.

This double fitting is used in con
junction with American (Edison)
screw lamp holders. Price includes
the two pieces as illustrated.

12190 Plug only, bakelite 1.9
191 Plug only, rubber 1 ,
W192 Screw part only

TRIPLE OUTLET.
Consists of 190 plug and adap-

tor, a length of twin flex and a
beautifully finished bakelite mould-
ing, fitted with three sockets to suit

Two screw holes

it has no metal parts exposed,
it enables, say, a reading lamp, Radio
and fan to be operated at the same
time.

The adaptor can be changed for
a bayonet adaptor in a few moments
the plug then being used for the
outlet. xtra outlet plugs, see 1190,
ds.

the nattiest thing we have
a long time, and we shall

rprised if it does not
owing tO eke

nee.

sell in
eptional

convenience.
E180 Triple outlet 6 Vy

W190 or H191 Plug to fit, each
9 0
DPX,

ADAPTOR—DOUBLE EDISON.

This is made of porcelain, fitting
only the Edison screw lamp holders.
B131 Each .- be me 200

ADAPTOR, TRIPLE.
Triple adaptor, bakelite, fitting the

plug hat usually—accompanies
American apparatus. Wnables three
connections to be used instead of
only one. ‘Fits E123 or E180.

179 Triple adaptor...
W190 or W191 Plug to fit, each

LECLANCHE BATTERIES.
‘The universal favourite for ring-

ing bells, working telephones and
other jobs where intermittent cur-
rent is required. Uses, salammoniac
solution, 20z. to the pint of water,
the jar being filled two-thirds.

Complete
Porous pot only
Zine rod only
Glass jar only
Sal-ammoniac

BELL PUSHES.
MOULDED. z

‘Wood pushes are now superseded
bakelite, which is not only far

awe

Ib.

more satisfactory, but is also
cheap. Brown or black,

B50 2

PEAR PUSHES.
Used where the bell wires hang

from the ceiling, or where the push
must be moved about, as in a sick
room. Bakelite moulding.

E160 oe ‘ ae
Rosette to match: ..

INSULATION IS ALWAYS IMPORTANT. 67

BELLS AND BUZZERS.
These electric bells will be found

quite reliable. ‘hey are easily in-
stalled, requiring only two or three
No. 6 dry batteries to operate them,
and a bell push.

Where a quieter signal is desired,
yuzzers are installed, these being

similar to the bells, but without the
gongs.

Where alternating current is avail-
able, bells may be operated from

he mains through
costing only a few shillings.
eliminates all battery troubles,
guarantees the most efficient working.
IRON BELLS.

Schwarze iron bells are not
affected by weather changes. The
gongs are musical, and the ham-

mers are nearly concealed from view.
Long service assured,

10146 Gong, 2hin. 8 9
147 Gong, 3in. 4 6

48 Tea gong, 24in.

‘WwooD BELLS.
G.E.C. magnet, wood base, 2{in.

gong.

161 Ordinary quality... 49
BUZZERS.

uz
ails

49 Buzzer, simuar to E146 3 6

CONNECTORS—PORCELAIN,
Brass connectors, held in porcelain

, az.
C412 One way 2d.

i

C418 Two way .. jan 8

C425 ‘Three way 4d it. Sgl"¢

es ati “

CONNECTORS.
Small two pin connectors, for loud

speaker extensions, etc.
nected only one way.

‘an be con-

E135 Each

BLOCKS.
Polished wood blocks are used for

mounting switches, ete,

B114 Round, 34in.;

ELECTRIC IRONS—230 Volt.
The EAGLE TRON is sold with a

definite guarantee of service. It is
a well-finished, nickel plated iron,
complete with best connector, asbes-
tos covered cord, and plug.

The heating element—the life of
the iron—is wound on best mica,
with nichrome wire, and it will last
for yea pare elements ~are
always cal stock, ready forrie
instant replacement,
be necessary,

should such ever

each .. 6

ELt5 Rectang, 6 x 3 a a 0
ectang., 9 x 3 : 1 6 W185 Magle iron 270

ELECTRIC FANS. BEAGLE HOUSE
As sold by the B.G.E., who mi Tale pom

the MAGNEQ’ BLECTRIC APPAR- jg, Ui) WelenGamertectly nelable
the MAGNET BLECTRIC APPAR- iron, complete with connector, cord,

ASeae -C. and’ plug. Nickel plated. Uses the
durable standard Baglé element.
Guaranteed. 4

W199 Eagle household iron .. 21 0
prices of 32 or 110 volt:

irons or
“MAGNET” IRON.
Balanced weight, comfortable grip.

64lbs, Hlement guaranteed for three
years, With connector and cord,

1207 Magnet iron...) 15 8

PLUGS—BAKELITE.
Plugs suitable for irons, toasters,

mao sonteccaer ea _ 217 6 radiators, etc, Bakelite, with strong
H210 Electric fan, oscillating 4 5 0 Phosphor bronze clips, with spring

PUSES.
Screw fus

can electric stoves
to make sure that you ar

protected, There are no bet
made, regardless of price paid.

as used in all Ameri-
, ete. All tes

You should al-
ways keep one
or two of these
handy.

Stocked in
, 15, 20, 25 and

State
required

in ordering.

light bulb as a fuse, and also under
PLUGS, for Belling-Lee Radio fuses.

tongues, ensuring contact even if the
clips should spread with heat. Spec-
ial lock nuts, which do not work
loose,
W188 Bakelite plug. 2 6

PLUGS—ARMORED.
Similar to the bakelite plug, but

with a plated steel cover, making it
practically unbreakable,
#189 Armored plug 2 6

IRON ELEMENTS—230 Volts.
Best mica, wound with highest

grade nichrome wire. Fits most
electric irons on the market.
small extra charge is made fer fit-
ting to your iron.

B195 5Ib. size .. ae
E196 61b. size .. Pa

E197 32 volt or 110 volt



MAGNET ELECTRIC KETTLES.

K-N IRONS—BRITISH MADE.

OSGLIM LAMPS.
where lit-

nickel plated kettle, Useful for night lights, -

caeele izes, Raltted with tle illumination deeeantiesDee
made fuse, preventing damage to more useful to (the Chee tube,Guar-element if kettle boils dry.
anteed.

2 pt.212 Magnet kettle, Spt.208 Magnet kettle,ainesrcceLAMPS—OSRAM 230
Volt.

known wherever electric current is
available. British made, of uniform
excellence.

METAL FILAMENT.
Very durable, giving approximately

‘one candle power per wat
. L178 20 watt .. 2 3

L179 40 watt .. ae me 2 3

1180 60 watt .. ee 2 3$$@AS-FILLED—OSRAM.
This style of is essential

where real brilliance is desired. In
the smaller sizes they give 50 per
cent., in the larger sizes 100

er cent, more light for the SAME
CURRENT COST. Thus better light-
ing actually costs less.

‘They can be supplied clear or in
the new pearl finish, in sizes up to
100 watt. Larger sizes are clear
only. The 150 watt is the largest
lamp that can be supplied for the
ordinary bayonet holder.

Watts. Approx. C.P. Bach
“217 40 60 3 0

L218 60 90 78
L181 6 100 4.3
1183 100 150 6 0

L219 150 300 8 0

1220 200 400 10 0

221 300 600 14 0

L222 500 1000 20 0

CARBON LAMPS, 230 volt.
Used in places where severe shocks

be encountered, They are notmayBiisient for Hghting.~ As resistances
for charging from D.C. mains they
care invaluable.

.p. famp. os aio ers
. Jamp. | «- Sehr

since they a
For testing valves,
OSGL:
to fit ordinary bayonet
rent consumption is practically nes-
Hetiis Nala
of a letter or number, any of
Gan usually be supplied. 230 volts.
L216 OSGLIM LAM z,b. 0

De

room lamp, etc.

“a light is in thehe actual ligh ome

READING LAMPS.
Flexible arm, with heavy metal

The lamp can be “bent” to any
Jdeal for table use, bed-

Lamp included.

202 Reading lamp

SEWING MACHINE LAMP.
—

Clamps to the sewing machine, and

makes 0 sewing a pleasure.
Light is thrown right where it is

eeded.8208 Sewing machine lamp .- 25 0

LAMP COUNTER-WHIGHTS.
Fit a long wire instead of the

present short one to your lamp, and
then raise it, ora 2.

|plied). Ceiling pulley included.
Twelve feet twin flex, 3s. extra.

H181 Counter-weight -- peren 0 102 Miniature, brass

OUR
|AXONET—CORD GRIP.—_———<—______—_——

‘MOTOR CAR LAMPS, Westinghouse.
very best quality motor car lamps.

In ordering, please state: (1) voltage,
(2) candle power, (3) single or double
contact.

Voltage is now 6-8 for most cars,
three lamps
being used for dash and tail, while
larger sizes are used for head lamps.
If doubt what lamp to order,
please state make and model of car.
3 or 6 candle power ..- Si

B10 Oxyaisea finish
13 GNET, b:

W159 Miniature ae Bee

KITSETS FOR EASY ASS

eee

69MBLY.
RADIATOR

‘The elements line eeSEWING MACHINE MOTORS.
_

Attach one of these to your sew- -

ing machine, and avoid the drudgery With nichrome, “ange tere are wound

CEaeLines ened under full con- 00d as, any “other, P eetmite eee
A 3 ot pres: x i ee I ate

plete with control.
sure, “Com: Rlehrome, "> '® OMY one grade ot

15, 21, 32, 50 candle power ..
21/21 or 32/32 twin filament ..

3

21/2 or6,32/2 or 6 ditto .. 2

a pitt With switch .. mf 5

sewing machine, or near the mirror W184 With switch, cheaper 3

in a bedroom, position
convenient for reading.

‘We can supply such extensions in
EDISON SCREW—CORD GzIP,

flex.
plete would costoeenLAMP HOLDERS.

BAYONET—BATTEN.

100 Oxydised finish
E128 Magnet, bakelite
#133 Miniature ae

For amateur ‘use this+hy
will serve most amore eerdrive a small engineer's lathe, or adrilling machine, by removing the
polishing mop, and fixing a pulley in

Hee won

BATTEN.EDISON SCREW_B. It is normally built. as a grinder
and polisher, being supplied ‘Ww

six
and a six inch cotton polishin, @ mop.t can be used 0}

cuit, ff destrea, on? NBHtAS clr-

M106 230 volt 50 cycle A.C,,
hase .

ésingle
M107 230 ble D.C.

CENTURY.103 Porcelain
136 With switch .- 4 h.p. for 230 volts 50tly, macaeeepowertulpande nose.
EDISON SCREW—MINIATURE.

Made to fit ordinary flashlight bulbs,
Fitted in the negative “Br” lead of
a Radio set, they prevent damage to
the valves through a short circuit.

‘ machinery, for
i

practically nothing tolnmie Oni
Pulley and slide rails, 5s. extra,

M202 Century 4 h.p. ree De Dae)

MARATHON.
A rather cheaper but

F perf =
Hable 4 h.p. motor, for 230 Pai 50
jeycles A.C. only, Pulley is fitted,
M236 Marathon 4 h.p. 415 0aaASE FOR QUOTATIONS FOR

TORS.¥100 Miniature, porcelain .. LARGER MO’

tindi

eo

213 Sewing machine motor 6 00 0 Porcelainr ae we

~
Richrome, to sult 280 volt radiates

MAGNET RADIATOR. Tadigtat 000 Watt size. Fits most
Polished copper reflector, which

i

can be adjusted to any angle. Con-
neetor and cord included. ‘The heat-
ing element is constructed so that the
coils 0: wire do not loosen

he porcelain and touch, thus caus-ing instant blow out. 750 watts.
1152 Cone patternE198 Parallel pattern" a a [

SOLDERINGIRONS.

Blectrie solderi Ing irons a

nopforEi, PM, ate ere
attentum

& Soldering heat withoutare always ready fo:inoue ee mo cont, "Binning

soldering trong,
1 1+ 48 With other

1205 Magnet radiator = Ae
MAGNET ELECTRIC FIRE.

1000 watts, therefore capabl
ample warmth. Uses. two, slemente,
one of which can be turned out,

W164 W155 B15)5 156 E167 E158

ee ,
COMER RAE, 230 Volt.

fagnet electric fire... 212 6 ts gine dees Pitted coupe” Btsae twin flex and adaptor, With bft.

Twelve inch copper bowl i
E, v - a

n
; polished DE Lv: :

and Jacduered. | Heavy iron ‘ba ‘to WIRE ot
i

5 y. justable per bi diameter. “Fities
He gtability. t

ts, sin, diamet, with
to any angle. Bronze feene mee enne ‘adaptor. we

UNIVERSAL, 230 volt. fares
cop pecHt a pie 150 watts, Heavy
aden tae ; t. twin flex, with
E156 as * 2

b., 200 wat
gopper bits set. twin rubber Bes
Beye eo
HEAVY, 250 volt. —

eight 21b., 300 watts;bit; 6ft. twin flex, "rubbereeebits Gt » Tubber covered,
Hiss oat 42 0E-N ELECTRIC

$0 1m

#200 Wagle radiavor ar toyocoaeme amgpuuey Guan:
D.



ekBUILDING A GRAMOPHONE. 1
OSRAM LAMPS—BRITISH.

TER.MAGNET TOAS'
ecw ite

Toasts two pieces simultanogys 2?SWITCHES. In vabout chtee minutes. Toetmade can be kept
warm

on

TUMBLER, 5 AMP. Gomplete. with conn etor and

en size is
mps, and similey current is smal

“TnAoE HARK
for ordinary

jar Bape ee! where
OTBRY, ot De

i rade with Witted with special bulbs and Fe:is inclu flectors, these torches canStantly adjusted to throw a concen.
trated beam of lighiwithin their range. Thus for observ-ing things at a distance, they areAbsolutely invaluable.

.OLUMBIA_ BA’
SON.“MAZDA BUM
each torch. in or
batteries and bulbs, in oat!ri
a few pence ™

¥ PATTERN.Raia reflector ae game size. st con-eee toreh, and is mo

venient for carrying.

Two CELE,sSMALL maeoteee
Range 300 feet.

aLength 6tin, Battery %112, Bulb
Fiat (1271) Black a 11:9)Z125 (1273) Nickel .. ante ed)ceTHREE CELL, SMALL REFLECTOR

Range 400 Feet,

gwo CELL SMA:

Length Sain:

att 0 (1202) Black
Bio1 (1230) Nickel

dinary type -- 2% “a EfBios Orainary type, best anneual
E140 BeSa eePah ity, two way - A

MAGNET, bakelit
Bua MAGNET, palette,

204 Magnet toaster
TOASTERS.

Toasts two| pleat
pread being ©

ent action,
the slides.

at one time, the
Ga

by a simple pat-egg removing it from 0 CELE GA
‘Highly nickel plated. rw RGE.two =: avenge’ 6hin, Battery

way
nee renee 94in. Battery 2113. Bulb

ian Blag
.TUMBLER, 10 AMP. Zna(381) Nickel | celta ZA26 (1272) Black soar Ay

‘This size is used for irons,
3, (3eam toreh, nicl Z127 (1274) Nickel 18 6‘all power appar-

ators ‘and other sm:

rdinary type aa Ordinary type, best qual-

wilt MAGNET, pakelite i / BE CELL LA
Q

| meth shin. eae A138 “pur
5 zy

5 HeZios (1212) Blac!at (1232) NickelaaA

CEILING. trolled by
Ceiling con-itches are CO)

Gsually, the

#201 Kagle toaster
LITE.BURGESS SNAP:

A tiny flashlight,fePaactual size. imp)
Mstoatepans and it Hghiee gia? it shu

andthe lightis off.

gwo CELL, SMALL.
— ah

soeneee qin. Battery f

260) Black
Nickel

Bulb|usaZAi9 28)
TWO CELL LA

Length 6ain.
ZA115.

0 (1216) Black.aunt (1234) Nickel

eee, ZA12.

wi09 Hach
LARGETHREE CELL,

y gli. Bulb
CORD SWITCHES. ith cayenetn Sain. pata

Brown composition, moulded Ooty
sy HSE ZANT, 128-129.

rt
‘4 Zins (2tauice m8 poe ‘tied 0 Gi23 (1233) Nickel HREE CELL, LARGE REFLECT.

twin flex orparaiiel other is securely’ i BULBS
OR. Range 800 Feet.ly being: epert in ty special groove. TORC

jabgneth 10in, Battery 2113. Butb
JDISON-MA! | Z128 (1242) Black eaethe Z129 (1244) Nickel oF aaupeecee1tea| FIVE CELL, LARGE REFLECTOR.

' Range 1500 Feet.
This is made in nickel only, andis the most powerful obtainable, Iter unit cells eit) and aecial focussing bulb mae 1)ASO (1245) Nickel

DINARY.his Two cell, 2.5 er
ZA16 ‘Three cell, 3.8 vo

3.87117. Three mi
ole foauea 6. Z141 Five cell, Ss vol

\ ie Cord switeh
) He Seeenet bakcelit

7142 Snaplite, complete
cord

.. Zi43 Battery refill
e cord ..

assis

SUNBEAM NICKELLED TORCHES.
A good nickelled flashlight, similar

in shape to the Columbia and esing the standard batteries.switch is arranged for flashing, ao
it can be locked for continuous light.

The SUNBEAM TORCH tReeybe judged by its price. It
strong and durable toreh that can=
not fail to give satisfaction, All

complete with Columbia batteries,
and Edison Mazda bulbs.

2137 TWO CHLL SMALL .. ¢
0

2138 TWO CELL LARGE 6

Z139 TWO CELL FOCUSSING 0 6
Z140 TWO CELL Pepe ne:large reflector .. 12 6

TORCH BATTERIES.
Only COLUMBIAare stoked, since

they have proved the most reliable,
and therefore the cheapest in use.

KoLomprl

Res

2135 Small unit cell (4935)
Z111 Small two cell (4791)
Z136 Large unit cell (4950)
Zi12 Large two cell (4790)
Z113 Large three cell (4705)
Z134 Flat three cell (4703)

ecomne

BLUE PLYER ELECTRIC.
230-volt A.C. induction motor, of

» and combining:best features.
governor, speed regulator,

gear. Turntable included.
piral

G174 Blue Flyer .. Veep (200-10

GRAMOPHONE
ACCESSORIES.

The ace Valve has entirellutionised the GRAMOPHO, ONIaTN:bus RY, pot in the actual makingacofree and in their reproduction,only a short time ago, every effortwas directed rds getting thegreates olume.t
phone,
tone,|‘The =n
quently called ‘amplifiers was 8 of vitalimportance. In recording, each ‘pefcrmer had to crowd near the reco:re was

obt without intricatedonate: and without distortion.
Truly, the electric Sramophone ofto-day is a marvellous instrumen
Your Radio- can be used 98 an altlec~pile gramophone—see under Pick-upsfor further details. Little cost isinvelved, and avery good results areeasily obtaine
Those Wise to make an ordin-ary gramophone will find a wonder.ful selection of motors, tone arm

reproducers, and other fittings in

GRAMO MOTORS.
“MAGNET” ELECTRIC, 230 volt.

Runs on
alteration,

ade by the B.G.H,, pay thisis a very simple but ged electricmotor, poling ‘a turntable that willcarry ‘a

A.C. or D.C. without any

gearingatings such as speed control, auto-matic stop. switch,
all,resistance lamp.

low for such a high-price is veryclass article. State voltage.

GREEN FLYER.
Similar to the above, but not so

well enclos Undoubtedly one of
the cheapest and best motors on the
market.
“175 Green Flyer ., ohaitie, Ua di

GARRARD ELECTRIC.
Just arrived. Commuta‘or type,for either A.C. or D.C, 110 to 230

G176 Garrard electric 4 1600)

adjustable pulley,he Punntalid by a flexible and
ss_ belt. governor iS required,because ang motor runsat a‘éiefinitelyconstant speed,Suitableas sent out for 230 volts,but by altering two wires in accord-ance with a diagram  meluded, itwill operate on 110 volts, Will not,of course, work on D.C.

G166 Monarch motor 80

pilis
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G.E.C. ELECTRIC, INDUCTION. At~ MONARCH “CHAMPION.”
5

A Raj Raj Single: spring, with 10-inch) turn
OMAR | tain’ “plays 1s-inch record. Worm

at Reo governor, special regulator.

GARRARD 104.
Two-spring, playing three 12 inch

record: Very powerful; 12 inch
turntable,

G160 .Champion . 88)

‘A very fine American motor, with
no moving contacts, consequently no

noise, For A.C. current. only.|V i

ren without attention until the bear
ings wear out.
G165 .B.C. induction motor 8 10 0

GARRARD SPRING (British Made).
On Garrard motors, the gears are

accurately cut, to ensure smooth and

Silent running, as well as long life.

Their general excellence is, known in

every country, and “GARRARD
MoToR” is the hall-mark of the good

gramophone.
‘All are complete with turntable,

brake, speed indicator, winding, han;
dle, escutcheon plate, and

washers.
ache aprings are contained) in. &

init, which can be detched
‘v seconds, without dismant-

ling the remainder of the
his makes the fitting of new springs
a much easier job.

‘serews

GARRARD SUPER.
Without question the finest motor

‘All working parts, are
letely enclosed in a
not only preventing

excluding
accidel age, but
asery trace of dust. To ensure

atent oil pump
fect lubrication, a P: e1

fs fitted, so that every
AS ya, ollede within mn iOU
Cfrention. Turntable 12in., plush

coveret 12in, recordsee
having two long

and stzong springs.
control plate is incorporated,

with starter and speed indicator
No difficulty

already fitted in place.
alavolved in fitting to cabinet.

G120 GARRARD SUPER... 710 0

ALTONA NEEDLES—PURER TONE, LESS WEAR.

table.tain governor, patent regulator. ql

Design similar to Champion.
h

ee Gi61 Chief EPentya. tL
2pB OO!yeaida

G121 GARRARD 104 315 0 jMoNARCH “LEADER.”
ingle epring, with 12-tpeh Yun

GARRARD 113. table. Plays 12-inch recon Worm:

o-spring, playing two 12 inch governor, all enclosed gearing. A

records; 12 inch turntable.
fine motor.

f

G162 Leader

GARRARD 12.
pring, playing two 10. inch

Single
fo inch turntable. Small

ines.recor
Size, suitable for portable ma

G123

MOTORS.MONARCH GRAMO.
These are Swiss make, and are of

ous quality, when the
dh

‘

price is_ con ere! Cel

Pne need hesitate about purchasing
ne of these motors on the score of

We import them direct,

ie, fixing screws,
ers, regulator, brake
The number of records played at one

winding is given.

MONARCH “SIMPLEX.”
Single spring, with 8%-inch_turn-

table, Plays 12-inch record. Design
similar to Champion,
G159 Simplex y

25 0

MONARCH “CHIEF.”

MONARCH “SUPERIOR.”

Double spring, with 12-inch tums,

Plays two 12-inch records.

‘A very high grade motor, similar
in construction to the LEADER, but
with double spring motor, playing:

two 12-inch records.

G163 Superioroa.aeaGRAMOPHONE PICK-
UPS.
gramophone pick-ups

are used with a steel needle much
ihary reproducer. Instead,

creati sound waves,
al

Blectrical

again into sow
speaker,

yoxcellent results ¢

with any good Radio,
valves, and a S00} sup-

Bor really powerful electric
sramophone

a
i

red is a fi

an be obtained
proving’ it has.

‘ere whisper to full
be obtained at will.

PHILIPS.

World’s

Valve—

Radio Set is the Valves.

and dependability.
4

its long life performance.

arm and
35 0)

317 6
Usually sold less tom

volume control.
Gi73 Philips pick-up ae

Gi74 With tone arm, and
‘volume control rg

tL.*

RADIOTRO
Thefirst test of the quality of a

All mak-
ers of quality sets choose RCA
Radiotrons because of their quality

_ The latest member of the Radio-

tron family is RCA 221, Sensitive

as a Detector, Powerful as anct and rugged in construc-
tion, this new Radiotron will please

5

the most exacting amateur by its
_

stable and efficient behaviour, plus

RCA RADIOTRON

MostSensitive

yor Better
Radio Reception

4
iS LLY

:
‘4

,
‘
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B.T.H.
The best British pick-up on the

market, and superior to all others
we have tried for the most faithful
reproduction of the original. Volume
ig only a little less than with other
pi ps, but this is far more than

ated by its wonderful tone,
especially for use in the home and
smaller halls, ete.

Tt is fitted with a very fine gold
finished tone arm, with special off-
get end, making it “track” better
on the record than other pick-ups.
This prevents undye record wear.

‘volumeSeparate control is in-
cluded.

G170 B.T.H: pick-up 410 0

WEBSTER.
‘A well-known and very powerful

American pick-up, |
chosenusually

age‘where full volume is des \

Mode! 2A has tone arm, incorporat-
ing a volume control, while Model 2B
is without tone arm, but with sep-
arate volume, control.

“G168 Webster Model 2A .. £5

G169 Webster Model 2B

‘EDISON BELL. )

‘Another well-known British pick~
up, which, though cheaper, gives
very satisfactory results. Complete
with volume control. ‘Try one of
these—we will refund if you are not
more than satisfied,
-G138 Edison Bell pick-up .. 200AeSisapisVATEARetVOLUME CONTROLS.

‘These are connected between the
pick-up and the Radio or amplifier,
giving full control over the volume
—from whisper, to the fullest

power possible—merely by turning a
knob,

For illustrations, see ROYALTY
RESISTANCES and CLAROSTATS.

sc
A, Cohme, VOLUME CONTROL.

ready fis type L Royalty, resistance
js involved.000 ohms.

lty volume control 6 6

metal case, for table
luable for controlling
adlg set, from a dis-

control vlarostat 8 6
WA Sa

B.T.H. PICK-UPS—SWEETEST TONE.

REPRODUCERS.
‘We now have a very large sample

range of TONE ARMS and REPRO-
DUCERS, You can modernise your
present machine, and make a won
erful improvement in it by repla
ing your present reproducer, and also
perhaps the tone arm, by a modern
type.

Write for details. We will make
» same if our claims

are not justified.
for you to try the
ryckeaeDURO REPRODUCERS AND TONE

ARMS.
‘Duro reproducers are very popular

in U.S.A, and are fitted to many
expensive and well-advertised mach-
{nes, Strongly constructed, with due
vare to the production of really fine

tonal results, and smoothly nickel
plated. #

DURO QUALITONE, MATCHED.
‘A reproducer that is generally sold

with its own matched tone arm, thus
Resuring the best results, It will

give better results than your present
reproducer, however, even on your
own tone arm. A trial will be gladly
arranged.
G1i25 Reproducer and tone

arm ar ay
G126 Reproducer only
Gi27 Tone arm onlyiiaDURO SIMPLEX.

Develops remarkably clear and
melodious Can be supplied
cither alone or with tone arm. Very

suitable for portable machines.
Beautifully nickel plated.
G28 Reproducer and tone

arm . oh ak 2 6

G129 Reproducer .only 12) 10)

G130 Tone arm only 12 0

NOVATONE TONE ARM.

his is something very special, and
will make vast improvement in
Any gramophone fitted with the older
‘style tone arm, Its novel construc-
tion enables it to act like the ex-
ponential horn, so well known and
successful in Radio.

Arrange for a trial—you will not
be asked to keep it, unless you are
quite sure that you want it.

‘nglish made—ball bearing—nickel
plated.

GRAMOTROPE.
This converts your Radio into an

electric gramophone, so that you can
either enjoy Radio concerts, or play
your fayourite records at will.

It consists of a cabinet fitted with
suitable gramophone motor and

pick-up. It is. simply connected to

your Radio by a speaker cor
You can select the records, and put

them alongside you on eo

together with the GRAMOTROPH,
and then play them at your leisure,
without getting up from your chair,

Joven when you have a large com-
bined outfit, you will at times appre-
ciate the great convenience of being
‘able to avoid the constant getting
up and down to goto it, when records
are to be changed.
™M EL A.

Titted with G.B.C. induction motor,
B,T.HL. pick-up and volume control,
and 20 feet speaker cord. ae
G170 Model A Gramotrope 16 0 0

MODEL. B.

Fitted with Garrard Super spring
motor, otherwise same as Model A.
Givi Model B Gramotrope 14 10
MODEL C.

Fitted with Garrard 114 motor,
and good quality pick-up.
G172 Model C Gramotrope

Double turntables

FITTINGS.
BRAKES. i

) These serve to stop
when the record is played.
all designed to
table, some on the outer,
on the inner edge. Nickel plated.

the

G154 Outside type, best
quality + ++ 08,

G155 Inside type _--

NEEDLE CU!
G133 Nickel

+
G144 Set of two, one

} through a small hole in which,
needles can be dropped. No mi
in using needles twice overs
Gi44 Per set 6. gs) te

8 0 0

quoted on re-

motor
They are

press on the turn-
and some

‘PS. nat
plated, with covers 1 0

ik

G143 With nut

“ALTONA” NEEDLES.

‘ieosimuaesrsecesine=™
ALTONA NEEDLES are m

a first-class Sheffield steel ann nens
also make needles for many of the
prominent gramophone firms, who
sell them under their own name, 0:

course, at a much higher price,’
ALTONA NEEDLES ARE THE

BEST QUALITY IT IS POSSIBLE
TO OBT. , so that you can use
them with every confidence.

Per box Five
of 200 boxes.

pL O} 4G184 Soft : 9
G135 Loud... bile 0) 49G136 GOLDEN, box 100 1 3 6 0

GOLDEN TONE needles play ci ght
or ten records withou iriey t requiring to

SPEED REGULATORS.
Consists of a nickel plated di

engraved with numbers to denote
revolutions per minute. A knurled
nut and pointer regulate the speed,
by adjusting the brake arm under
the motor board of the gramophone.

weggLOS: G145. G15
3146 Speed regulator ., on 2 6

SPRING:
G157 Brake springs
GIS8 Check springs (replacing

winding ratchet) +. each 64.

TONE ARMS,
Although most pick-u iups. wil

the average stone arm, Bae like ta

a special tone arm on their gramo-
phone for the pick-up.|A tone arms Recessary, of course, for those
who purchase a motor to build up
thelr electric gramophone.

é

pronegutile for ordinary gramo-
4141 TONE ARM, plain

G142 TONE ARM, hinged ae 8
age TG:

ACE CYCLES. BEST

‘ACE’
:

BICYCLE

£8:12:6
CASH.

Lady’s 7/6 extra.

Speedy !

Reliable !

Rustless !

EASY TERMS.

8/6 Weekly [eat ees
Delivered Free to any Port or Railway Station. i

SPECIFICATION, iN

FRAME i CHAINWHEEL and CRA:

pate sngus® ample strength, only the st English, the aint wheel
8

f HSS STEEL TUBE i oing sed
al

used, with machined lugs. An parts Mee Tali gas eben Reena | wietatEe
specially toughed cranks with the
standard five screws.
PEDALS. ¥

Rat-trap or rubber.
SADDLE.

Brooks Legion, or three-coil saddleof exceptional comfort.

re assembled with the utmost pre-
efore brazing, so that true

and easy running is guaranteed.
BEARINGS.
Ball bearings are fitted throughout,

accurate to one tenthousandth of an

TONE ARM SUPPORTS.
rt

Small plated arms, which >

cabinet Ha alongside ‘the turntable,
and shaped at the top to

ss

support tone arm when
it is not on the record,

i + ea 1 6————__
GRAMOPHON

seRINGS
NE REPAIRS, MAIN-

ee
, etc. quoted on application.Nie FITTINGS forother

* i
NOTE THE CONSIDERABLE SAVING by paying! a LARGER DEPOSIT.

inch, while the cones and cups are
hardened and ground with equal pre. CHAIN.

cision.
Brampton roller.

WHEELS. aaaae .
‘English best Dunlop roadster cov- i

Best © plated rims, non- ers, and Dunlop tubes. Fully guar
rusting spokes. Built true and remain anteed. ‘The longest ,wearing tyre —

true, Wadie coaster rear hub, com- that can be purchased.
bining a never failing powerfulNea ay Persceh aise whrek: sarc ctoveleddmeiiet corn

HANDLEBAR. waetaucte
’ gold lines,

i

Upturned, adjustable a:

TES.
s standard, 1 aot xo

but other types can be fitted to order. cine tool Hag! nd. tools, ‘pump aa
rear reflector and oil can,

Chromium-Plated—Non-Rusting.
Frame Guaranteed 50 Years 11! a

EASY TERMS
Deposit,

~ Weekly Payments. Total Price i} :

He * ef fie
£10/13/6 * .

£4/-/— Bi eee ee ayes wy
Payments may be made WEEKLY or MONTHLY. ’



- GYCLE ACCESSORIES.
—Only the main items are

BALLS—HOFFMAN.

Guaranteed true to a 10 000th part
¥

of an in ee &‘¥100 1/8-inch 2d.
-inch ge vay 0

‘Y101 3/16-ine’ seat102 1/4-inchaNaBELLS.
Lucas excel a pells as well as in

jamps for cycles. The Lucas brand
is your guarantee of a really reliable
article.

105 Lucas N
Y106 Rouser (not Lucas) 2MeBRACKET AXLES. '

a py Brampton, carefully hard-
and accurately Ero enShot Bracket axlePRMDiEeaeBRACKET CUPS.

‘Also made by Brampton, the cot-
tered type for use with cotter pins,

‘and the cotterless type with left and
Hight ‘threads, the latter used with
‘2 jock nut on the left side of the
cycle.

Yili Bracket cup, cotte
mma prac ‘cup, “pains

cotterte 88,

Here

rig!
Y113 Bracket cup,

leftwand Br. acket lock ring for y1i3
Y115 Bracket cotters, Complete _

CARRIE:

waco

o

— CYCLOMETERS COUNT YOUR MILES.

Both are complete with straps.
The Hercules is a very strong car-

suitable for heavy parcels,NOTE.
listed here. Write us for any eycle rier, ye A -the Sturdi is quite rigid, an\

Buppied.® ences tac hey Braet fectly safe for light parcels such
Ce as an overcoat.

Y116 Hercules carrier .- 39
Y117 Sturdi carrier B19,

GHAINS—Roller.

Brampton chainsrunnin;ao) Fee aan bus eenain wheel and
spain, If so renew your chain, which
has stretched, and will quickly wear
out the wheels.

are very strong

CYCLOMETERS,
Complete with striker, for 28 inch

wheels only.
structed, an

These are Jeanna con-
0,000 miles.

Why not know how See aH eycle—

ia motor car carries a speedo-

Y108 Ace cyclometer

FORKS.
Stand:

ed, Teady, fet fitting.
ment of fork stem, or,
the old fork, as pattern.

SendeS, enameled) and plat-
measur

better still,

6
‘yi18 Brampton 4 x & or 3/16 4

oata military, eine ae a
y120, tRenold chain 6 0AaaSSRCEtalaCHAIN WHEELS, CRANKS, ETC. ¥128 Fork, front aa +. 12°86

are the best quality, the 7)

‘natneG peing flanged to secure (‘HEAD FITTINGS. reenormous strength, and_ the cranks ‘Brampton quality, well nie so)
enommgpecially toughened. Complete plated, ‘Two patterns the head clip

get includes two cranks, and chain tting stems that are slotted, while

wheel. the screwed race is used for ex-
; pander type stems.

y129 Head clip and bolt .. 2 9

Y130 Head lock ring .- Ro haben

Y121 Complete set 10
Y122 Right crank e 6 Co

Ra ee en visi Head bolt and nut, as
illustration 6

i ¥132 Head bolt and nut, plain 6

Y¥133 Head pert black 6

‘Y134 Hea m race, plated 3~

‘Y135 Head serowed coceplated eo:
‘Yyi24 Crank cotter WeuAatsHANDLE GRIPS.

Celluloid is the. usual pattern, the
Bluemel grip being especially dur-

able. For comfort, some prefer the
rubber grip. All are very easily fit
ted.

Y125 Chain wheel screw

CHAIN ADJUSTER:
Standard iain "

plated. Good
threads, with Pwellfitting nuts.

e
¥i26, Gi adjusters, curved

vit Giain’ “aajusters, sivabeht

pe 38 Celluloid
Celluloid, Biuemel eeaosae

eTete

ELECTRIC CYCLE: LAMPS—ALWAYS READY.
HANDLEBARS—CANADIAN.
The Canadian handle-bar is the

Versible clip.
ted with grips.

HUBS—EADIE. ‘
_

‘The Badie coaster hub combin-
ing free wheel and back pedal brake,
is easily the best the market.
Many have attempted to imitate the
Eadie, but it has readily maintained
its undoubted supremacy for over 20
years. ot only is it the most reli-
able, but its brake is very certain
and strong in action. Your life lit-oe depends on your brake, so if
you value the former, you cannotatrord. to be without an Eadie.

ane and it can be
up, since it has a re-
Well plated, and fit-

Y136 Canadian handlebar 10 6

Y141 Wadie coa re ue eg (8

HANDLEBARS—MAJOR TAyLOoR. 142 mipate fit-

eat o
Uuenem, Gonkestan, aanFitted with outrigger, giving Y143 Hadle i i

ward as well as up and down adjust- Digt iiawe HEAT DISA Lat
meneacing machines.eripe and thoroughly nickel plated.

The pattern usually seen on
Complete with ThanEADIE PARTS.

¥108 Ace cyclometer er ee 0
Y146 Friction Plate 6k 4 6

: 63R 3 0
5 B 64R 3 0

Y149 Brake spring lever 65R 1 6
¥150 Clutch nut, toothed 66R 2 6

$151 Right cup, toothed 67k 2 6

Y152 Driving nut 36igs Sprockets 16-18 teath Go 8 6

Y104 Sprocket (not Eadie) aeY155 Left ¢ TOR 2 0

¥I56 Brake clips, comp, 1K 1 3
Y157 Lock nuts Tom 13

Y1a7 Major Taylor handlebar 18 0 Y4e) Retainore €haan & HR iOSib tute spring GRaae Y161 Adjusting cone |. 76R 1 6

Hus tied. to your wheel, now ¥162
Chitch spring screw 7R 3

corny see ¥188 Split colar, narrow 78R 3

Brampton RUDE are perfectly reli-  ¥165
Packing piece B.9.A. sore é

able, and reasonably. priced. 28 sputio coat wae 8

Packing piece, std. 82h 6
in stay clip nut 83R 2

RIB) chainistay clin were 3

¥170 Spindle wut. SER 3

Y171 Lubricator 6

Y172 Spindle only 16
¥144 Brampton front hub 39 LAMP:

145 Front spindle 6
on Rieter heeds

¥145 Front spin $ jg
These give a very fine light, which

¥174 Front nut ns §
is essential for safe riding on coun:

¥175 Brampton rear hub |. 7 0 ‘TY roads.

i »

¥176 Rear spindle a Bs 6

Y177 Rear cone :
6

Y178 Rear nut $

¥182 Panther an
Y183 Revi ;

112 8

¥184 Acetylene burner AKO
Y185 Burner cleaners .. 6

LAMPS—ELECTRIC.
‘These are driven from the front

; Wheel, generating thelr own electric;
@ batteries to replace,

y179 REN eepeouiet, lade ten 1 9 xito E
Rear sprocket, 20-22 teeth 2 6 Y191 Balac1c

.

Yi81 Rear lock nuts“. 6  Y¥192 Bulbs for above |.te ¥203 Brampton

LAMPS—OIL.
These are cheap, peat ber aaapowerful roads.

They require very ttle attention.

¥188 Demon pattern 3G¥187 Lumo 6 0
Y188 Wicks aN Ge 1

Viso OM per! tiny.iAO
LAMP BRACKETS.

"

¥193 Head, ordinary pattern 9
¥194 Fork oe ve +
Yigg Outrigger," tor” Major

MUDGUARDS.
Made from heavy steel, stove en-

amelled, strong stays.

Y196 Defiance ee SB.
¥197 Protector, extra wide | a6)
Y198 Screws for front guard 2

OIL CANS.

Y199 Plated, with screw cap 9
¥200 Plated, best qualit: tom

Y201 Oil, best cycle quality, tin 1 0

PEDALS.
Good quality, strong and durable.

¥202 Brampton rat-trap pair 4 9

rubber pair 5 6
Y¥204 Celtonia, mate-trap .. a 4 0
Y205 Pedal yepbers set of 2 3



ae EXELON TYRES TRAVEL FURTHER.iePUMPS.
Both styles are strong, and capable

of standing up under hard usage.
Connections and washers are s

quality.Pee¥206 Nickel plated, 15x 2 .. 2 9

207 Celluloid .. A ies

y208 Pump connections, best 9

209 Pump genuine
leather a oe 2

210 Pump clips, black, Heht
pair

‘y211 Pump clips, plated, heavy Y

pair 1 6PVRSiinotiaeAREFLECTORS.
Rear, red light. Necessary for

safety.

‘y212 Rear reflector

RIMS.
Supplied plated or enamelled, drill-

ed 32 holes for front, and 40 for

rear wheels, Plated rims are lined
in colour.
213 Front rim, 28 x 1h, plated 8, %

y214 Rear rim, 28 x 1h, plated 8 9

Fitting, with new spokes, extra.
215 Hnamelled rim, os 348 TeeSGSSaalSADDLES.

218 Brooks B18 13/3
219 B18 pattern 4 tn ‘
y220 Three spring pattern

SPANNERS—See also TOOLS.

Y221 B.S.A. spanners, plockk .. 1 6

¥222 B.S.A. spanners, cone Z

SPOKES (State Wheel Size).
¥223 Spokes and nipples, rust-

less: e Poezii gO)aaTOE CLIPS.
Skeeta metal toe clips, easily at-

EXELON TYRES.
Size 28 x 14 wired only.

XELON TYRES are specially
made for us in one of the largest
and best equipped tyre factories in
the world.

Tavery tyre is fully guaranteed
against defects, either in material or
workmanship, and as we promptly

clai no time
throughsettle a

and annoyance is incurred
referring the matter to some repre-
sentative or other third party.

At the same time, claims are so
rarely made, that we can afford to
treat them in a generous manner.

SPECIAL OFFER.
On each FULL SET of EXELON

CRYSTAL TYRES (two covers, two
tubes), we will give, FREE, an ACE

CYCLOMETER, value 6/-.
Wil a set of EXELON

“GREY” tyres and tubes, the CYCLO-
METER may be obtained for 2/6.

ORDER NOW. This offer is avatl-
able for a limited time only.

EXELON CRYSTAL.
Rubber of an amber colour, fre-

quently referred to as crude rubber,
has become prominent recently. Ten-
nis shoes with erude soles practic-
ally never wear out.

PXELON CRYSTAL TYRES give
jike service on your cycle. They are
extremely hard wearing, and though
they cost more in the first, place,
they are actually cheaper in the end.

The fabric is extra strong and
flexible, making the tyre very com-
fortable and .

One side is cor-
rugated, for driving electric generat-
ors.

Prices are much below any other
tyre of the same quality.

XELON TUBES are of the finest
rubber.. TRY ONE—it will stretch
to several times its normal length,
without suffering in any way. Cheap
rubber will not stand this test.

GUARANTEED 15 MONTHS.

233 Exelon “Crystal cover 12 6

¥234 Txelon ystal’ tube 95 6

244 Two covers, two tubes 33 0

EXELON “GREY.”
‘A cheaper cover and tube, but very

good value indeed. ‘There is no need
to risk using old tyres when new
ones that are quite reliable cost so
little.Guaranteed 9 Months.
‘y235 Exelon Grey cover .. 7 0

Y236 Wxelon Grey tube 3a 0

237 Two covers two tubes 19 0aesceeStached,
SOLUTION.

xorho Skeeta toe clips «1... 2 8) ¥227 Dunlop DEN Gia yitane 4

¥109 Skeeta¥228 Dunlop eager sea ne) 6

Toon BAGS.
¥229 Dunlop, in tins .. tin 1 3

and Leather, Gia ee eee oe ieseeae ty ATAN
225 Leather, Tin, st am 9 -

eather non eae ¥230 Set of three .. _-. set__—8

TROUSER BANDS. VALVE TUBING.
226 Plated bands Dan 6  ¥281 Special grade rubber, yd. 8

DUNLOP TYRES.
Y¥110 Roadster cover, cord 12 6

¥239 Tube a re Din:
Bates Red cover 10 0

Bates Red tube 4 0

Mercure cover 5/19
Mercure tube 3 0

PUNCURE. .
‘This preparation is used in your

cycle tubes, and has the property
of sealing up ordinary small pune-
tures and leaks.

factory. Try it
ig troublesome—the risk is ours.
¥o32 Puncure (for one tube) 1 6aSStrA Sie

BENZINE ENGINES.
‘An American manufacturer is now

making a range of very small
portable benzine 3,

rds. Total weight is

are being largely used in ‘U.S.A. for

aviving dynamos, lathes, woodwork-

{ng and washing machines, ete.

SIZES FROM HALF HORSE
POWER.

They could also be used for small
pumps, spraying machines, driving
Piwn rollers and countless other pur-
poses.

We can frequently supply suitable
@ynamos for coupling to these en-

lighting houses, beach cottages, ete,
had for charging batteries, either in

the garage, or at home, for Radio.

Small stocks are actually now on
order, so if you are interested, send
fn your enquiry immediately. The
hal? horse power type should cost
about £12-£15.Sa07SSROTARY CONVERT-

ERS.
In those towns where direct cur-

rent (D.C.) is supplied, the Rotary
converter is the only method avail-
ble for changing the current into
‘UG, as used on the majority of

Radios and electric gramophones.
The Janette has now been on the

market for some years, with ex-
tremely satisfactory results. It is

Jarge variety of sizes,
put the two chief are given below,
while others will be quoted on appli-

Thirty-two volt machines
are made for Delco plants.

They can be supplied either with
filters, which mus used if
RADIOS are to be operated, or with-

out filters, since these are unneces-
sary for purely gramophone ampli-
fier work,
300 WATT.

230 volt D.C, to 280 volt 50-60
eyele A.C. ,

*

With filter + . £33 10. 0

Less filter .. we 421.10 (0.
Other types and sizes on applic

tion. ‘

:
:

COLUMBIA Zoayerbill »

100°. Construction
COLUMBIA ‘oayerbilt

BATTERIES are made of
Flat Cells, pressed tightly
together, every bit of space
being used. This construc-
tion gives 30% more capacity
and proportionately longer
life.

WORKMANSHIP

RADIO
ATTERIES

and MATERIAL

100°. Reception
CLARITY, VOLUME, and DISTANCE

Sales in New Zealand of Col i

:
umbia_ Batteri

during 1929 were twice the combined egall other makes.
INSIST ON GETTING THE PROVED BATTERY

Columbia
‘Trade Mark

RADIO BATTERIES.
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL FIRST CLASS DEALERS.

“e

]
?

j



CLOCKS

GRANDFATHER cLoc:
pecomini

xsincreasingly
and the high eean move-

wer el

Frente offered here musenetle rn
i

hese are

ments Thaceurtoconstruct MY, “the

: knowing, thal Xe

chook’ as 2, timekeeper *? clocks cos!

Ueto, £60ie Aestigation was necessary
tonto ensure at ted, but we are

pa tert that aie fr supplying
mfident.

The eneihe Una Setene
bean Westminster or Copen

bare) are 11% saa in Sot
pendulums and ghts, being

ress
ToscueREME.wePyostminster chime;

7144 Copenhagen chimes:
10° 9 0

10/0180

SUPERIOR.
‘A cheaper, put reliable movements

Syed with chimes, of with halt
hour strike. Brass ‘pendulum @

a 11-inch dial. Rae
jor, chimes + 8

Q

ste Daa GEO LSS
weights,
gids Supe

7146
St

Superior,
___—__—

OLD
apARM gLOcKs.INGERS ‘wake

qlarm. that really does W?

oa Biet the time intended. Fi

glass timekeeper:
ADB Ingersoll

WATCHES.
INGEheBcc poy's watch, built fon

the hard wear Yepected from the

average boy.

S. alarm clock 12 6

jain 9
7 Yankee

1,

pl

51, Yankee
raeersoll, radium

ELGIN.
Hunting case,

with finest Elgin movem
ch every. man wants.
3 Blgin watch eH

PLBYING
CARDS.

410

2

uavoa’oe ea <

I — ri

Seounn

secucesneas

|

INDEX.

‘with cient yours Factory and.
experience behind us, and with #

in’ wow

les being able to make a cabinet
we are import-

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION.
‘Our factory oan umually

undeundertone the
SMES, ant otler8ayparaian,
wkmanship ‘is of the best,

AcmvArEy, SurBRrom £0. MronT-
APPARATUS Jn nearly it cnsey,

EASY TERMS SEND FOR our SPORTS LISTS
iity‘benema

iawis and Seeae vamone apne Seasexty fn Summer and winter

Page Page

Dynamic Speakers. F7gD Lamp wreckets saddles

7% Dyna BM) Taaind extensions Su

16,17 vam tioLa eg
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Clamps %. amp. gyete archlighits
24 Mbonite HAD Pampa:
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56 Wlectric Fittings |<. GGT) Lat wing Hato

G2 Blectrie Irons a ens ati sting Mae hie
{|

GB RlestreiytleCondens, 28 eats, Gh Baker Washers

{MO Blements He

07,6) Hectaniehe
Mpatte ie :i einfanor tte Tey
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Hllminator Transform Tavern i

2 Tid Suppor 2 Silver’ Steet
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a8 Toeks, Cupbor 22. Solder

x 38|Lottin, wile Ain older 181

25 2 Moud Spi olderings Lous
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at ia 2 ne ine jal Speakers
nslons 40,68 Meeeiy ‘

oi” abanherer
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terminals 6 Mast Cav 11 Speaker 6
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res, Electric eas
fittings, lectrie ss u
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% Solder tory lee 69

orks, cyele Motors) Gramophone 71-72

rarmien
Mudguard n

et saws Sie ‘

Needle Cups a
2 ga Needles %

21a)9SE
Nichrome, Wt on

Ae 62
ht

Access 71-71 on Cans < ning, Ghoke

Brakes 4 Seele Lain’ : ings

Brakes | 74 Ol, Cyele Lamb BD
Needles|76) Panela Aiencarivary Ks.

Plek-ups 72,48 Panels. 18, 80, 32, 93 e

CABINETS. ote

BulbsSoeegunoe CLOCK.
$ y

10-year ecpoed,

ONGRES!einese Ree-grade oorne cost more

to buy, but they much more
pleasant to play’ wien, and are als
yory durable. i
Single pack : GeeTwo packs ‘ ‘ &

Ne ach
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